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INTERFERENCE PROBLEM IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
ár asasJose Busta, Serge Miranda
INTRODUCTION
In local DBMS one of the major abjectives at the imple­
mentation level was to avoid data physical redundancy.
*
This entailed the requirement to share data among users 
having different needs and therefore to control update concurren­
cy which we call "external integrity" ; it is important to note 
that every proposed solution, included in the Univac's DBTG-like 
DBMS (DMS 1 100) where the initial "monitoring mechanism" was gi­
ven up, is based on a LOCKING MECHANISM (low or high level).
From locking,stems the potentiality of deadlock (locking is one 
of the five necessary conditions for deadlock). The major purpose 
of this locking mechanism is to maintain data base consistency.
In distributed data bases, physical redundancy among 
remote parts of the scattered data was re-introduced, mainly for 
availability and reliability reasons. This redundancy can be 
"identity", "extension" or "restriction" of a given entity.
Mutual consistency of these "duplicated" entities must be main­
tained. This will be performed via an external integrity mecha­
nism which will control the concurrent access to the data.
We address <in (1) the generalization of this issue to 
"partitionned data bases" where different data modules are loca­
ted throughout the network (without being necessarily semanticà- 
lly tied).
We defined a global locking mechanism to tackle the ex­
ternal integrity problem.
External integrity is only one aspect of the interferen­
ce problem ; the second is concerned with UPDATE PROPAGATION through 
the different functional levels (external, conceptual, access-path, 
encoding, physical device) of a DBMS (local or distributed).
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8This problem was only partially solved :
- SYSTEM-R defined simple rules between the external and con­
ceptual levels like the "rectangular and "uniqueness" one ;
- INGRES defined simple mapping algorithms of the same type ;
- IBM-Los Angeles system included "reflection rules "Mithin 
the definition of external entities.
Only PAOLINI in the university of MILANO tried a uniform and ri­
gorous approach based on abstract data types to deal with this 
problem.
In the remainder of this paper we will present our solution and 
modélisation to the external integrity issues for distributed 
duplicated entities. We will focus our attention on a fail-safe 
computer network.
MAJOR FEATURES OF OUR ALGORITHM
The significant characteristics of our synchronization protocol 
are :
- strong consistency ;
at a given point of time, every open copy is in the same consis­
tent state (even in case of any failure in the distributed system).
- global locking ;
our protocol implements mutual exclusion this requires the defi­
nition of a coordination protocol among remote controllers. We 
choose a preclaiming strategy (which appears to be the only pre­
vention solution possible in a distributed environment) to deal 
with deadlock ; as a consequence our protocol will encompass two_ 
steps_ o_f synchronization.
General purpose network oriented ;
its control is decentralized. There is no privileged controller 
a priori ; there is a master-site dele rmination during the first 
step based on a priority system (including parameters like TIME- 
STAMß REJECTION number, less-priority transaction list,...).
Every transaction will be processed after an indefinite but finite 
time. Our protocol must be efficient (transmission overhead in the 
order of 5 (n-1 ) messages with n, number of copies,but with a res­
ponse time independant of n due to parallel transmission/processing) 
and robust. This requires that every global operation be t^o-PMSE. 
At last our protocol is speed independent by the integration of 
acknowledgement messages.
9APPEAL OF DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
Centralized control is attractive due to the general simplicity of the 
corresponding algorithm (minimal message transmission, simplification 
of the conflict resolution, possibility to use deadlock detection al­
gorithms,...) and turns to be adequate for star-like network structures 
or centralized applications.
However such a solution н х хе н н^гя$^х и1хи pJsíxIhÍIm 6 in case of central 
site failure or isolation and dd.es not meet the objectives of a general 
purpose computer network (i.e ARPANET, CYCLADES, EIN,...) like modular 
growth, crash confinement, reliability, local autonomy and load sharing.
For these above requirements to be true it is necessary to provide all 
the processes with equal poxer. Therefore we discarded the centralized 
control approach and define a protocol where all controllers are initial­
ly equal. This distributed control makes use of a priority system which 
will be used for deadlock prevention and master site determination.
A protocol using a distributed control can be made extremely robust. The 
final advantage of the distributed approach is that the proof of correct­
ness of such an algorithm (identical in each controller) is easier to conn 
duct.
Our protocol is "message- driven" } the activity of each autonomous con­
troller will be coordinated by synchronization messages and a sequence of 
actions will occur as a consequence of the reception of a dedicate message 
or a group of messages.
There are two steps of synchronization corresponding to :
- the election of a "master controller" and the resolution of 
conflicts which can occur among concurrent transactions.
- the global locking-update-unlocking is then performed by the 
master controlhrwith the other controllers called "slaves”.
STATE DIAGRAM
An algorithm is best staded via some abstract means which is accurate and 
implementation independent .
Each message causes a transition among states of locks (global and local). 
This is a reason why we use an automata-like formalism to represent our 
algorithm.
We have 3 different resource states (or lock states) t
- free (F) I there is no global synchronization process
in progress. Any update request can be ini- 
' tiated.
- occupied (0) : there is a global synchronization process
in progress but the master controller, elec­
ted during the first step of synchronization 
con still switch. This state corresponds to 
the protected modeu and an update request can 
still be considered.
- blocked up (B) t there is a global synchronization process
in progress and the resource (global or 
local) is blocked up for a given master 
controller. This state corresponds to an 
exclusive mode.
The automata representing the algorithm, in a fail safe network is the 
5-uple ^X, Q, F, qo, where
X = }.A.,DBD, RDBD, DMS, RDMS, FDB, OINT, UPR, RUPßj 
Q * [ Fi, Oi, Oij, Bi, BijJ
F = qo s= J_Fi^
S : transition function depicted in figure 1 
Notation of figure 1
Xij : lock state with X c {.0,B^ means that the controller i is in the
state X for the controller j
---3» t transition arrow between lock states
- labelled with transition-id
- numbered with the order it appears in the protocol
transition-id = ^ received message (s)^ significant parameter), transmitted
messa gefe)J
q/. Aij : A-type message (s) from controller i to controller j
(received or transmitted)
A can be of the following type s
UPR update request sent by the external user and its acknowledgment RUPR
DBD t demand for distant blocking and its ACK , RDBD
DMS : demand for synchronized update and its ACK, RDMS
OINT : order of interrupt 
C s message counter c[l, n-1£
Figure 1 State diagram of the i ^  controller 
(fail-safe network)
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USE OF ABSTRACT DATA TYPES TO FORMALIZE THE ALGORITHM
Locking in a distributed data base cannot be reduced only h> :
- a data structure (like the "rectangular view" defined in 
System-R...) or
- a coordination protocol (like in duplicated file systems...) 
which would lead to a sub-specification. Hence the appeal of abstract data 
types (ADT) which allow to consider locking both as a data structure and as 
a set of operators defined on it.
Since the data structures involved in locking a DB are complex we will choose 
the algebraic approach (instead of the propositional approach more suitable 
to simple structures) to describe the different ADTs attached to each func­
tional level of a distributed DBMS (at least, five levels have been iden­
tified (1) ).
Therefore, the synchronization system will be seen as a set of ADTs depicted 
as homomorphic £ -algebras.
We will have a twofold mapping to define for the operators and the data- 
structures
(Data base, UPR)
(DBk, UPRk)
OP
OPi >
(Data base, answer)
In the particular case we consider (duplicated file system), locking is
reduced to the second type of locking, taken into account in the coordina­
tion protocol between the global level and the local level (concerning each 
local copy).
We depict in figure 2 and 3 both ADTs atta ched to the previously defined 
protocol. We use the syntax of OBJ which is an object oriented language 
defined in UCLA (6).
We use also the fact that a finite date automata (fig. 1) represents a par­
ticular class of 2 -algebra and we will consider the lock states (global and
local levels) as the carriers of the corresponding algebra.
To each of these levels, we associate two ADTs, SYNCG and SYNCL which are 
2 -algebras defined by the 5-uple
< s tx. s  Д  » к > where
- S is the set of sorts
- £• is the set of operators defined on the sorts
- 2  is the set of error operators
- %  is the set of equations of the T operators
- К is the set of equations of the д operators
Notation for the figures 2 and 3
foP1, OP2] indicates a running parallelism between the operators 0P1 and
л 0P2
«(. OPi expresses that the operator i will be executed in parallel on 
remote controllers
ATT(UPR(PK)) there is scheduler call and the request with parameter P* 
is delayed. This action is external to the protocol
KAJL : update operator of the local file (external to the protocol).
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OBJECT SYNCG
SORTS E,D
OPS ODBD B,D — > E, E
ORDBD E,D — -> E
ODMS E — — » Ef E'
ORDMS E,D — > E,E'
OFDBD E —  ^E
OINT E -> в
OUPR E,D -- > e ,e v
ID E _> E
ERROR-OPS
ERR1 -> e ,d
ERR2 -> BfD
ERR3 > B,D
ERR4 > в
ERR5 > E
ERRé > e ,d
ERR7 >E ,D
ERR8 > E
ERR 9 >E
ERR10 >E
ERR1 1 >E
VARS
Oi : E , Bi : E , Li : E Л  =
C : D , Pi : D , - : D
E'
С 6 [1 ,n-lj
ги& i « £1 ,n] 
Pie[l,n]
16
SPECS
OUPR (Li, Pk) = ГODBD (Li,-), (n-1) ODBD' (A'Pk)J
OUPR (Oi,Pk) = IF Pk<Pi THENV "ATT (UPR (Pk)),ID(Oi)J
ELSE ’ATT (UPR (Pi)),ID(Ok)]
OUPR (Bi,Pk) = [ATT (UPR (Pk)), ID (Bi)]
ODBD (Li,-) =(o í ,jQ
ODBD (Oi,Pk) = IF Pk 4 Pi THEN ‘iD (Oi), OINT (Ok)J
ELSE ID'(Oik,Pk), ORDBD (Ok
+ С X OJNT ' (Bji,Pk)]
ORDBD (Oi, c)= IF C = n-1 THEN ODMS (Bi) ELSE ID (Oi)
ODMS (Bi) - = [lD (Bi) + MAJL , (n-1) ODMS' (Bji)J
ORDMS (Bi,c) ±  IF C = n-1 THEN[OFDBD (Bi)., (n-1) OFDBD
+ o r u p r ]
ELSE ID (Bi)
OFDBD (Bi) = Li
OINT (Oi) = OivOij
ID (•Л.) = Л.
ERROR-SPECS
ERR1 = ODBD (Bi,-)
ERR2 = ORDBD (Li,-)
ERR3 = ORDBD (Bi,-)
ERR4 = ODMS (Li)
ERR5 = ODMS (Oi)
Е1Ш6 = ORDMS (Li,-)
ERR7 = ORDMS (Oi,-)
ERRO = OFDBD (Li)
ERR 9 = OFDBD (Qi)
ERR1 0 = OINT (Li)
ERR1 1 = OINT (Bi)
TCE JBO Figure 2 Abstract, data type, C.YNCG (global level)
written in OBJ
( "0 The local controller waits for (n-1) RDBD ; the master switch,
located on the same site, is transparent to the remote controllers.
SORTS E’ ,D»
0P3
•ERROR
VARS
SPECS
ODBD» i E ’ ,D ' ---> E' ,E
ORDBD' ; E’ ---> E»
ODMS * i E’ ---* E'
OPDBD» : E' ---> E'
ORDM3' : E' --- > E’
OINT' s E' ,D' --- > E»
OU PR : E ' , D ' --- > E’ ,E
ID* s E* -----> E»
ERR1 --> E' ,D '
ER R 2 --> E’
ERR3 --> E'
ERR4 --> E’
ERR5 --> E’
ERR6 --> E'
ERR7 --- E’
ERR8 --У E' ,D'
ER R 9 --> E* ,D’
Oij : E , Bij : E' , Lj
•• D , Pi s D»
A* = OijvLj
ODBD’ (Lj,Pi) =
ODBD' (Oji,Pk)=
ORDBD' (Oji) =
ODMS ' (Bji) =
ORDMS' (Bji) =
OFDBD' (Bji) =
OINT' (0ji,-)=
OU PR ' (Oji,Pj)=
OU PR ’ (Bji,-) =
ID» (Oji,Pk) =
[lD'(Lj,Pi),ORDBD (Oi,-)]
IP Pk^ Pi THEN [ID ' (Oji,Pi) ,OINT(Ok)] 
ELSE [iD* (Oji,Fk) , OINT (Oi)-'r ORDBD(Ok,- 
Bji
[lD'(Bji,-),MAJb]
[lD'(Bji,-),ORDMS (Bi,-)]
LJ
Ojk
IF P H  Pi THEN [iD* (Oji,Pi) , ATT(UPR(Pi) 
ELSE [lD( O j ) ,(n-1 )ODBD ’ (A fPk)]
[ATT(UFR (-)),ID' (Bji,-)]
Ojk
- 18
ERROR-SFECS
EKH1 « ODBD» (Bji,-)
ER R 2 = ORDBD' (Lj )
ERR? =* ORDBD »(Bji)
ERR4 = ODMS• (Lj)
ERR5 
ERR 6
= ODMS* (Oji) 
= OPDBD'(Lj)
ERR7 = OPDBD'(Oji)
ERR8 = OINT» ( L j , - )
ERR 9 = OUPR » (Lj,-)
TCEJBO
Figure 3 Abstract data type, 5.YNCL (local level) 
written in OBJ
We can easily show that SYNCG and SYNCL are X -homomorphic with the natural 
morphism such as Li — > Lj , Bi—>Bji, Oi -— » Oji v  Bji 
(the latter corresponds to the fact that the local resource can be in 
the blocked state while the global resource is still in the occupied 
state (waiting for all acknowledgements)).
As a matter of fact each of the following diagram» commutes s.
У si 6 5 --------------- s*i € S'
V (Ts « I _______________\ ^  <J»s = <r£ e I'
<r
1 Yek s
->
i
s ' i ----------ű ----->
i
в* i
The demonstration is straight forward.
If we choose the £ -algebra SYNCL as the reference algebra"(homomorphic 
to the implementation algebra) therefore the global -algebra SYNCG will 
be implementation correct.
Én order t6 be rigorous, we will have to show that SYNCL is an "initial 
algebra" (6) (specification correct) and that there exists an isomorphism 
between SYNCL and SYNCG in order to make SYNCG "initial".
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Response time Transmission Overhead Algorithms
2 N. NT + Tej + (2NT.N) 2N + N <* + ( 2N. ) ELLIS's ( 5 )
"Ring structured solutlorl’
NT (4 +N) + ТЦ + (2NT) 
2
(best case)
3N + 2 + N<< + ( 2N) 
2
(best case)
THOMAS'S ( 1*. ) 
"Algorithm without 
global locking"
5 NT 3 N- 1 MENASCE's ( 3 ) 
"centralized control 
algorithm"
5 NT + T«( (2 steps) 5N - 3 + N«((2steps) OURS
NT : Network Time No( : overhead due to previous 
rejections
T<* : overhead due to
unsuccessful attempts
N : Number of cooperating controllers 
( ):expression due to robustness integration
Our protocol compares very well with a centralized solution both 
in terms of response time and transmission overhead. When we con­
sider Ellis’s and Thomas"s solutions we can notice that their trans­
mission overhead is low ; it is not at all the case with their res­
ponse time which depends on N and which grows linearly with it ; 
this is due to serial transmission which is avoided in our protocol.
CONCLUSION
We used automata and abstract data types to formalize the global locking 
in a distributed data system (fail-safe) j. such a formalization enabled 
us to prove the correctness of our algorithm^ (part of it) . We prove that 
our algorithm is deadlock free by using a direct formalism (*l).
We will use the abstract data type concept to incorporate the cases where 
the underlying network is unsafe (2).
The solution based on abstract data types will also be developped to tackle 
distributed data base issues (entity description attached to each functional 
level of a DBMS, basic functions,...) in a uniform and rigorous fashion.
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COMPUTER NETWORK EVOLUATION BY PROGRAM SIMULATION
Y.Bashin, I.Gorelik, H .Pranevitshius 
USSR
0. ABSTRACT
The paper discusses some points of effective inspec­
tion of host, consisting of program compatible computers 
of various performances. It is studied by simulation the 
host structures, where job allocation among computers is 
carried out by a communication processor, the most pro­
ductive computer, and a minicomputer as a foreman.
1. INTRODUCTION
Prompt service offers the greatest promise for network 
users and naturally the network efficiency there-with 
appears to be the final result of man-machine dialogue, i. 
e. user "thinking rate" and machine performance.
Prompt service allows each user to debug programs, 
get information and perform calculations as quickly, as if 
all resources were at its own disposal.
But for this service the network is to guarantee quick 
running of jobs, which is fairly hard in the real situation, 
where due to a factor of undecipherable ("bursty") arrivals, 
equipment failure etc. can happen some unusual overloads 
of the system elements, namely of communication channels, 
computers and so on.
Let us identify the following definitions [U-
Definition 1. Response time is a difference between 
access (of the network) of the job last character and its 
first character readout.
Definition 2. Peak load of the host is a quantity of 
grouped arrivals, whose number and parameters are condition­
ed by exceeding the accepted response time, if only for a
single arrival.
If the performance of a communication channel to 
transfer information to the host and that of the host are 
related as follows:
„ aC Tn + 1 + /N2 + C2a 2 + 1 ^  лI\ < --- =*- - -------  ^ л “ 5 \ ± J
2N - C o
where К is a data processing rate (oper.per.sec.) and C 
being the information rate in bytes per sec. (Poisson 
arrivals with the rate of C), N denotes maximal arrivals, 
available in an accepted quantity, a is a mean labour- 
-consumption per a job (operations per an information 
byte) and a being the mean square variance of job labour- 
-consumptionj then in this case overload is impossible 
in the host.
In order to eliminate the overload one must improve 
host performance, which can be attained by the following
menas :
- supplement an on-line computer to the system
- conversion to the special-purpose computers and 
finally
- single large computer systems (computer complexation). 
Taking m be the equally accessed on-line computers of
the host, which have random, independent arrivals, we shall 
see the next overload probability of the j-th computer (P.), 
providing again independent access of various users and even 
computer capabilities, as follows
Pj = ф  pXj (1 - p)L-1j , (2)
where p is an access probability at the time instant t and 
lj being the sum of jobs, causing a peak load in the j-th 
computer. L denotes the sum of jobs, available on the host
25
by the instant t. Thus probability of peak loads in the 
host is equal
Analysis of the 3rd equation points to the fact, that a 
substantial degradation in probability of peak loads can 
be only attained by a great number of host computers, that 
is we see, that a correction of the system response time 
by simple admission of new computers is rather costly.
Network operation has shown, that it is impractical 
to use such large systems as main computers are, for data 
transmission with its functions of controlling data flows ; 
that it is more advantageous to use for that function the 
special-purpose and cheaper mini-computers, namely communi­
cation processors, which is confirmed by the results of 
calculation of computer time. They have shown that it takes 
15 to 30% of the computer time to do sums of data transmis­
sion and this value may be visible derated (to 1-4%) by 
introducing the communication processor into the system.
We also consider the gain in reduction in the internal 
storage of the main computer, occupied by communications so 
far, and asset in that the processor can control the rate 
of arrivals besides, for example to decrease the rate of 
terminal operation, thus somewhat correcting the response 
time [_2j .
We kept, that most effective are special-purpose 
communication processors, allocating jobs among computers 
(of the host) and as a result of this approach we give the 
equation of peak load probability P , equal in this case 3
Pn (3)
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Pn
POP
1mm
m !
Pо
_ r (mp)m
l(1-p)m! (4)
where p is a traffic rate.
The equation (4) is true, if only the following 
assumptions behind this are counted for:
- computer equal performance
- Poisson arrivals and
- exponential service time.
If they are disrupted, for example, there are un- 
euqal performances then (4) becomes more complicated, that 
is, one must rewrite it in the next form for P , provided 
we have a host with two computers with corresponding per­
formances Л - Л *  i-e -
pn = г т 'т ф  - Ч г ^  Г 1 + (1 + L)* - (1 - L)* J P0 ; (5)
____________________ 1 - Ф________________
1 + 1. ! - 2 ф - 1  f l  + ( 1  + L 2 ) ф  - ( 1  -  L 2 h J
where ф is a probability of a single arrival at the first 
computer and l-ф being the probability of a single arrival 
at the second computer. X denotes the arrival rate. The 
equations (4) and (5) come from the queueing theory, but it 
should be observed that for more comprehensive survey of 
network performance one must take into account different 
rates of data input and output, affecting on the processor, 
different job priorities, the impact of computer operating 
system etc.
Thus purely proceeding from the formulas of queueing 
theory, i.e. (4) and (5), we are not able to adequately 
predict in terms of host computer integration the whole
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system operational factors, however, we still are able to 
conclude that computer integration, together with dynamic 
allocation of jobs are mostly promising in network evolu­
tion .
It is the aim of this work to examine the performance 
of some perspective host projects by simulation.
2. CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF THE HOST
The host includes m heterogeneous computers, varying in 
speed, specialization, capacities of internal storage etc, 
but each computer has a general field of memory of module 
organization, one of the modules being for storing infor­
mation concerning computer condition. By a condition is 
meant the length of the input and output queue; the system 
also incorporates a communication processor, providing host 
and man-machine interface, reduction of incoming data and 
message rearrangement for transmission into network. To 
this must be added the special-purpose functions of the 
processor, namely interpretation of message priority and 
their routing, assignment of the internal storage zones for 
incoming messages. Besides it also provides in the system 
under survey the rate of information transmission at about 
48000 baud, and at last, then it is done by one of the main 
computers of the host or mini-computer (the foreman).
Model 1. In this case the communication is thus to 
operate as a foreman and be then connected to the internal 
storage of all computers (Fig.l). On completion of the 
assignment of the needed computer, the latter is notified of 
it by processor via internal storagej thus transferred in­
formation consists of the list of modul numbers, which carry 
data about jobs for the given computer.
In case of data output (to the network) the computer 
communicatès it to the processor via the internal storage 
again, by it indicating the list of external modules, where
23
the output information is stored.
Information about the current computer condition is 
automatically updated completion of processing a sequential
problem by each computer.
Model 2. The foreman service is now performed by one 
of the main computers and the processor is in this time 
only connected to the foreman internal storage (Fig.2), 
transmitting jobs of a higher priority to foreman (the 
latter is also to handle this kind of jobs); jobs of a 
lawer priority are to be allocated by it among other host 
computers for execution, based on their current conditions. 
Thus rearranged jobs (requests) are distributed by the pro­
cessor into the special module of the external storage, 
whereupon it signals the foreman the end of procedure, after 
which by screening the information about current conditions 
of other computers, the foreman finally arranges queues of 
requests before each computer, informing by it the computer 
about queue occurrence.
Model 3. The foreman service is now carried out by 
the special-purpose computer, purged of job processing, the 
internal storage of the processor is connected by it to the 
memory of all computers (Fig.3). The foreman is then also 
provided with the external storage access, storing data 
about the current condition of all computers; on completion 
of rearrangements the channel-based request before process­
ing, it is placed in the general-purpose module by the pro­
cessor, which signals the foreman about the end ; the latter 
by interpreting the situ and queus rearrangement in priori­
ties, then also signals the processor the need of data re­
moval and reports by it the list of modules for the input- 
-aimed external storage. After the end of input operation, 
the processor signals it and then the foreman carries out 
job distribution, based on the computer current condition, 
the results of which are delivered to each computer, again 
via internal storage.
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Information output is realised by computer, which 
signals the foreman the need of data removal;, the later by 
reviewing free zones of the external storage informs (via 
internal storage) about the addressed of output modules.
3. HOST PROGRAM MODEL
The system under review is rather complicated and so the 
implementation of a program model, simulating the system 
operation as a whole is essentially a difficult task for 
realization, therefore we suggest, the whole system be pre­
sented as a set of interacting subsystems, each of which is 
a piecewise linear aggregate (5,6] , with some number of 
input/output facilities, interfaced by a given way and des­
cribed individually by a method of control sequences VI 
allowing to declare the aggregate mathematically, that is in 
turn easily program realisable in computer.
This approach has given good results and some of its 
gains (as compared to other simulations) are as follows:
- a means for practical realization of more complicated 
program models ;
- the system description in mathematical terms, that 
makes it easier preparing the program of simulation;
- a means for simultaneous work of several programmers, 
who are able now to handle'models of single subsystems;
- there is no need in specialized algorithmic languages 
for simulation, as it is quite enough to know common program 
languages of higher level, for example FORTRAN and PL1.
3.1. Fig.4 shows the aggregate system of host, which 
includes the following:
‘ A| is a job generator (JG), which rearranges a stream 
of data, arriving from the network into a host and also
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generates the following operational factors of jobs as 
priority, amount of input/output information, calculations
etc.
- is a special-purpose communication processor, 
later called software/hardware interface (SHI), which has 
the next main parameters, as speed, internal storage capa­
city, number and speed of input/output channels;
- A3 is a job dictributor (JD), which in the case of 
the 1st and/or 2nd conceptual model generates the output 
signal "REQUEST", based on which JD will respectively demand 
resources of the SHI or one of the computers ; in the case
of the 3rd conceptual model the JD requests for its own re­
sources. The JD parameters are an amount of computations for 
solving allocation problems, the speed of its processor and 
also an algorithm to performs job allocation;
- is a general-purpose module of the external sto­
rage (GMES), which stores requests for host computers and 
the execution results, also makes exchange of information 
between itself and computers or/and SHI via common input/ 
output channel;
- A^ + ^ is the i-th' computer of host, where i = l,m. All 
computers are multiprogrammed and with the operation system 
(0S/360); finally the speed of the processor is assumed to 
be the main computer parameter.
3.2. Each aggregate is a system of N input and M output
poles the process of functioning of which is defined by a
multitude of time instances, that is T = /t , t„ ,t„ , . . . ,t■ J о l l m
i.e. the instants, when one of the node events occurs. A 
multitude of node events is then subdivided into the two 
non-overlapping subsets, namely E ’ and E ’’, E ’ E ’ ’ = E,
E ’ f] E ”  = 0, where the subset E ’ =£e’, e’,...,e^J includes 
events, comprising the arrival of an input signal, respec­
tively X1S X2, . . . , XN ; the subset E ”  = { e ’’ , e ’’,...,e” J 
includes events, which occur as a result of the aggregate
autonomy; and at last events e^ are supposed to be the 
completion of the i-th process, taking place in aggregate. 
The multitude T is subdivided respectively into the subset 
of T* moments of input signal arrivals and the subset of 
T ’’ instants, when there follow events as follows 
e? » £ E, T ’ \J T* * = T .
The aggregate internal state is described by vector 
0(tm ), varying in time, that is
0(t ) m = Í Xi<tm), x,(tjm (t)}p m (6 )
We assume that it is given a controlling sequence of
values (not negative) for the aggregate {T. ., j = l,f}'?_.,1 > 1 1 - 1
which fully' determines the process of the system operation.
For all events e^, i = l,f , there are constructed
controlling S.(t ) and checksums V.(t ), having the next l m x m 0
meaning
at the starting moment of the i-th process
S . ( t ) =i m (in the aggregate), if at the instant of t
the latter is in progress °°, otherwise.
V. (t) =l m Í
s.(t ) + T . ., if S.(t ) *1 m l , j ’ X m
00 , otherwise
With a set of checksums V.(t ), i= l,f, we can defineX m 7
the instant, when there occurs a sequential event from the 
subset E ’*, i .e .
t * » m+1 = min { V .(t ) }X m
is f
(7)
The type of the event occured and transfer-of-control 
statement (of the aggregate new state) are determined by a
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number of checksums, but since the incoming signals also 
change its state, then in general the aggregate transfer 
into another state can be expressed as
e ( W U. feet)m J .  * i € (8)
Output signals ф^, i = 1,M, can be only arranged at 
the instants t of node event occurances and are dependent 
form the internal system state Git^) and input signals ,
that is
ф. = G. főit), e ., X J1 i *— m ’ 3 n ~
1 ^  i ^  M , 1 ^  n < N ,
(9)
E.
Consider the aggregation system of К-aggregates (in­
cluding those of external medium), where definite limits 
are imposed on interaction of system elements, most im­
portant of which are the following [S]:
- transferring signals among the aggregates is ins­
tantly carried out;
- signals have zero length and keep in themselves some
information ;
- the aggregate cannot accept input signals, coming 
simultaneously in the same poles from various sources.
Let the k-th aggregate have Nk input and output
poles and the total number of links to transfer signals
among the, shall be denoted by L.
Let the matrix be R = |r. . Ц , i = 1 ,L,. j = 1,2 of • 9 13
input poles in the sense that its elements have the follow­
ing meaning:
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r. 1 is a number of aggregate, accepting an input 
signal from the i-th communication channel, 1 ^  r ^ ^  ^  К
r. . is a number of input pole of the i-th aggregate,1 5 Z.
incidential to the i-th channel, 1 ^ r. N
• ri,l
Outputs of the aggregates shall be defined by the matrix
H = I h . . I , i = 1,К , j = 1, max{M } ,
1 >1 1 К K
where h. . is a number of a channel incidental to the j-th i»l
output pole of the i-th aggregate.
Output signals of the aggregates shall be defined by 
the matrix Y = { y 1 ,y2, . . . ,yL> , where y^ = { ф, 0} , ф ^ 0
SYSAt any instant of time t we are supposed to know
the moment for every aggregate, when there a sequential
event can occur from the sublet E ’’, i.e. we know the
instants t ”  , t ’*,.*.>t”  for which t ”  > tSYS . Thus m. m„ nv m, r m
a sequential instant of time, when an event occurs in the 
system (i.e. the completion of one of the system processes) 
can be calculated as
*т+1 * 1 ? %  К { *тк > (1°>
Furthermore, as output signals of aggregates can be re 
arranged only at the instants of event occurence, then the 
instants of input signal arrivals in the aggregate are coin
cident with t^YS m
Taking into account the mentioned above, we are able 
to present the algorithm of aggregate functioning in the 
following sequence.
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t ’ ’
Ч
Step 1. Initial setting, when the instant t^ 
1
SYS
, t ’’ t ’* are defined.
LK
SYSStep 2. Estimation of t ^  from the equation (lo)
SYSStep 3. Aggregate access, for which t ”  = tm+1 ,
к
1 < к < К .
Step *4. Performing vector translations 0(t ) and
defining output signals in accordance with (8 ) and (9). Cal­
culation of the instant t ... from the equation (7).m, +1 к
Step 5. Matrix Y is looked through and if it has been 
found not an empty element у. = ф., then the г. л aggre- 
gate access is rearranged; that is there comes a signal 
at its input pole r. 0 ; transfer to step 4; but if not an 
empty element has not been found, transition will follow 
to step 2 .
\
4. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
According to above-mentioned principles, it has been 
constructed a program model, allowing to study the proposed 
structures.
The studies were conducted under following initial data 
of restriction.
1. The number of communication channels of the proces­
sor is assumed to be equal to 3 arrivals via channels to the 
host are independent of one another and the interval between 
them is exponentially distributed.
2. Job with certain degree of probability is among one 
of the ten classes, each of which is characterized by the 
values, that follow:
- input information content is 100 + 5000 bytes;
- output information content is 100 + 2000 bytes;
- labour-consumption per a job is 500 + 10000 oper./byte
- accepted response time is 200 + 86400 sec.
/
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3. Host consists of 4 ten-partitioned computers; theg 0 0
processor speeds are respectively 10 , 0.5 x 10 , 0.1 x 10 
oper. per sec.
4. Each job is channelled by a distributor into that 
computer, where expected processing time is minimal.
The results of modelling are tabulated in tables 1,2; 
for the first version they are as follows:
- speed of the processor for job distribution is V^D = 
20000 oper.per sec.
OUT
- speed of the SHI processor is V 1 200000 oper. 
per sec.
- specific volume of computations required to process
PRinformation by SHI processor is equal to К = 5 0  oper. per 
byte
- specific volume of computations, performed for the
allocation of a job is = 10000 oper.
For the 2nd version VJD = 50000, VSHI = 200000,
KPR = 150, aJD = 100000.
Table 1 shows mean statistical values of service times, 
where section 1 corresponds to the mentioned first class and 
section 10 to the tenth class; there are given in Table 2 
utilization factors of processors.
Under given initial data the outcome of the simulation 
was the discovery of the fact, that all the three structures 
of the host are much alike in performance (i.e. the service 
time), provided lower rated of incoming flow, but taking 
into account processor loads, priority must be given to 
the first model; however, with greater intensities of in­
coming flow and moderate computations to allocate jobs (a- 
bout 100000 oper.), the second structure appears to be more 
effective, for in this case the first structure has been 
liable to a marked queueing before the distribution system, 
that caused increased time-outs of the network channels.
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And finally the third structure is to be used when large 
computations are performed for distribution (100000 oper. 
and more).
5. CONCLUSIONS
The studies, performed have shown, that efficient per­
formance of multicomputer host within the distributed net­
work is substantially dependent on the allocation of fore­
man services among the host computers. Applying the principles 
of program simulation, based on the theory of piecewise 
linear aggregates and the method of control sequences has 
demonstrated their efficiency in creating models of compli­
cated computer system (computer complexity); this is because 
they allow to present the whole system as its individual 
interacting subsystem^, for each of which a program model 
can be constructed by a standard technique.
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TABLE 1
VA
RI
AN
T
MO
DE
L
TOTAL RATE OF REQUEST (REQ./SEC)
= 0.06 = 0.15 -0.18
SEC. 1 SEC. 10 SEC.1 SEC.10 SEC. 1 SEC.10
I
II
1 2.68 82.7 3.04 139.1 3.76 175.0
2 2.76 81.4 3.28 148.6 3.54 169.8
3 3.15 83.0 3.82 140.0 4.05 178.2
1 3.92 90.0 6.85 142.1 7.36 177.3
2 3.34 88.2 5.58 146.0 5.85 173.0
3 4.12 92.1 8.68 147.4 8 .95 178.6
TABLE 2
VA
RI
AN
T
MO
DE
L
UTILIZATION FACTOR OF EQUIPMENT
CPU1 c p u 2 CPU3 CPU^ СР SP
1 0.715 0.613 0.562 оо Э.131 -
I 2 0.799 0.618 0.2 30 0.199 0.118 -
3 0.756 0.698 0.327 0.001 0.117 0.075
1* 0.747 0.646 0.36 5 о•о 0.428 -
II 2 0.752 0.659 0.454 оо 0.352 -
3 0.752 0.629 0.453 оо 0.353 ГОО
this case a considerable increasing of queue for scheduling requests occurs
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AN INTEL 8080 BASED MULTITASK SUPERVISOR 
Peter Bernus 
Hungary
Abstract
The multitask environment maintained by the supervisor 
described is intended for application in realtime 
controllers which have to perform more or less in­
dependent functions and a convenient way to write the 
controller's program is the multitask approach.
The paper presents how the structured analysis method 
SADT has improved the design and the implementation 
of the system.
SADT is a Trade Mark of Sof Tech Inc. Waltham, Mass. USA
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Requirements
This Multitask Supervisor /MTSV/ was intended to be 
used in realtime controllers, built up on Intel 8080 
base - where a convenient approach to write the con­
troller's program is the multitasks one.
A typical task is for instance to control a material 
handling subsystem of an Integrated Manufacturing System. 
Parallel tasks can be for instance:
- to control a mechanical palet changer equipment 
through a serial 1/0 line
- to perform a dialog with a worker through keyboard 
and alphanumeric display
- to send sometimes status reports to a central 
computer
- to control the sequence of other slow mechanical 
equipment.
The requirements such a supervisor should meet are listed 
on Fig.l. The MTSV should be an independent software 
component, so that you can run your machine code level 
programs /here called tasks/ on both dedicated hardware 
and on a hardware shared between tasks by the help of 
the MTSV. The Second independency requirement is the 
independency of the SV from I/O, resulting in the 
transportability of the SV between different micro­
computer configurations. The SV has to support the 
distribution of tasks between processors i.e. when the 
programmer is writing his tasks, he or she is not forced 
to keep in mind on which actual processor his or her task 
will run. Thus, hardware interfaces should remain trans­
parent to the task-communication. The only thing to do
when a task-communication queue crosses the processor's 
bounds is to break the line there which automatically 
inserts a queue-linking interface. /Figures 2 and 3/
The last independency requirement as stated on figure 1. 
was the independency of task -I/O from hard-I/O. There­
fore I/O tasks work on and/or from 1/0 queues while 
they change information with IT routines via dedicated 
tables.
Solution
The diagramming technique SADT was used to determine the 
functions the MTSV has to perform.
The first decomposition /fig.4./ shows the functions 
on one processor. The main and only task of the SV is 
to administer tasks. For this purpose it uses or 
accesses
. STATUS and STACK information 
. a TASKTABLE 
. TIMER interrupts 
. QUEUES' STATUS
The ADMINISTER J TASK function is divided into subfunc­
tions in a perfect and disjunt way as shown on fig.5. 
Arrows representing those and only those data /-classes/ 
enter the block of ADMINISTER TASKS, which did it on 
its parent diagram A 0. There is .a similar rigorous 
correspondence between controlling data and output data 
respectively. A further decomposition of block No.2. of 
this actigram is shown on figure 6. This is the actigram 
of the function "SCHEDULE".
Block No.1. on this figure - which is seen to be activated 
by IT1 or a simulated interrupt - represents the first 
action to be performed by the MTSV. It is clearly shown
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t h a t  t h e  c u r r e n t  s t a t u s  i s  s a v e d  o n t o  t h e  stack 
/being p a r t  o f  t h e  s t a c k s /  a n d  t h e  a c t u a l  task-state 
and S t a c k p o i n t e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  a r e  s a v e d  i n t o  t h e  task-
table .
The function makes also use of the pointer depicting 
the current tasktable-entry.
Characteristics /summarized on table 7./
The MTSV supposes the presence of an interrupting 
hardware timer device which clocks every 1 msecond 
and enables the supervisor to change tasks continu­
ously. The same clock is used for measuring the 
elapsed time of "sleeping tasks".
Another timer with 10 msec, interval is used for the 
maintenance of a realtime-register. Every task can 
use an alarm-clock of his own and be woken up at the
desired time by the MTSV.
Information flow between tasks and hardware as well 
as intertask communication is maintained via message 
queues. A common, uniform queue area handling subroutine 
package is the base stratum of the MTSV. However this 
task-turnaround administration is made through additional 
tasktable. This is due to time considerations. When using 
a 1 msec timer and running 8 parallel tasks on an 
Intel 8080 the MTSV overhead is about 27 p.c.
An actual system's generation requires the addition 
of peripheral driver subroutines to the MTSV, which 
are supplied from output queues or supply input queues 
with input data respectively. Every task has a queue- 
-number /or can have it/ and a task number. The queue- 
number, if any, must be equal to the task number.
Every task has a dedicated stack area used for subroutine
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calls and parameter passing as well as temporary data 
storage.
Tasks can put 16 bit data into and get from any queue.
A task can require the MTSV to let him sleep until 
it's input queue /or another specified one/ is not 
empty.
The states a task can have under MTSV are shown on 
fig.8 together with possible transitions. Transitions 
are initiated either by the MTSV or through MTSV 
primitives.
MTSV primitives:
STOP; calling task stops.
STOPTS n ; stops n'th task except if it is the running 
one /itself/
ABORTS n ; aborts n'th task. The current value of the 
Stackpointer of the aborted task is saved 
into the tasktable.
ABORT ; aborts calling task.
WCY; makes the calling task wait a task-turnaround
* time.
RUNTS n ; if the n'th task was in "STOPPD" state, it 
will enter the WCY state.
WY T ; the calling task enters the WY state and will
be woken up after T milliseconds will have 
elapsed.
WRT LOC RT ; the calling task enters the WRT state e.g.
it waits until the mask-value referred by 
the parameter RT of the primitive call 
becomes smaller than the value of the 
MTSV's realtime register.
WQ n ; the calling task enters the WQ state and will be
woken up if the n'th queue is not empty. Typically
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a task waits for his own input queue. If in the 
moment the task calls WQ the n'th queue is not 
empty the WQ n call gives control back to the 
calling task without any delay.
WHOAMY n; this is a feature of the MTSV which enables 
the programmer to write reentrant subroutines 
which are parallelly used by several tasks. This 
is the way such a subroutine can decide under 
which task he is actually running.
GIVERT LOC RT ; the MTSV copies the contents of the
realtime registers into the area pointed to by 
the primitive call's RT parameter.
The areas under the MTSV's responsibility are shown 
on fig.9. These are
. Realtime registers 
. tasktable
. current tasktable entry /pointer/
As mentioned earlier there is a stratum between the hard­
ware level and the MTSV. This is the queue area handling 
one /fig.lo/./We don't deal here with the IT routines./
Queue area handling
•
The queue area handling can be considered from two 
aspects. The one is as the free area management sees it 
/fig.11/. Here, there is a double pointer free area 
chaining/handling. This is the base of the fact, that 
the system uses only one common queue area which is 
used as a resource of memory cells. Due to this only 
the sum of the length of the queues is limited.
The other aspect /fig.12/ of the queue area handling
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is as the queue routines see it.
There exists an array of queue entry /IN/ pointers 
and another for queue-end pointers /OUT/. The first 
is used by the GETQ , the second by the PUTQ 
routines. Queue routines - being common and not share­
able - run under IT disable. The pessimum of running 
times is given on the figure.
Conclusion
A multitask supervisor for use in realtime controllers 
without extreme requirements in speed has been presented. 
Special attention was given to the structured design 
and analysis method which enabled us to design and 
implement this MTSV within as short as 3-4 weeks 
including design, coding and debugging. The relatively 
low evaluation time has proven the efficiency of the 
method and convinced us of the necessity using structured 
methods for specifying and coding. However coding was 
done in assembly language the longest part of the code 
which has not been designed in SADT before was about 
5o bytes long.
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- TABLE 1 -
MTSV: MULTITASK SUPERVISOR
REQUIREMENTS:
THE MTSV SHOULD BE INDEPENDENT OF OTHER 
SYS COMPONENTS
. MACHINE CODE LEVEL PROGRAMS ARE 
TO RUN ON BOTH DEDICATED AND MULTI- 
-HARDWARE
. I/O AND MULTITASK HAS TO BE INDEPENDENT
. THE MTSV IS CONCERNED WITH A TOOL ENABLING US 
TO ASSIGN PARALLEL TASKS TO A SET OF DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSORS.
. INTERTASK COMMUNICATION AND I/O SHOULD BE UNIFORM
. I/O TASKS WORK ON AND/OR FROM QUEUES AND CHANGE 
INFO WITH IT ROUTINES VIA DEDICATED TABLES
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QUEUE LINKING INTERFACE
Processor No. 1. Processor No. 2.
Figure 3
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ALLOCATE TASKS TO PROCESSORS
Figure 2
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SATD™Afl ACTIGRAM OF THE MTSV RUNNING ON ONE PROCESSOR
Status, Data-Area,
TM of Softech. Waltham, Mass. USA
Figure 4
MTSV-A2 ACTIGRAM ADMINISTER TASKS
Figure 5
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MTSV - A2.2 ACTIGRAM SCHEDULE /see also Fig.9. for
abbreviations/
STACKS
Figure 6
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- TABLE 7 -
CHARACTERISTICS
. 1 msec timer, change tasks
sleeping tasks
. 10 msec timer, realtime register
. message queues 
. queue handling package 
. tasktable.
ex :
INTEL 8080, 8 tasks, 1 msec timer 
. overhead : 27 p.c.
. task/s/: dedicated input queues 
V Application area - small
- sophisticated control
- no strong time requirements
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TASK-STATES AND STATE TRANSITIONS
Figure 8
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AREAS WITHIN THE MTSV'S RESPONSIBILITY
REALTIME REGISTER(TT.RT)
HOURS SECONDS MILLISECONDS
О 15 О 15 О 15
CURRENT TASKTABLE ENTRY (TT.CTE)
Fig.9
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MTSV STRATA
QUEUE
AREA
HARDWARE 1HANDLING
PERFORM TASKS
MTSV
TASK ADMINISTRATION
Figure 10
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Que u e ar e a h a n d l i n g
FIRST PLACE 
NEVER USED
UNUSED
UNUSED
UNUSED
Figure 11
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QUEUE AREA HANDLING
/AS THE QUEUE ROUTINES SEE 
IT WHEN HANDLING QUEUE N°2/
IN
QUINI 850 US
PUTQ <3380 US
GETQ < 380 US
ASKQ 140 »
UNUSED OR USED BY 
OTHER QUEUES
Figure 12
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ABSTRACT
Several concurrency control methods for updating partially redundant 
distributed databases have been proposed. Each method is generally introduced 
in its own context and takes care of different problems as interferences, 
deadlock, robustness to site crashes and network partitions. This paper first 
introduces a unique context and then presents an overview of seven algorithms 
and methods. The centralized locking algorithm is straightforward, but it 
needs a sophisticated back-up strategy. Decentralized locking algorithms 
allow to increase the reliability of the distributed system. Between centra­
lization and decentralization, the primary site methodology appears as a 
compromise. The decentralized voting algorithm looks like a challenge toward 
introducing independence between sites. Finally, the decentralized transaction 
ordering^  algorithms and the preanalysis method can be seen as attempts toward 
simplicity.
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7, INTRODUCTION
Updating redundant databases in a distributed system needs devlopments of 
specific algorithms in order to control the untoward effects of concurrency.
A lot of proposals have been suggested during the last years. The current 
paper presents a survey of the main contributions in this area.
The problem which is faced is called interferences (TRIN75) • Given two or 
more independent transactions, an interference is said to have occurred if 
the result produced by their concurrent execution would not have been obtained 
by running these transactions one at a time in any order (BAGH77). Interfer­
ences are involved by sharing data among concurrent processes; in the follo­
wing, any portion of the database located on one unique site controlled by 
the distributed system is called a resource.
Interferences existed before the advent of distributed processing. In 
centralized databases like in distributed one, they can be classified in two 
types (GARD77) :
- lost operation which appears when the result of an operation is destroyed 
by another operation executed at the same time on the same resource,
- inconsistency which may occur when a transitory inconsistent state of the 
database is printed or modified by a transaction, or when a transaction per­
forms two non reproducible reads of the same data (ENGL76).
Of course, in distributed databases, lost operation may occur only local­
ly where a resource is. However, there are tiro kinds of inconsistencies t
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- local one which involves local integrity constraints, that is to say 
assertions which must be satisfied by two or more resources located on the 
same site,
- distributed one which involves distributed integrity constraints, that is 
to say assertions which must be satisfied by two or more resources located 
on different sites; a special case of distributed integrity constraint
is duplication of resources, which is also known as the redundancy case 
or the multiple copy one; this case is of highest importance in distributed 
systems in order to ensure reliability of the system (DAVE7S).
Moreover, in a distributed system, the updating of a resource needs addi­
tive time in order to perform the network communication and to update the 
multiple copies. Futhermore, the volume of transactions may be important 
because computer facilities are generally numerous* Finally, the frequency 
of interferences is expected to be higher than in centralized database and 
the resolution of interferences can appear as the first problem which must 
be solved in order to built distributed data management systems (FRY75, 
ADIB78).
In the following, various proposed solutions are analysed on a pratical 
point of view. They are described with the help of a common view of distri­
buted data management systems. This view, which is developed in the second 
section, allows to define a unique way to describe algorithms generally 
intoduced in different contexts. In the next sections, the algorithms are 
presented. First of all, the centralized locking algorithm (ELLI77) is 
straightforward, but it needs a sophisticated back-up strategy (MENA78). 
Then, two variants of a decentralized locking algorithm (ELLI77, CHU74.) 
allow to increase the reliability of the distributed system. Between centra­
lization and decentralization, the primary site methodology (ALSB76,ST0N78)
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appears as a compromise. Then, the decentra] ized voting algorithm (TH0M76) 
looks like a challenge toward introducing independence between si tes. Finally
the decentralized transactions ordering algorithms (GARD78,R0SE78) and the 
preanalysis method (BERN77) can be seen as attempts to simplify the system
V
implementation.
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II. DISTRIBUTED DATA SHARING MODEL
A distributed database management system is assumed to include four ingr­
edients :
- a set of computers called sites,
- a data communication network which allows and controls the transmission of 
data between the sites,
- a set of databases, each database being partitionned and partially duplica­
ted over several sites,
- an infinite set of potential transactions, each of them corresponding to 
the execution of a user program located on a unique site.
Each database is divided in a collection of data units, each of them being 
localized on one and only one site. The transactions share these data units 
which are called resources. The whole set of resources which belong to the 
same database and are managed by the same site is called a local database. 
Each local database must obey to a set of integrity constraints called the 
local integrity constraint. All the local integrity constraints are supposed 
to be implicit, that is to say unknown by the distributed system. Moreover, 
it exists some integrity constraints between the local databases which comp­
ound a distributed database* There are two kinds of such distributed integri­
ty constraints :
- implicit ones which are not known by the distributed system, and, like the 
local ones, are not managed directly by it,
- explicit ones which are restricted to duplication of resources, that is
to say to copy a same resource on different sites; such constraints are known 
and managed by the distributed system.
ligure 1 illustrates a distributed database with the different kinds of int­
egrity constraints.
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0/VLIFrCAR(license,make, vehicle-id, • • ) 
ALi .b-CAR-SPEC (make,model, power. * • )
The California local data-base schema
MASS-CAR(license,make,vehicle-id,.,) 
MASS-CAR-SPEC (make,model, power. • • )
The Massachusetts local data-base schema
FRENCH-CAR(numero, construct. ,vehicule-id. . . ) 
FREIiCH-CAR-SPEC(marque,modele,puissance. . . )
FDRI VER( #s s, nom, prénom, age ... )
The France local data-base schema
Figure 1 : An example of a distributed database
- Each local relation may be a resource. .
- An implicit local integrity constraint may be:
" any value of make in CALIF-CAR is a value
of make in CALIF-CAR-SPEC »
- An explicit distributed integrity donstraint may be:
1 CALIF-CAR-SPEC and MASS-CAR-SPEC must be
identical ”
Each transaction is supposed to be well specified, that is to say that the 
corresponding program respects the implicit integrity constraints: in fact, a 
transaction can be seen as the unit of consistent processing on a materializa­
tion (R0TH77) of a distributed database which can be simply defined as the set 
of resources manipulated by a transaction without the other copies.
The distributed database management system is responsible of many tasks, in 
particular :
(1) to ensure that each materialization given to each transaction is consist- 
-entj that means that all the implicit integrity constraint! of that materia­
lization must be verified (ESWA76);
(2) to ensure the capability of stoping a transaction before its completion 
and to restore the resources modified by the transaction in the state before 
modification (VERH78);
(3) to ensure the convergence of the databases, that is tc say if the generat­
ion of transactions were stopped, all the resources which are duplicated would 
reach the same state; moreover, this state must generally correspond to a seri­
alizable state which would be obtain by a sequential execution of the transac­
tions (BERN77);
(4) to ensure the possibility of operation when several sites are inoperational 
(R0TH77).
In order to perform the preceding tasks, the distributed system must contol 
the amount of concurrency. For this purpose, each site is decorated with a 
local controller. When a transaction wants to perform an operation on a resou­
rce , it submits the request to its own local controller : in the following, 
we call this controller the original controller. Generally, it has to establish 
communications with some remote contollers (see figure 2).
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Figure 2 : a set of controllers
In order to ensure the possibility of operation when sites are inoperational,
'. must maintain ^
each controller*^ list of operational sites which is called the up-list (MENA78). 
Some algorithms need identical up-list over all the sites; that leads to synchro­
nize the up-list when a site is detected as inoperational ft it may 'be impossible
? ° the network can be partitionned.
In order to ensure convergence, it has been proved (ESWA76,MIN078) that tran­
sactions may be divided in two phases : a growing one where they really or virtual­
ly (BERN78) lock resources and a shrinking one where they unlock them. In the 
following, all the transactions are supposed to be two phases.
Moreover, in order to ensure the capability of restarting a transaction which 
has been stopped before its completion, a two steps commitment protocol (LAMP77) 
must be introduced: it permits to record the updatings of resources in the distri­
buted database only at the end of each transaction; it is called the commitment 
point of the transaction. The two step feature allows to perform the commitment 
simultaneously on all the sites where the modified resources are located. The 
recovery procedure requires that ajber the updating of a resource on one site and
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before the commitment of the transaction, it is forbidden another transaction to 
perform a new updating, unless the system cancels the first one. All the algorithms 
presented in the following respect this feature.
Finally, in order of simplicity, it is supposed that no queues are managed by 
the controllers: when a request cannot be performed, a reject response is given 
back to the transaction.
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The simplest method to avoid interference is to lock each resource being read 
or' written by active transactions by the way of a central contoller, which is 
generally a chosen local controller but which can be a specific communication 
controller ( ШШ77)# This central controller is specialized to perform locking 
and unlocking of resource#
The centralized locking algorithm proceeds as follows
(a) before performing an operation on a resource, a transaction requests for loc­
king the resource in the desired operation modes (GARD76) to its original control­
ler;
(b) one message is then sent by the original controller to the central controller 
requesting for the locking of all the copies of the resource;
(c) the central controller checks the requested lock; if it can be granted, then 
a grant message is sent bade to the original controller; if not, a reject message 
is sent back to the original controller which returns a reject response to the
transaction;
(d) once the original controller has received the grant message, the operation 
can be performed; if it is an updating operation, it is performed by sending 
simultaneously the result of the updating operation to all the sites which manage 
a copy and by waiting for an acknowledgment message from each of them;
(e) at the end of the transaction, after the two step commitment, »1 1 -the resources 
used by the transaction are unlocked.
The main disadvantage of this solution appears with the inoperability of 
the central controller: it causes the inoperability of the whole distributed 
database system. In (MENA78) a solution has been proposed to this problem. However, 
it requests that a copy of the global lock table be managed by each site. Then, it 
is possible to change the central controller when a failure of the previous one 
has been detected; but, it has the serious disadvantage of multiplying the number 
of transmitted messages#
III. THE CENTRALIZED LOCKING ALGORITHM (ELLI77.MEHA78)
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The decentralized solution partially presented in (ELLI77) and (ST0IJ78) avoids 
the 'failure problem and is able to continue updatings the database when one or 
more sites are inoperative. It proceeds as follow :
(a) as in step (a) of the previous algorithm, before performing an operation on a 
resource, a transaction requests for locking the resource to its original control­
ler;
(b) one message is then sent by the original controller to each controller which 
manages a copy of the requested resource; simultaneously, a time-out is unlatched 
superior to the longest reasonnable transmission plus response time;
(c) when receiving an external request, each controller checks the requested lock; 
if it can be granted, then a grant message is sent back to the original controller; 
if not, a reject message is sent back to the original controller;
(d) when the original contoller receive a reject message,it must sent a cancella­
tion of all the locking requests it has sent in step (b) even if they have been 
granted, and return a reject response to the transaction;
(e) when the original controller receives a grant message or detects a time-out, 
it must check if each invoqued site has granted the lock request or is 
inoperative; if yes and if at least one site is operative, the operation can be 
performed; if it is an updating operation, it is performed by sending simultaneou­
sly the result of the updating operation to all the sites which manage a copy and 
by vrai ting for an acknowledgment or a time-out response;
(f) at the end of the transaction, after the two step commitment, all the resources 
locked by the transaction must be unlocked;
(g) a special procedure is needed for recovering a site which has been repaired; 
such a procedure needs the history of the database; it can be performed by the 
way of asking it to any operational site (J0UV77) or by the persistent communica­
tion feature (SUTH77J.Thus, the philosophy of ignoring sites which are inoperative 
leads to robust operation (ELLI77).
IV. THE DECENTRALIZED LOCKING ALGORITHM (ELLI77, ST0N78)
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This algorithm сал be seen as a variant of the previous one. The daisy-chain is 
basically a cicular up-list, that is to say a chain of operative sites. It has 
been introduced the first time in order to prevent deadlock (CHU74-) and can be \ 
used to prevent interferences. The algorithm must proceed has follow :
(a) as in step (a) of the previous algorithm, a transaction requests for locking 
a resource to its original controller;
(b) one message is then sent by the original controller to the first controller 
which follows it on the daisy chain and manage a copy of the requested resources
(c) when a controller receive an external request, it checks the requested lock; 
if it can be granted, then the request is sent to the next controller on the dai 
chain; if not, a reject message is sent back to the previous controller via the 
daisy chain;
(d) when the original controller receives its own request, the operation can be 
performed as described in steps (e) and (f) of the previous algorithm;
(e) when a controller receive a reject message, it must release the correspondit 
lock if it is not the original contoller;
(f) when the original controller receives a reject, it must return it to the
transaction as a response code;
(g) the daisy chain must be maintained when a site fails; for this purpose, when 
a controller sends a request, it must unlatch a time out and wait for a response 
message from its neighbour; when the time-out is completed, the request must be 
transmitted to the next site on the daisy-chain in a similar way ; it is importa 
to note that each site has only to know its two neighbour and not the whole dais 
chain;
(h) the recovery procedure when a site has been repaired is identical as in the 
previous algorithm; however,at the end of it, the site must call its two neighbo 
in order to reestabish it in the daisy-chain.
V. THE DAISY-CHAIN LOCKING ALGORITHM (СДО7Л)
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VI. THE PRIMARY SITE METHODOLOGY (ALSB76,ST0N78)
Between a centralized and a decentralized control, a method have been proposed 
which requires that all update activity for a given resource be funneled through 
a set of computers called the primary sites. In (ST0N78), two implementations of 
this methodology has been introduced. We present here an algorithm derived from 
the second one. For simplicity, a up-list of the whole network is assumed to be 
maintained on each site and no care is taken with network partitions (R0TH77).
The algorithm proceeds as follow s
(a) when a transaction submits a request for performing an operation, its original 
controller examines the up-list and calculate the к primary sites for the resource; 
they are the к first sites in the up-list which manage a copy of that resource;
(b) one message is then sent by the original controller to each primary site con­
troller; this message requests the locking of the copies of the resource;
(c) each primary controller checks the requested lock; if it can be granted, then 
a grant message is sent back to the original controller; if not, a reject message 
is sent back to the original controller which return it to the transaction;
(d) once the original controller has received the к grant messages, the operation 
can be performed; if it is an updating operation, all the copies of the resource 
must be updated; it is performed as in the centralized algorithm;
(e) a reconfiguration procedure is needed to maintain the up-list; execution of 
such a procedure is performed as soon as a site fails; it can be performed as in 
the daisy chain algorithm; moreover, each operative site must known the new 
up-list in order to maintain a unique set of primary sites;
(f) the recovery procedure when a site has been repaired is identical to that of 
the centralized algorithm with in addition the inclusion of the repaired site in 
the up-list.
Let us point out that, by varying к from 1 to the number of operational sites,
this locking algorithm goes from the centralized one with a different site control­
ling each resource to the decentralized one.
VII. THE DECENTRALIZED VOTING ALGORITHM (THCW6)
Another solution to the interference problem is a distributed voting algorithm 
suggested by THOMAS. Like in (GARC78), we only consider the daisy chain version 
of the algorithm. Such an algorithm is based on the association of a time stamp 
to each resource: this time stamp reflects the time at which the resource was 
assigned its present value.
The algorithm proceeds as follow :
(a) when a transaction submits an update request to its original controller, it 
includes as part of the request :
- a unique priority number as the request priority together with the site number,
- the name of the resource to be updated and its new value,
- a list of the resources upon which the update is based, called the base resources
- the list of time stamps corresponding to the base resource values used to perform
the updating;
this request is then passed around the daisy chain of all active sites;
(b) a controller, when it receives the request must perform one of the following
action :
- vote reject if one or more of the base resouce time stamp is obsolete,
- vote accept only if the base variable time stamps are current and the request 
does not conflict with another current request; it conflicts if one active requet 
(one which is not accepted and not rejected) is trying to modify one base resource 
or if the resource to be updated is a base resource for another active request,
- vote deadlock reject if the base resources are current but the request conflicts 
with an active request of higher priority,
- defer voting if the base resources are current but the request conflicts with 
an active request of lower priority, or if the base resource time stamps of the 
request are more current than the corresponding local resources time stamps;
(c) when a controller notes that a majority consensus has been reached on a request 
it must perform the request and notify all other controllers to accept and perform
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it ; moreover, the different active requests must be examined at each site, in 
order to reject those which are conflicting with the accepted request; the origi­
nal controller must return an acceptation to the transaction as soon as it has 
been informed of it;
(d) when a controller reject a request, it must notify each other controller that 
the request has been rejected; the transaction must be informed of this rejection; 
moreover, when a controller is informed of a rejection, it must examine again 
deferred request and vote on it if it is possible;
(e) the recovery procedure when a site has been repaired is the same as in the 
decentralized locking algorithm; it is important to note that the number of sites 
considered in the voting procedure includes the inoperative one« Thus, the resyn­
chronisation after repairing is facilitated.
Let us point out that the algorithm considers only updating requests:, another 
algorithm is needed to insure consistency for readers. Such an algorithm can be 
find in ;(GARD78),
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VIII. THE DECENTRALIZED TRANSACTION ORDERING ALGORITHMS (R0SE73,GARD7S)
tHowever, y
The previously presented algorithms were based on a locking schema^the voting 
algorithm is based on a detection of obsolete time stamps. The following algorithms 
are also based on a detection of illegal ordering of accesses to resources. These 
algorithms have been described for databases which are not duplicated, but they 
can be used in such an environnement. However, they need virtual locking (BERN7S) 
of all the available copies used by a transaction. They are based on a detection 
of interferences with restart of one transaction when an interference occurs. They 
can be used as centralized or decentralized algorithm.
In this section, we present our algorithm with decentralized control . Then, 
the (R0SE78) algorithms are discussed as variants of this algorithm which proceeds 
as follow :
(a) when a transaction is initiated, the original controller gives it a serial 
identification number unique in the network; simple technique to do that have 
been described in (LELA78) and (LAMP78); then, the original controller send an 
initial message including this identification number to all the active sites where 
the transaction needs to operate;
(b) each controller manages a table of the transactions which are initiated on it; 
when it receives the initiating message, it determines the lowest local serial 
number of the initiated transactions; then, it returns back this number to the 
original controller;
(c) the original controller determines the minimum of all the local numbers; this 
number is associated to the transaction and will be refered as the stable number;
(d) each resource is labelled with the serial number of the last transaction which
has updated it;
(e) when a transaction tries to read or update a resource, the access is(see fig-
ure 3 a) :
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- accepted if the resource label is inferior to the transaction stable number or 
equal to the transaction serial number (access after updating),
- rejected in all the other cases; the transaction must then be roll-backed;
(f ) each concerned controller must be informed of the end of a transaction; the 
commitment of a transaction is locally performed by extracting its serial number 
from the table of the initiated transaction;
(g) when a site is inoperative, of course all the transactions which are initiated 
on it must be rol-backed; then the site can be ignored; when it has been repaired 
the recovery procedure must perform the accepted updatings and find a correct 
table of the transactions initiated on it by asking to all the sites which 
manage a copy of a part of its local database.
The (ROSE78) DIE—WAIT schema can be presented as a variant of the previous 
algorithm where step (e) is replaced by :
(e*) when a transaction tries to read or update a resource, the access is (see 
figure 3b) :
- accepted if the resource label is inferior to its stable number or equal to 
its serial number,
- delayed if the resource label is included between its stable number and its 
serial number,
- rejected in all the other cases; the transaction must then be roll-backed.
The (R0SE78) WOUNI>-WAIT schema can be presented as another variant where 
step (e) is replaced by:
(e") when a transaction tries to read or update a resource, the access is (see 
figure 3c):
- accepted if the resource label is inferior to its stable number or equal to 
its serial number,
- delayed if the resource label is included between its stable number and its 
serial number,
- accepted in all other cases but the transaction the serial number of which 
is the resource label must be roll-backed.
Both the (R0SE78) algorithms decrease the risk of roll-backs but need the 
management of waiting queues.
stable number serial number 
1
GRANT j 
•
DIE J•
DIE
Figure 3a
stable number serial number
GRANT 1 
•
WAIT i DIE Figure 3b
stable number serial number
GRANT 1 WAIT 1«—  _... .
WOUND
Figure 3c
Figure 3 i Illustration of the transaction ordering algorithms
IX. THE PREANALYSIS METHODOLOGY (BERN77,BERI,r78)
The previously presented algorithms do not use an apriorist knowledge of the 
transaction behaviour. The SDD.1 updating methodology is quite different. 
Interferences resolution is performed by the way of preanalysing the whole 
set of transactions with the help of a conflict graph. When the transaction 
programs are defined, the sets of resources they are able to read or write 
are specified. Then, a conflict graph is constructed as follow : each node 
correspond to a read or write set of resources and an undirected edge links 
two nodes belonging to a same transaction or two nodes representing non-disjoint 
sets of resources.
Four different synchronisation protocols are available. By the way of the 
conflict graph, transactions are classed in one of four classes, each of them 
corresponding to one level of protocols. The most efficient protocol specifies 
no inter-computer synchronisation at all; a transaction which runs under this 
class needs only perform local locking in order to ensure the convergence of the 
distributed database. This protocol can be used when no risk of interferences is 
detected with the help of the conflict graph. Each of the other protocol introduce 
some degree of non-local synchronisation. The less efficient protocol requires 
global locking of all the resources*
When a transaction is activated, a protocol selection function operates by 
mapping each transaction entered into a class and by selecting the adequate 
protocol* This function uses tables predefined by the database administrator.
The ultimate goal of this strategy is to reduce the number of messages inter­
changed to synchronise the transactions and to avoid global locking when it is 
possible.
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X. CONCLUSION
Several algorithms have been described which can be used for updating 
redundant distributed databases* The choice of one is not obvious. Many 
criteria must be considered as :
(a) the degree of parallelism allowed in the distributed system;
(b) the completness of the proposed solution to the interference problem and to 
the subsequent one which are deadlock (G0LD77,MUNT78) and permanent blocking or 
cyclic restart (H0LT71,R0SE78)|
(c) the response time given to a transaction which performs an operation on 
a resource; it can vary from only a local computation to several messages 
exchanged on the network;
(d) the promptness for updating the copies of a resouce (GELE78);
(e) the cost of the message traffic generated (GARC78);
(f) the tolerance to different kinds of failures and the simplicity of restating 
after reparation;
(g) the degree of prevision required to the transactions; some algorithms need 
that each transaction forsee all the accessed resource before starting; others 
need to lock the resource before each operation; others have no such requirements;
(h) the cost in i/o time, processing time and memory requirement (for the lock 
tables, the time stamps.,,).
All these criteria may be important. The opinion of the author is that the 
weight of each is dependent upon the considered application. Consequently, each 
futur distributed database management system should be able to propose several 
methodologies; thus, the database administrator would be able to choose the 
best one for each application.
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The asymptotic distribution of the cost function 
of an adaptive system recovery procedure
A. Krámli - P. Lukács
Computer and Automation Institute Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Our aim is to determine the asymptotic distribution 
of the cost function of an adaptive version of system 
recovery procedure. This adaptive system recovery procedure 
is described by Benczúr and Krámli in [l] as suggested by 
a result of Gelenbe [4J ,
The recovery procedure as a method for providing the 
integrity of data base systems generates control points 
(C.P.)(i.e. generates a copy of the data base) at times 
determined by a decision method. If a failure occurs the 
copy of the last control point will be reloaded and the 
processed tasks from the last control point will be repeated.
The failure process (P,P.) is an inhomogenious 
Poisson point process. Let be independent random
variables geometrically distributed with parameter f  and 
independent of the Poisson process. The inhomogenity of the 
Poisson process is æoUverned by in the following
ways let
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The time intervals T *fc+4
л 00
- AЫ are the
so called heavy periods of the failure process, that 
will be an illustration of the proverb"trouble never 
comes alone”. It is evident that the "heavy” and 
'light" periods form an alternate Poisson process 
with parameter and ^  •
The decision method for the control point generation 
depends on three parameters and cl . If the time
since the last failure occured is greater then a certain 
d, the system generates control points by equidistant 
steps "tj, » the ofber case by where -tA <  .
The Semi-Markov process with finite state space 
describing the recovery procedure was constructed by 
Benczúr and Kremli in the following way:
1 ls 1 the steps h-r— ■IIF-3 2 if the F.P. 1 is 1,in heavy period and between k .3 isn’t i GP-s have к
L 4 ( isn’t J length u
It is convenient to suppose the trajectories of 
to be left continous.
This process has an embedded ergodic Markov chain
with the following transition probability matrix
P and unique stationary distribution 9Ÿ
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K  “ (f+íi+^é-V 1 £ ' М  5 f, в" •p ) f + pe"^ d 4 2p
Por the cost calculation let us define the following 
secondary random variables for the Markov process as in 
[1] »
*Cl
= sojourn time 
= of failures 
= extra run time 
= •# of loads and dumps
in the time interval (tr-.
If the initial distribution for the Markov chain 
is its stationary one then the Ц  fa
process is also stationary. Morover it fulfils the uniform 
strong mixing condition, i.e. if (X* denotes
the (o' -algebra generated by the random variables 
кп = t,-t+4, S then
sup
+ , AcOls
P(A6)-P(A)-PW
П Л )
■> 0.
B e < X •Sm
This last statement is a consequence of a similar result 
for ergodic Markov chains with finite state space ([3] pp 
167-168^ and the conditional independence of the random 
variables (J4 , |лИ) 4;, сц ") if the trajectory of i ^ }
is fixed. We also know that the rate of convergence of 
v-f0*0 is exponential, i.e. there are a positive constant 
A and  ^< A such that ч?(л) < Д ç!* ^
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Let (XH be the first moment when the normal working time 
exceeds ^
i.e. c(N -=& if for andKl/I
As a consequence of the strong low of large numbers 
and the conditional independence of the variables (Ач л )  
if the trojectory of is fixed /л/ tends to
E  A (á-'M in probability measure.
Let our cost function have the following form
where A C+;+T>c4
and ^  is continous.
Let be the centralized version of I»The observations made above mean that the sufficient 
conditions for the validity of central limit theorem
for the sum oC^z £  7 are fulfilled
Ws \ S*'
(see[3] Th 2о.з) :
(il Г  f W Vl < «*>
p
(ii) 0(.K/(iN=$>- $ where (Кы — > c* oCw is positive integer 
valued random variable, is positiv random variable
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M  +  ( i ^ - e X v 6) > 0 .
и=2
First (i) follows from (*)
The quantity can be explicitly calculated and we
see it is strictly positive.
So we have proved that
where ф  is the standard normal distribution function. 
The quantity Q *  can be explicitly calculated as
= Ü ” El ( i  E (( f .  ( % - E I J  л )
= - m„ e  ( î  е (л * К л | -h
-flim £Л-» Í* 't'b t,
The first expression tends to Г ^ ( М а - Е , Л
as a consequence of the strong low of large numbers and 
the ergodic theorem of Markov chains, where
l ú r *  - V f i )  and Ел -vö-
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This limit quantity is strictly positive. The second 
expression is non-negative and equal to
jE(|,h..4,)-E§.í) +
+2 gE((E(*Jvb> =
“ ü p  Ь Р ч  f e j + ^  ~ ^  + ’
z£№ <E<r3 'S ( é (£ - f 4+ m
where Élj -  g  Ej,*. 
As P is ergodic 3114 Е " $ 1 Ч % Ц
VO \ **Л
£ ( f £ - f c O )  . - ( p - n X i - p + n ) '
>  Рг fi Рц\ 
where f] = £ P* Рз Рц
-1
£  г* р» р,
\р’ ?• f> p j
For the explicit calculation of 6"* we need the first 
and second conditional moment of the secondary variables 
if the trajectory of is fixed.
Por illustration we give these quantities only at 
the transition from = \ to -2.,
are
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The first conditional moments of secondary variables 
determined in [l] » so we need to calculate their 
second moments only.
Let us introduce some general notations for this 
pourpose.
As we suppose that the initial distribution of the Markov 
chain is its stationary one, we can omit the time index лl 
from and
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Let t  be the number of the failurless ones of the 
intervals between consecutive check points in the time 
intervals of the form i "t : } • Recall that
in such time interval the length of the time intervals 
between check points is -t< •
It is easy to see that the distribution of "t is 
the following:
Pit-k)
a  -  e
A -  e - v i  e
p(ï.[i])-
where [X] is the integer part of x and is its
fraction part.
Let be defined as the extra run time caused
by the лгу—th failure in the time interval £-t •
Of course the are independent and identically
distributed random variables with mean:
г  0 . * * 4 - e W t J  (i, e - W
\  ч 'I— \ ~ e “*,ci
and with second moment:
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The covariance between g and is
E„J* -H
+
M ‘ - Erf r f í  + ( E r f - - E r f ) ( E " f i 2JE„r E "  t i
«  . ,i
E VC 1X '
E ^ 1
-E,ril" + (Erf'-Erf)[E"
" ( *i- =i(l-е**'а})х Eeciuw
Erf* -Erf + (Erf1-Erf)Ce“ î
- 4 E (1+" + E a ^'(Ett^  +  t1 E tt^ if —  E 1!, ^ — t1E 1J<^'Eß 3^ —
E « + P “  E « K ' E « Ç
Eix^ p Е1г4"Ц 4-tf E(lp. •,v- ' т/
1 0 0
E« fc = Е, / Е « ^ +Е«*)+  Е«н(Е«?* - Е «?-Е **)
С —  d £ aC +  Éljp ( +  *■,!>.,**)
+ e h P*(Eu ^ + ^ ( E ^  +  E u ^)
E u  р ' С - Е и р Ч М ' ^ ) -
%
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OUEUEING SYSTEMá
WITH WAITING TIME DEPENDENT SERVICE TIMES 
/Analysis and optimization/
103
A.Wolisz,J.Izydorczyk
1. Introduction
Recently an increasing interest can be observed in system 
performance evaluation,equally for computer systems,production 
systems,transportation systems etc.Among tools utilized in sy­
stem performance evaluation^the queueing theory approach can 
be pointed out as one of the moBt powerful and therefore this 
area of science is being extensively developed.
A lot of new queueing models reflecting special features of 
investigated real - life systems have been studied.For example 
investigations in the area of computer systems performance 
evaluation gave reason for a rapid developement of priority 
queueing models and time-sharing models.This application, as 
well as industrial engineering and computer networks^ stimulated 
also a big affort in the area of multi - stage queueing systems 
and networks of queues.
Among the relatively new,nonclassic service systems one 
can distinguish an interesting group of queueing models, with 
service time of every customer being dependent on waiting time 
spent in the queue by this very customer.Such an phenomenon 
occurs in numerous real-life situations.
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Ал example which animated the majority of investigations in 
this area is the material flow between steel-plant and 
blooming mill in metalurgical industry.
Obtained in the LD- conversion process steel is poured 
into special moulds and left for some predetermined time period 
justified by metalurgical reasons in order to assure proper 
crystallization.After this period moulds are removed in a strip­
ping bay,and ingots are transported to the soaking pits department 
in order to be heated.The heating should assure an / theoretically/ 
constant temperature in every point of the ingot,slightly lower 
than the melting temperature.This is necessary for assuring 
proper rolling conditions.
The stream of ingots as well as the heating duration has 
a stochastic nature,thus a queue of ingots waiting for charging 
into the pits forms in front of the soaking pits division.
Waiting ingots are subject to extensive heat losses and the 
heating duration is evidently dependent on waiting time.
As an example of such a dependence in the area of computer 
system performance evaluation one can point out (cfjLIBU 747) 
flight control systems.In the case when a request for trajectory 
correction is waiting in the queue of jobs /perhaps identical 
in nature but issued by other planes/ it^s service time may be 
increased, as a need for either more sophisticated position calcu­
lations or additional radar measurements will probably occurs.
In this paper we shall present state of the art in thp area 
of queueing systems with waiting time dependent service times. 
Additionally we shall give some examples illustrating special 
features of such systems.The error which would occurs had the 
dependence of service time upon waiting time been neglected 
will also be investigated.
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2.Basic definitions
In further considerations we shall deal with service 
systems having following featuresî
a/ Demands arrive one by one in time epochs t^ , t^ ,...,t^ , ••• 
and time periods a = t .j - t are independent,identically 
distributed random variables with distribution function AO O , 
thus the input process is a renewal process, 
b/ Demands are served individually,service time b^ of every de­
mand is dependent on it's waiting time w and given by a condi­
tional distribution function B(x/w).
We shall introduce for such systems a modified Kendall notation
*/Bw / n / N / К / DISC, (2,1)
where o(,n,N,K,DISC have the classical meaningj [KLEI 75] and stand 
respectively for the shape of distribution A(x) ,number of parallel 
service stations,dimension of the source,the maximal number of 
demands accepted by the system and the service discipline,while 
Bw states,that the system has service time dependent upon waiting 
time,this dependence being given by an additionally defined 
conditional distribution function B(x/w).
Further we shall be interested in the throughput of the 
considered systems.Let us define the maximal throughput Т^13С 
of a given system under the scheduling discipline DISC as 
a supremum of the demand's stream intensity Л  ,for which the 
considered system is ergodic.
In this paper the following notation will be used:
Let r be a random variable.The probability density function(p.d.f) 
of this variable will be denoted r(x),distribution function R(x) 
and the Laplace^- Stiiltjes transform of this distribution function 
r(s) , r(s) = / e“st d RCt) .
Mean value of the variable r will be denoted E(r).
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It is worth mentioning that for classical systems 
with B(x/w) « B(*), TDISC is independent of queueing 
discipline (cf [GROS 74l ) and equal to
if only server is not idle as long as there are jobs 
in the queue.
(2.2)
3. Steady state conditions under FIFO discipline .
We shall start our survey with a discussion of steady 
state conditions for the FIFO queueing discipline,while all 
so far obtained results for other queueing disciplines will 
be presented in section 6.
The first results in this area have been reported in 
[SUGA 65] where a system GI/B / n withW .
BCx/w)= HCv-fíwl) , y">0
was investigated.In this case b= describes the deterministic 
dependence of service time upon waiting time.
The function has following features:
*(0) > 0
Imi 'f(w) « 'f(oo) < 00
W-» оO
It has also been assumed,that the mean interarrival time E(a) 
is finite,and demands are served on n identical,independently 
operating servers.
It has been proved that the abovejdefined system is ergodlc
(3.1)
if
n-Efo) > ^(00) .
On the other hand,if
Pr {wa < 'f(o)} = О ,
(3.2)
(3.3)
then the queue remains empty even if n • E (a) < ^ <«0.
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A more general dependence of service time upon waiting 
time was considered in .[CALL 73].
A class of discrete systems was investigeted with variables 
a, w, b^, standing for interarrival time,waiting time and 
service time being discrete,with integer,nonnegative values. 
Additionally it was assumed that
Pr{ bw - a = ]} > O for W - O t<L...
It has been proved,that the considered system is ergodic if 
a/ E(bw)< oo for w= 0,1,2.., (3.4)
b/ lim sup C(bw ) < E(a) . (3.5)
w-> oo
The author conjectured that a similar condition holds also for 
the continous case,which has been later investigated in [TWEE 75] . 
Let us define a random variable z^ = b^ - a , having a p.d.f. 
zw(x). We shall assume that г^(х)>0 for all x e C-6,é) where 8 is 
a positive constant independent of w . Under these assumptions 
it has been proved that the considered system is ergodic,if
(i) b (x) is continous in w for every fixed x.
(ii) there exist positive constants N,B,e such that
ECbw )^ В < , w  ^
E-(bw )^ E(aO-£ , w > N .
Condition (ii) can be rewritten in the form
(ii)’ the mean service time E ( b w)is a continous function
in w and is bounded for every w ,
(ii)> lim sup E(b)<E(a) 
w -> oo
which together with (i) give an analogy to conditions (3.4)and(3.5).
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4. Steady - atate analysis for FIFO discipline»
1и this section we shall present a methodology for analysis 
of open,single server queueing systems with waiting time dependent 
service times in the case of PIPO discipline.This description will 
be followed by a list of special cases which have so far been 
solved in detailes.
Let us investigate two consecutively carved demands, "n" 
and "n+1 " having waiting times w*1 ,wn+  ^ and service times
Vl+'l respectively.According to earlier assumptions
V  В (v/w) = ?v { b*^  ^  X ] #
ne{4,2...}
..n+1
(4.1)
Waiting time w can be derived as
wn+1= may w rt+ bw — 3 . C4.2)
Por a stochastic process {w11} , n=1,2,..., defined by (4.2 ) 
the distribution function of Cn+1 ) -th demand waiting time 
W л+1Сх)сап be expressed in terms of W л(х) as
Wn44Cx)= y, by =z}d2BCz/y)dW(y) =
узо” z*o
oo oo
*í J C1-A(y+z-x)JclzB(z/v)dW%l . (4.3)
О о
If the stochastic process {w11} is ergodic, then the limiting 
distribution function
W(x) в lim W n(x),
И-» CO
exists and satisfies an integral equation
cO oO
W(v)= [ j £-1-A(y+z-x)] dt BCWy)dW(y).o o
We shall now discuss some properties of the solution 
of this equation.
*) “
(4.4)
(4.5)
Some results of fPOSN 71] and [LIBU 71] are used in this section.
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Prom (4.2) yields, that
W(x) - 0 for x < 0 3
and from ergodicity of the process
W(O) - VVQ > 0 .
(4.6)
(4.7)
Let us assume additionally»that
a) A(X) iS COntinOUS for x €<-«», eo),
b) В (x/w) does not include an singular component 
We shall prove that under these assumptions the distribution
function W(x) is of the shape
*
W(x) a WQ + I Viy") dy , x \ 0 (4.8)
where v(y) is a nonnegative function satisfying equation
Í v(y) dy a 1 - w (4.9)О и
Por the proof we shall asses,basing on (4»S),the 
differential quotient
. W y)dW(y) (4,10)
h О"о
for x+h , x eto,»).
If A(x) is continous for x €(-«*>,«.) then 
3 V ACx)- rt(x-h)
M *,x-Vi < M (4.11)
thus
M y>^ -W(x) < J°y M dx B(st/y)d W(y) =. M .о о (4.12)
An singular function means a continous function with limited 
fluctuation,other then constant,having a derivative equal 
to zero almost everywhere.
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So the discussed differential quotient is bounded.thus W(x) is 
continous in the interval (o,oo) .
However (cf.[MARC 75]) W O O  , like any other distribution 
function may be rewritten us
W(x) «■ V^Cx) + W2Cx) + W3(x) % (4.13)
where
W^x") is a purely jump function}
W2(x) is a purely continous function^
W^Cx) is a singular function.
It is clear that if BCx/w) does not contain a singular component 
then W^(x) = 0.
On the other hand,continuity of W(x) in intervals 0-°°,сО ,(o,°o) 
together with (4.5) and (4*7) lead to a conclusion that W^(x) 
has exactly one discontinuity point for x = 0.Utilizing the 
well known definition of pure. continuity we obtain (4.8).
Functional equation (4.5) is difficult to solve directly 
in a general case.To show it more clearily let us rewrite this 
equation as
x x-y x
W 6 0 =  3 j dz B (z /y)d W (y ) + f  f  C4-A(y+z-x)]cLB(z/y)clW(y)-h
ОТ о о- x-y
oO CO
+ Í 5 C/'-A(yi-z-x)]dzB(z/y')clW(y'l, (4.14)
Integrating by parts the second component of the right side 
of (4.14) and utilizing :ejquálities
x-y
] dz B(2i|y)= B(*-y/y) and B (o /y)=o
о
we obtain
W(* ) = /  /4'fy*z-x)B(2/y)dzdWfy) + Г Г Cl-A(y+z-x)d B(z/y )dW(yí
*-У ко (4.15)
Ill
^ C obc*(y>dy)= 9 ^ , 0 + J ^ ^ - d y  , 
we obtain
* * °°
V0O = -  I  A(°)E>(x-y/y)dV'/(y) -  Í  j  A " (y 4 Z -x )B (x /y ^ zd W (y ) ♦- 
o' 0 x-y
+ i  } X (y + z -x )d 2.BCVy^dW(y). (4 . 16)
X о
The difficulties in analytical solution of this equation 
are caused by the last two components of the right side.
It is clear that both this components vanish,if
A''(x)= -ХЛ'Сч)  s
A'(x)- А Г4-АООЗ. (4.17)
Conditionsf4.17j hold only for an exponential distribution of 
interarrival time, A(x) = 1 - e ; and so far only this
case was investigated*', leading to an functional equation
V(v) = Л/С4- BCx-y/yXldWCy) , (4.18)
with
W(x) = W 0+-iv(y>oly ,О
and W defined from the normalization condition lim W(x”) = 1.^ X-*eo
It is worth mentioning that even (4.18) was not solved 
in thö general case, but only for two special situations,listed 
below.
Diff©rentiáting both sides and utilizing equality
*) Authors of this paper succeded recently in solving equation 
4.5 also for some other interarrival time distributions.The 
proper results will be published separately.
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Let us assume that the range of variation of w is devided into 
M + 1 intervals by introducing M+1 points , suoh that
< v»1 К • • • < wi^ Wi+1 < *** ^ w;M+1 a OO
In [lIBU 71] it was assumed,that M=1 and 
B0Cxl , w =  w0
B(x/w)=  ^ 4 Wt f 1*^1 (4.19)
suoh that
E (b|_) - jx d B^(x)<«o; L = 0,4 ,
Е(Ьг) = | х а в д()с)< 1  .
О Л
The Laplace - Stieltjes transform of waiting time distribution 
funotion w(s) was found
Ч. Л W0 [-1- b0Cs)] - ЛI Ь„(б) - ba(s)] oT(s)
S-AL4-b“ Cs)J + W ° » (4.20)
where
V/ - 4-aE(b*)
0 /l-^ QELCb|-)>ECb0^ -7iEECb2')-ECb1')']ol 9 (4.21)
d = u7 Í Ç(x)dx + d , Wo о ’ (4.22)
Wn
<*(S)= f e'sv<*00dbc , (4.23)о
and f(x) is a function identical with w(x) forO<x<w^ 
having a Laplace- transform'
£(s)= 7>WoC4-b0C&)3
Л- AC4-^,(S)1 * (4.24)
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The probability generating function for queue length
_  . df 2  ,nTTCx) = p ,n=o
where рд is a probability of n demands waiting in the queue, 
was also found for this case
- Cba.C~^ )~ z ^ CTt)]W0- X ("^ x.)Cb<t(lQ)- ba(^ fz)3
b2(x )~ Z (4.25)
with Ti= ^ (4~z) .
Another special case was investigated in [POSN 73] 
where it was assumed,that
BC x/w) -A- ; w£  ^ w < wt+*
L * 0 . 4 . (4.26)I I
The p.d.f. of waiting time wCx) and sojçurn time u(x) where 
found,and defined piecewise as
w(x> a VjOO + W0Mx), 
uOO =
where
v„(y) = ^ W„ea ’,u°)x
for *3 i X < "3+1 
0,1,...,M
(4.27)
ic^''u*') e M r *- Aea ”'UJ)x e
UJ,(X) = ^  AJ*Kre_Mr* +r*o J )
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with
K0= Wete*p(*w4Vll
и Л Wo r CUj-AJo^ w^ , C*j-A^vv’ *wj+1l +Le " e
. у _2!<х_- Г е Й - л » ' » -  (Ui-wr-«w;eiw;*'j
+ 4 , п - * - > Le
K;U)=i e MiV VjCy)^ ; j-4(2... И
J W,’
while Wq is found from the normalisation condition 
M wt+«
W 0 + T. Í v^cx^dx = \ .
i=0 W;
5. Steady-state analysis, some special cases
In the previous section a methodology for analysis of 
a queueing system with waiting time dependent service time 
was given in the case of ” open 11 queues of pure "delay” type. 
Thus we assumed,that the source of demands operates fully 
independently of the service process,and no limitations are 
imposed either on the queue length or possible waiting time.
In this section we shall discuss two special models,exceeding 
the framework of the above specified assumptions.
An attempt to describe a simple loss system was made 
in [mUDR 6lJ where a system M/B^/1 with
BCx/wb'IKx-YCwl), Y(wbB„,„-cw , OO (5.0
was investigated
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Thus the service time was in this case a deterministic,decreasing 
function of waiting time.Additionally it was assumed,that waiting
g
time is bounded by the value W way, » and every demand
exceeding this waiting time leaves the system never to return.
Following formulas describing the mean service time and 
the loss probability P^ where derived
ЕСЬ) = BM£„ + I«-e-*'""“") , (5.2)
PL- » Antin' ' CWwa* ' (5*3)
Another special case concerning "closed” queueing systems 
having an N dimensional source was analysed in [SWEN 59j •
A M/В /n/N/N/FIFO system was investigated for the case whenw
B(x/w") had the form
ЬС5/«)= ; (5.4)
with __ oO
b(s/w) = .Í e~sxdxB('x/w).
О
This very type of B(x/w) resulted from the following model:
The service of a demand which didn't have to wait consists of 
one phase which duration is a random variable b1 , exponentially 
distributed with parameter^ »thus b^(x) =
On the other hand the service of an demand which had to wait for
time w is enlarged by addition of "k" consecutive phases,each
of equally distibuted,random duration b ,.a
It was assumed that к is a stochastic variable having
Poisson distribution with parameter (/V , *w) while b, has ana d
exponential distribution with parameter .Considering the
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joint service time distribution one obtains directly formula (5*4) 
As far as the generation process is concerned it was assumed 
that the time between completion of service and consecutive 
generation is for every demand random,exponentially distributed 
with parameter Я .
The above defined system was analysed by approximate methods.
It was assumed that the mean service time of a single demand 
denoted is dependent on the number of demands "i" actually
generated /it means waiting in queue or being served / , and 
given by
As the approximation of the original case a state dependent 
system having exponentially distributed service time with para­
meter yU, / defined by (5.5)/was considered.
Such a system is ergodic if
Y]JJ > ( N - v O G ^ d  . ^
It can be easily shown that p - the probabilities of niM demand 
being actually generated are, in the steady-state given by
Mi- P  , V , (5*5)
where
\njj-L= N> t > и „
 0 * •
N >  L. ^  VI
i< и (5-7)
where
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Basing on the values of one can directly obtain all 
system s parameters , like mean waiting time,mean queue length» 
etc. Proper formulas have been derived and the obtained results 
were validated by simulation. However because of very short 
simulation runs no meaning estimations of the accuracy of this 
approximation were obtained.
6. The effect of queue discipline on system s throughput
So far we constrained our considerations to the FIFO 
queueing discipline.However,as in the investigated queueing 
systems the service time of every individual demand depends 
on it s waiting time,it can be expected that the queue discipline 
will influence not only the queue length or waiting time 
distribution, like in the classical cases, but also the system 
throughput.
For the sake of further considerations we shall constrain 
ourselves to a special case of system M/B^/1 with
In [BUZA 74] a basic system with D a В was investigated using 
the imbedded Markov chains approach, for the description of system 
state in time epochs,immediately following completion of consecutivi 
services.
Following scheduling disciplines were considered:
I. Disciplines without input forecast 
a/ FIFO - first come first served 
b/ LIFO - last come first served
w  > V f C6.0
which will be referred to as a”basic system”
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II. Disciplines with input forwcast
It has been assumed that»although the input stream is Poisson
an information is available wheather in following x time units
the next demand will arrive / a positive forecast / or not
/a negative forecast /. If after completion of consecutive
service the considered system is not empty,and the next
demand chosen according to the scheduling rules needs
a "short" service /that means service of duration В /s
then the forecast is neglected,and the next service starts. 
However if the next demand needs a "long" service /of dura­
tion B^ / then the forecast will be considered.In the case 
of positive forecast the server remains idle until the new 
demand arrives,and starts immediately it*s service upon 
arrival. In the case of negative forecast the demand chosen 
for service is given due attention.
As basic scheduling rules for choosing the next demand 
for service^ FIFO and LIFO were considered,which after intro­
ducing the forecast will be denoted as 
a/ FIFO(x)
Ъ/ LIFO(x)
It is obvious that for x = 0 disciplines Н а /  and lib/ 
become la/ and lb/ respectively.
For the above defined scheduling disciplines^ proper formulas 
defining its maximal throughput have been obtained,and listed 
in Table 1.
Let us notice that the formulas should be understood as follows: 
^  ^DISC sa-fcisfies the below given equations for scheduling 
discipline DISC,then for every Я < TDISC the considered system
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with this scheduling discipline will be ergodic.
DISC
FIFO T B LH ,
LIFO TBS + TCBl- Bs)e~
FIFO СЮ TB5 H  + e_T*T,(Bi.-Bs-0- e~T>c = í i 0£ X ^  BL
LIFO(x)
T b s + é‘r* e“TBsTC bu- bs- x) + e 'TB* Ci- e~T* ) - 4, o,< x ^  вг bs 
t b s + e Tßs('l-er*)+ - e ^ V  Ty H  - ТС 8,- *)] = l,
BL-
Table 1 .
It is easy to prove,basing on the above listed formulas,
that:
***** 'oiSCCxl ~ "^ DISC CBL-b s) (6.2.)
*6Co,bu1 )
^DiscOO > I^nscCo} , (6.5)хеСо.в^
where DISC(x) = FIPO(x) , LIFO(x) •
^yeto.BJ ^'F0^  > T HFo(y) . (6.4)
Equation (6,2) defines the optimal forecast length,while 
inequality (6,3) shows that any forecast always increases 
system's throughput. Prom inequality C6.4) it becomes clear 
that any LIFO scheduling discipline is always better /from the 
point of view of the throughput / than any PIPO discipline. 
Quantitative data for throughput comparison under various schedu­
ling rules /taken from [BUZA 74] / are given in Table 2 for 
the case when B, - 2.BC .L 0
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DISC T B S
FIFO 0.500
FIFOCer B^ 0 .568
LIFO 0.659
LIFoCB^Bs,') 0.751
Table 2
Basing on this results one can state,that the scheduling 
discipline significantly influences maximal throughput in queue­
ing systems with waiting time dependent service times.
In the considered case,contradictory to classical queueing sy­
stems, keeping the server idle in presence of a nonempty queue 
may increase systèmes throughput.
The results presented in [BUZA 74] make it possible to 
compare some above described disciplines.However these results 
do not lead to pointing out an optimal /from the point of view 
of the throughput / discipline in some larger class of scheduling 
disciplines.The problem of proving optimality was considered in 
[WOLI 79] where for the basic system /with Bg^ D < B^ / it was 
proved that among nonpreemptive disciplines; 
а/disciplines where starting of '’long” service is permitted^ 
although there Eire in the queue some demands needing "short" 
service, have always lower maximal throughput than disciplines 
where such a sequence is impossible, 
b/among disciplines where server's idleness in the case of nonempty 
queue is not permitted,optimal is the following discipline: 
Demands needing "short" service obtain priority over 
those needing "long" one,and should be served according to the 
order of arrival,
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c/inserting idleness of the server when all demands waiting 
in the queue need ’’long" service increases the system's 
throuput,
d/2?here exists an optimal forecast length,
e/the optimal nonpreemptive discipline is similar to that given 
in Ъ/ with respect to demends needing "short” service.If there 
are no such demands, and the forecast for optimal time period 
is positive, the server should remain idle,and if negative 
than it should start a "long" service.
Preemptive disciplines , granting "short" services higher 
priority, allow theoretically for increasing of system's throughput. 
However in the majority of applications only nonpreemptive 
scheduling is permitted .
7. Examples
After considering the effect of scheduling discipline on 
system throughput we shall.« now return to the FIFO queues.
The objective of this section is to answer a following 
question:
Are systems with waiting time dependent service time essentially 
different, from the point of view of their main, parameters then, 
say,classical M/G/1 systems having identical unconditional 
service time distribution.Putting it in different words one 
could ask,is it really necessary to overcome a number of diffi­
culties in order to obtain an exact solution of such system, 
or perhaps parameters of an appropriatly chosen M/G/1 system 
would serve as a good enough approximation of the original case.
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Por this comparison we shall use again the basic system as 
defined by (6.1), being in fact a special case of the system 
given by (4.19).For the purpose of demonstrating the methodology 
of system analysis»being a continuation of general considerations 
presented in section 4* we shall solve this example in detailes, 
applying a method suggested in [LIBU 71).
Utilizing (6.1) in (4*18) we obtain for x < D
V(x)= AWqC'I-B^GO] f  A(v(y)dy -  А /в /х -у )  .'iy)dy , (7 .1 )О о
Let us introduce a function fix') satisfying (7.1) for every x, 
and identical with v(x) for 0 < x < D .
After transformation we obtain
PCS)= |-AWeL^ -b/s)]- A.ffe)+A
thus
Let us introduce also
(7.2)
(7.3)
Ф(х)= W e +j4(t)ctfc , (7.4)
identical with the distribution function W(x) for 0 < x < D t 
Denoting
^  (s)r e~sir cl ФОЬ)
and utilizing (4.15) we obtain
(7.5)
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However (6.1) yields
b4Cs) = e bBs i
oO -sjB£
« s W 0 СЛ-s)-1^  » 
thus after invers transformation,with respect to continuity
of ЗКх) for X > 0 we obtain
(7.6}
§0>) * W 0-cl
where ■
cj=I_e ----jj-----
J"° for n ß s ^  ^ ( w ^ 8s-
On the other hand (4.18) can be rewritten as
* X"
V(x)= ~ AÍBCx-y/y)Vty>c)y ,
о °
After transformation,some rearrengemonts and utilization 
of (€.1) we obtain
г/ГсЛ _ аУ*Ш- b»] - AU Û(Q- bafe)]àTcs)
Ví } S-A(4~t^)) »
(7.7)
(7.8)
(7.9)
where
0° ,vo) = Í e bVvib)cLi:)
<Us) = J e_sir f Ci) oit.о
We are now in the position to derive as
Wa + bWi vcs) = 1 S-*o
(7.10)
(7.11)
where
b'co) = - Bs J
P
o^Co) = ( -f(x) dx = Í>(D )~W0 = Wc(cM)Ö '
and finally
i/w - - _____
0 1-A(Bu~Bs)d * 7.12
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The probability of consecutive service to be a "short" one 
/of duration Bg / is equal to
W(D) = Ф(1>) =A d^-ACB^-Bs) (7.13)
Let us now discuss B^Cx), the unconditional service time distribu­
tion being evidently dependent on the intensity of arrivals Д ,
Вд(х) = i jW y )d W (y ) . (7.14)
Utilizing (7.13) we obtain
Вд(>0= \Л/л( Р Ж * - В 53+ (7.15)
thus
E ( bA) = W A(P) Bs + [Л - W*Ü>)] }
ECb^=-W^(1>)BÎ+L4-W^PD)Bj; #
We shall now derive the mean waiting time Y(A)
YCa) = ECw) = E(v) » Uvw (- VCs>) . <7.16)
s-»o
As both the numerator and denominator of VCs) tend to zero 
with s-*o »utilization of the de l'Hospital rule is necessary. 
After laborious derivations and utilizing the equality
AT *’fe*x t ^ d x =  c-wrÿ A
> 41- A £0 L\ Aо <1 *•
we obtain
(7.17)
2.P-*- (Вь.+ Вь)с1
2СЛ-АВ0 Ю - А С в . - В ^ с Д  ’ (7.18)
with
where n is defined from the inequality 'nBsé= D <  Oa+4) Bs .
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The above presented analysis is valid for the steady-state* 
Basing on theorems presented in section 3 it is easy to varify 
that the considered system is ergodic for arrival intensity
T = t * C7.19)
After completing analysis of the basic system we shall now 
compare it's parameters with an "equivalent" M/G/1 system which 
service time distribution is given by (7.15") .Thus in both systems 
the service times have identical distribution function,but in 
the "equivalent" system service times are assumed to be independent 
which is not true in the basic system.
Such an "equivalent" system could be used for estimating the 
parameters, /and perhaps forecasting the behaviour under different 
load/ of an real - life basic system for which the distribution 
function b (xl would be experimentally found through directAo
measurements,for some intensity of arrivals Ae .
We shall start this comparison with calculation of the 
maximal throughput in both systems.
For the basic system we have
T"1 = -4-
‘B Bu 1
while for the "equivalent" system the maximal throughput 
can be defined as
т ; о о  = Се с ь а„>]■л.-'-Г’1 , C7.20)
where A0 is the arrival intensity used for defining B_(x).A©
The obtained from proper calculations TpCA*") versus A0 is plotted 
in figures 1,2,3 for various values of parameters B^,Bg?D of 
the basic system.
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It is visible that always
TpC O  > Tg (7.21)
and the difference R(^o^ =/Tp0O-Tg decreases when increases.
Additionally
K m  R O O »  ~r~ ~  •>afro (7.22)
lîw О . (7.23)
V*4b
The function 1*00 is a strictly decreasing and nonlinear one. 
Initially,for small A0 it has almost constant values,and decreases 
rapidly for \  tending to Tß .
Thus using the "equivalent " system as an approximation of the 
basic system would cause significant error in the evaluation of
systen/s maximal throughput.
Some numerical data for B^ = 0.1, Bg = 0.05, D = 0.1 
describing the relative error in evaluation of the maximal 
throughput ,the utilization factor and the estimated
^ Ok ^
utilization factor ß^ rr\ are. given in Table 3»
Ao z. 4. 6,
*o/Hl 20% 4o% 60% 80%
R(0/TB 99.99% 99.4?% 9*26% 81,* 6 %
л0/трсл: 20% 30.4 % 42.6%
Table 3
Por example if the utilization factor for the basic system 
-p—  = 0.8 then the estimation based on the "equivalent" system 
would lead ue to conclusion that the utilization factor is
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as low as 42.6% . In fact 25 % increase of would exceed
systems maximal throughput.
Let us now compare mean waiting times in both discussed systems. 
For the basic system,the mean waiting time V(A) was defined by 
(7.16), while for the "equivalent” system the mean waiting time 
denoted U(A,A,A may be found from the well-known formula describing 
the M/G/1 system with respect to C7.15) as
ТДАЛ) 2U-AE(bA)
= ACWa.№K<-B^.B^J
2C'l-ALW1<o)(ss,-60-BJÎ ' J >
Values of TOO and U(4,A0) versus A are plotted in figures 
4 and 5 for two sets of parameters В^,Вд,Б .
Comparing values V(X) and U(4,A) one can asses the differance 
of mean waiting time in the basic system and mean waiting time 
estimated from the "equivalent” system for some arrival intensity 
A. Curves VCAAo), A0^ A give the estimation of mean waiting 
times for different A , obtained basing upon an "equivalent” 
system with service time distribution function B^C*) .
It is easy to see that the estimation error V(x)-U‘(A,A0') is negative 
for small A and monotonically.increases with the increase of 
going through zero for some А Яо< A0 .
From the above given computational examples it becomes 
obvious that using simple M/G/1 models for estimation of para­
meters of queueing systems with waiting time dependent service 
times is not desirable as cousing significant errors.
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8. Final remarques .
Queueing syatems with waiting time dependent service times have 
to be studied,because of their significance in description of 
numerous real-life processes.
As it has been shown in this paper,neglecting this dependence and 
estimating parameters of this system by the use of appropriatly 
chosen classical models, leads to essential errors not only 
quantitative but also qualitative.
On the other hand,analysis of such systems is difficult 
and so far only a limited number of results,discussed in this paper 
have been achieved.A lot of interesting questions remain still 
unanswered among which the following ones seem to be specially 
important:
- effect of the type of distributions ACx) and B(x/w) on 
systèmes parameters,
- optimization of queueing disciplines,
- analysis of batch service systems,
- multiserver queueing systems features.
Because of the need of such results for application purposes 
it can be expected that more effort will be done in this area 
and that the knowledge about the discussed here new class of 
queueing systems will be in near future significantly enlarged.
A.WoliBz, Ph.D 
J.Izydorczyk, M.Sc
Polish Academy of Sciences 
Department of Complex Automation 
44-100 Gliwice, Zwyciçstwa 21,
POLAND
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SIMSCRIPT SIMULATION MODEL FOR GOMFUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION
Dr. S. Zárda - A. Nagy 
Computer Service of State Administration 
Budapest, Hung ary
ABSTRACT: The paper presents a discrete event-driven stoch­
astic simulation model written in SUBSCRIPT simulation lang­
uage for a Honeywell-Bull computer system under GCOS /General 
Comprehensive Operating Supervisor/ control. The model has 
been developed particularly for elaborating an effective run­
ning strategy by setting the suitable parameters of the sys­
tem startup deck and finding a bottle-neck. The model is 
named HwB-SIM.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation techniques have more and more applications in the 
fields of multiprogrammed computer system performance evalu­
ation. Simulation models enable analysts to predict how sys­
tems will behave under a variety of operating conditions. 
Model applications are advisable where performance is being 
tuned by varying parameters. Thus the model makes it possible 
for a nalysts to evaluate systematically a wide range of 
possible parameter settings and determine which settings are 
optimal for the system being tuned. This type of models is
called performance simulator. There is a large number of 
commercially available performance simulators e.g. BEST/1, 
CASE, IMSIM, SAM, SCERT 76. /1/ The simulators differ accor­
ding to the employed mathematical techniques based on queu­
ing theory or a traditional event-driven simulator driven 
by random number generators and detailed workload descrip­
tions. General opinion is that the step by step simulation 
without applying the queuing theory is considerably less 
efficient than the other type. But there is a large number 
of particular tuning problems where the event-driven simu­
lator can be extremely useful. HwB-SIM has been developed
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only for a given Honeywell Computer structure. This doesn’t 
exclude however its application for another structure of 
Honeywell system, even for other types of computers. This 
derives from the fact that the modelling phase is the same, 
and the basis of modelling process is the analogy between 
elements of the real system and the blocks of the model.
The main purpose of our model creation was to increase the 
total throughput of given computer system assuming a given 
job-mix. Through increasing of throughput we can achieve an 
increase in the income of our computer center. After analy­
zing simulation results we can try to tune our system so 
that idle time of any device is not allowed and there are no 
unused capacities.
Summarizing the problem definition; building up a simulation
model, that simulates a multiprogrammed time-sliced operating
Computer system in batch-processing environment, assuming 
total workload. The purpose of this research is to set the 
suitable parameters of startup deck and to choose the right 
priority strategy of operating system modules in order to 
maximize the capacity utilization.
Model type and level
We may compose HwB-SIM as a general purpose queuing model 
with multiple channels and multiple facilities. If an arrival 
may enter anyone of several facilities, the group of facili­
ties is called a channel. And when the departures of one 
channel enter another channel, we have a case of multiple chan 
nels. When the output of one station becomes the input of anot 
her station, we have a situation known as multiple facilities. 
HwB-SIM is basically a stochastic model although we made a lot 
of efforts eliminating this type of effects. We defined the 
attributes of elements following the empiric distributions.
One of the most important factors of any performance simula­
tion project is choosing the proper level of detail for rep­
resenting the system and the workload. If the representation 
is not detailed enough, the model will not be able to produce 
accurate predicions consistently. On the other hand, if the 
representation is too detailed, the simulation model may be 
sensitive to parameters which vary from day to day and are 
difficult to estimate precisely. A good simulation model pro­
duces precise predictions on the basis of a small set of para-
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meters that are reasonably stable and can be estimated 
with confidence. Another important point of modeling is 
the model's cost which also depends on the detail level.
We have chosen functional modelling. It is not based on 
the microlevel characteristics of a specific device /e.g. 
execution time of one instruction/ but reflects the proce­
dure characteristics of one logical unit of model /e.g. a 
Job or Job-step /activity/ /. A Job is represented by 6 
attributes and an activity /Job-step/ is represented by 
19 attributes.
Arrival process /inflow/
The incoming requests are defined as an inflow process. The 
inflow process is dynamic if the requests in the /0,t/ 
time-interval arrive continuosly according to some dist­
ribution function. In HwB-SIM the incoming requests mean 
reading of Jobs, so our inflow process is dynamic. Another 
factor of inflow process is the sequence of the incoming 
Jobs. This sequence determines the Job-mix in a given time. 
More precisely, in a given time the Job-mix is composed by 
the requests of the cyclic arrivals and the new arrivals 
/see later in Figure 6./ . The cyclic arrivals are hand­
led by the system’s own algorithm, and the new arrivals
\
by their time-sequence. This ensures random arrivals.
Model input /sampling techniques/
The task of model is the treatment of Jobs and activities
When a request is flowing through the model we have to 
know the sequence of servicing, the unique service times, 
the requirements of servicing e.t.c.. These values are 
based on two groups of data:
- job control cards information
- SCF /Statistical Collection File/ created by 
GCOS for accounting purposes.
The data base of the simulation model contains values 
sampled on a randomly chosen day. It contains 81 jobs that 
are devided to 196 activities. From this set 20 jobs /57 
activities/ were selected following the rule of layered 
sampling techniques which were run through the system with 
different settings of parameters and alternatives of prior 
ity strategies. The sample reflects very well the average 
daily workload and the average job-mix. The main character 
istics of the chosen job-mix are: the job-stream consists 
of COBOL, IDS, GMAP, FORTRAN, UTILITY and other programs, 
as listed in Figure 1.
Job type Number 
of jobs
Number of 
activities
% of 
total
COBOL-IDS 8 19 40
GMAP 4 14 20
FORTRAN 4 9 20
UTILITY, 
FILSYS, other 4 15 20
Figure 1. Representative job-stream
1 4 2
The jobs consist of 2,8 a ctivities in average. The actual 
distribution is shown in Figure 2.
Number of 
activities
Number of 
jobs
1 3
2 7
3 7
6 2
7 1 ,
Figure 2. Activity distribution in ters of jobs
The avarage core requirement was 22,49 К words, the actual 
distribution is shown in Figure 3.
Required core­
size /word/
Number of 
activities
10-12 К 9
16 К 11
20 К 5
22 К 3
24 К 7
25-28 К 7
32 К 13
40 К 2
Figure 3. Core-requirement distribution
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The avarage execution time /CPU time/ was 62,8 seconds 
per activity.60 percent of sample derived from card-reader,
20 percent from magnetic tape and other 20 percent were 
•'spown job" from disc. The output destination distribu­
tion was as follows: 80 percent of sample went to line- 
printer, 10 percent to tape and 10 percent to disc.
Model description: components and operating
HwB-SIM contains two large groups of resources: the hard­
ware and the software capacities.>
The simulated hardware configuration is the following:
- central processor system with 96K words of main memory
- peripherals:
card reader /CRU 1050/ 
line printer /PRU 1200/
magnetic tape subsystem with four tape units /MTU 400/ 
disc storage subsystem with two disc units /MSU 400/ 
The outline structure of HwB 66/20 computer system confi­
guration is shown in Figure 4.
Service times of hardware units are based on the Honeywell 
technical descriptions, e.g. speed of card reader is 1050 
cards/second, e.t.c. The modelling of channel network is 
based on empirical observations. At maximal channel workload 
one card reader, one line printer, one tapedriver and two 
disc units can operate simultaneously.
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Figure 4. Simulated hardware configuration
The software capacities are the modules of GCOS. The cont­
rol programs of GCOS compose the HwB-SIM guideline. The 
tasks of GCOS modules are separated well. In some modules 
we have possibilities to Intervent the system. These points 
are named as decision poihts.
SYSTEM INPUT: It begins to operate if an arrival occurs
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It operates as a normal program with a special priority.
There are three different types of it according to the 
input media. At the same time more than one may exist 
/limited only by the memory space/. System input classifies 
the jobs according to their requirements. It builds up 
three groups of queues: normal, express, hold, and forwards 
the jobs to scheduler’s input queue. At this decision point 
we can alter the number of classes and the length of queues. 
SCHEDULER: It chooses the jobs from Input queues on the 
bases of depending on classification. When a job has been 
selected it is subdivided into activities. Activities are 
identified by sequence numbers within a job. From this time 
the GC03 will work on activities. Another decision point 
may be the developing of priority strategy.
PERIPHERAL ALLOCATOR: It determines the requirements, evalu­
ates the priorities and allocates the free peripheral units. 
CORE ALLOCATOR: A privileged program with the highest prior­
ity. It handles and allocates the memory space. Also has a 
special strategy: first to compress then to spown if neces­
sary.
DISPATCHER: It allocates the processor, handles the inter­
rupts by 64 msec. Next decision point can be the choice of 
one or more methods from the processor allocating-techniques. 
It is a memory-resident program.
TERglUATQR: It releases the devices and accounts for the 
usages. It is a resident program too.
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SYSTEM OUTPUT: It collecta the outputs of activities which 
belong to one job and executes the output functions. It*s 
operation is similar to system input.
The job-flows and the relationships of GCOS modules are 
shown in Figure 5.
— job flow 
- - - GCOS modules flow
Figure 5. Jobs and GCOS elements flows
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The central part of the model is the simulation of GCOS 
because its modules reflect the functional operation of 
the hardware elements. The GCOS modules^manage the hard­
ware resources. The dynamic management is limited by the 
capacity of resources, by the service and working time, 
and by the requirements of jobs. The HwB-SIM follows the 
hardware utilization and the scheduling algorithm exactly. 
Figure 6. shows a general working schema used by the GCOS 
modules.
cyclic arrivals cyclic arrivals
scheduling scheduling
rule rule
Figure 6. Queuing simulation
The queues are fictitious, really they reside on discs or 
in core. In the multiprogrammed environment the scheduling 
rule chooses the program to be executed. There are common 
characteristics in the scheduling algorithm of GCOS modules. 
1/. The starting value of priority is determined by the 
user. The priority value may be in the interval 0-63. The 
default value is 5. The values from 56-63 are reserved for
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the operating system.
2/. If two or more programs have the same priority value the 
scheduling sequence Í3 FIFO.
3/. When the program arrives the resources are already reserved. 
Thus one of the aims of GCOS is to minimize turnaround time.
In every case of a failed attempt the priority is increased 
by 1. In addition to the common features every GCOS modul 
has special external priority strategy. E.g. in the case of 
printer without spooling mechanism the peripheral allocator 
increases the priority by 30.
Thus the main purpose of HwB-SIM is the setting of some para­
meter which are the following:
SYSTEM IВPUT - SCHEDULER interface: how many classes are set 
up and what are the resource limits of classes, how many mem­
bers may a class contain, how it selects the job-mix that 
run at the same time.
DISPATCHER strategy: there are four strategies at processor 
allocation:
1/. "I/O priority". The processor allocation depends on the 
rate of channel time and processor time requirements. It 
prefers activities with the more, channel time requirements.
In each 192 msec it evaluates the queue again and the prior­
ity of failing requests is incremented by 1. Privileged 
programs are reevaluated more often.
2/. Urgency throughput. The purpose of this strategy is 
minimizing the total job turnaround time. The priority /Р/
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will be:
_ earlier priority + 2 
1 ' 8
It ia reevaluated in the case of I/O interrupt, fault, time- 
slice exhausted and when a new arrival occurs.
3/. Priority В class. At the startup parameters we may assign 
max. 3 jobs which will get processor more often than the others. 
4/. Priority A class. At the startup parameters we may assign 
max. 5 jobs, and these jobs will be executed first and the 
others after them.
Model in SUBSCRIPT
The machine model of system is composed in SIMSCRIPT language, 
which allows a modular and hierarchic structure of formulising 
the problem. The jobs and activities are the temporary entities 
of the system. The processing requirements of jobs and acti­
vities are their attributes. The connections of jobs and 
activities are reflected by a set. The hardware resources are 
permanent entities and their attributes are the performance 
data and their status can be free or busy. The main memory is 
built up by the free and busy set of К words. The operation 
of peripheral subset is handled by an endogenous event routine. 
The modules of GCOS are operating in the frame of endogenous 
events. Every GCOS modul is defined as an event notice entity. 
The GCOS modul*s information is stored in their attributes.
Those modules which require the service of other modules 
were defined as temporary entities, too. They are diffe­
rent from the normal programs because of their high prior­
ity, their fix program number and their attribute values. 
The queue which requires the same GCOS modul functions is 
handled like a priority ranked set by the HwB-SIM.
The event routines of HwB-SIM:
Type Name Function
exogenous START starting the run, temporary entities
/jobs and activities/ values defining, 
starting condition defining
endogenous INDUL
GEIN
SCHED
PERI
CALC
DISP
TERM
SYSO
TAV
input device categoring, selecting
the input job-stream
system input function
scheduler function
peripheral allocator function
core allocator function
dispatcher function
terminator function
system output function
handles the peripheral subsystem
The STAT report generator forms and prints the results.
The motive power of HWB-SIM is the DISP. The execution of 
each program starts when the processor is allocating to it, 
and finishes when any of the following events occurs:
- fault /it is controlled by random number generator/
- I/O interrupt
- program termination
- time-slice exhausting /64 msec/.
Then the DISP reevaluates the waiting activities by changing 
the priorities and reallocates the CPU.
The causation chain of events - as discussed by Wyman /2/ - 
in HwB-SIM is the following:
Figure 7. Causation of event routines
Methods of results evaluation, validation
We can ahalyze the system from different viewpoints:
/
- the requests of users
= to minimize the average turnaround time,
=r to minimize the average delay of jobs.
- the requests of operators /maintaner/:
= to maximize the average utilisation of devices,
= to minimize the idle time of units,
= to increase the throughput.
We have chosen our model to maximize the utilization of 
hardware units with a suitable response time. We can 
compute this from the output of HwB-SIM:
- average turnaround time
- queue statistics for peripheral devices
- processor utilizations
- core utilizations /memory map, number of compress e.t.c./. 
After building up the model we have done systematical series 
of runs to show the logical error of modelling. First of 
all the independent parts of program were run alone in order 
to justify the results. In the case of stochastic models
the results of one run are regarded as an observation of 
statistical indices which belong to the system operating 
descriptions. Because of random effects these values vary 
from run to run. We can get an n-element sample if we do 
n runs with the same starting conditions but with different 
random number series. We can make estimates based on this
sample and can determine the confidence interval of 
estimating.
Simulation characteristics
The model consists of 2000 source statement. The simulation 
time units is 10 miliseconds. As in SIMSCRIPT the model has 
unequal time increments. It means that the system is to be 
evaluated when an event occurs. The average run time of 
model is half an hour. Core requirement is 50 К words.
We had two alternatives of choosing simulation languages: 
GPSS and SIMSCRIPT. We had chosen the SIMSCRIPT because of 
modularity and algorithmic characteristics. From the point 
of view of programming efforts the SIMSCRIPT language has 
more advantages in the cases of high complexity. This is 
shown in Figure 8. The figure is based on our empirical 
observations.
Programming
and
modelling
effort
required
Figure 8. SIMSCRIPT and GPSS characteristics
Conclusion and developments
The conclusion of our operating model is that the computer 
system is very responsive to the different running strategies 
e.g. for the dispatcher and scheduler algorithm modifications 
Further development of the model seems to he necessary.
We are going to introduce the real time environment and 
terminal-network system processing.
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PROBLEMSOLVING STRATEGIES
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In logic-programming one of the most important problems is to 
find a suitable searching strategy. Most of the problem-solving 
systems are based on mechanized theorem proving techniques 
(e.g. resolution principle) and the search is controlled by a 
program. This program can be treated as "strategy". Our aim is 
to give a language, in which problemsolving strategies can be 
formulated.
Here a short introduction to the logic programming is described 
to illustrate the objects of a strategy and after that the main 
features of a general-purpose strategy-description language 
will be described.
Logic programming
In logic programming the programming language is a suitable 
mathematical logical language e.g. first-order logic (1 ,2 ) or 
many-sorted logic (Structure Logic SL in 3,4). In this language 
the user can write statements, representing facts, or knowledge. 
The chosen logic has deduction rules, by which from two 
statements a third one can be deduced i.e. if S_L and S2 are 
statements then a deduction rule D may produce a new one, say 
D(S1' S2  ^ and this derived statement (if existed) is a logical 
consequence of the original statements S1 and S2>
The most interesting decutions are those which can be mecha­
nized. The resolution principle is such a mechanical deduction 
rule, and valid in both the first order and the structure 
logics, but here will be illustrated in the О-order logic (i.e. 
logic without variables, functions, constants) for sake of 
simplicity. The resolution will be represented as an operation 
o( Sx, S2) but we prefer the infix notation, hence we shall use
If given two statements A 1 and A2
A. : ■S, v S01 1 2
a 2 : S1 V S3
where ~ and v represent "not" and
А 1 о A 2 : S2 V S3
in the form of
"or" then the statement
(the socalled resolvent) is a logical consequence of and A 2.
Having mechanical decution rules, and if given a set of state­
ments
AX = {S± I i — 1, . . «, n }
then a new statement S can be deduced from AX if there exists a 
chain (a refutation)
A ^ , A2, A3, • * • , — S
such that if for every i(^k) A^ is either an element of AX, or 
has been deduced from A ^ ' s jái by one of the possible deduction 
rules. The chain with the appropriate deduction rules is called 
the proof of S.
The resolution theorem says the if S can be proved them it also
1 5 7
can be proved such a way that only the resolution principle is 
used as deduction.
Hence a mechanical theorem proving system may work as follows: 
Starting from the elements of AX, produce all the possible 
resolvents (set AX1 ) and check whether S is a consequence of
one of those or not. If yes, stop, if not, continue with the
1 2 produced set AX as before (with AX), and produce AX , check
and continue if necessary. This method is the direct proof of
S. Instead of this we use indirect reasoning in the following
manner. Let be the empty statement (the nil).
Start from the negation of S, i.e. the indirect statement what 
is to be proved. Produce the set of resolvents with ~S and the 
element of AX,
AX = { ~S о A I A G AX }
Check, whether □  is element of the AX.^  or not. If not, 
continue. The typical set is
AX = {A' о A" I A' 6 AX, A € AX .} n > 1 n n-1
If AXn contains □  then this means a contradiction hence we 
get an indirect psoof of S. If the proof of S exists, this 
algorithms will find that. Figure 1 illustrates this proving 
technique, and the so-called "searching tree".
□
It is easy to compute the number of new statements generated 
and one can imagine the "combinatorial explosure" which is the 
strongest limitation in present-days computer systems. Logic 
programming is important not only in Artificial Intelligence 
problems but in software specifications, in program synthesis 
(see 5), also, so we need to control the searching In the tree 
of Figure 1. Strategies do this control.
Strategies - both heuristical and mathematicaly well-founded 
ones - are important also in the hypothesis formation (6,7) 
robotics, etc. In the literature one can find a nice collection 
of strategies, even in the theorem proving, but also in the 
other branches of AI.
The control of the search in the tree means that in every step 
the strategy should
- select those statements which will be used to be resolved
- accept or reject the resolvent.
Moreover, a strategy produces a sequence of sets S2, ...,
- each set contains the accepted resolvents. The next set in 
this sequence is produced from the previous ones.
Figure 2.
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Hence a strategy recursively defines the sets of resolvents. By 
now our goal more or less clear: to define a language in which
i
one can describe various strategies.
Description of strategies
From the previous introduction we may see that the
language for description of strategies should be based on set 
theory and recursively definiable sets. But to formulate the 
mathematical language of sets as a programming language we 
should extend it in the following ways:
- strategies deal with sets whose elements are statements. We 
want to define sets whose elements are defined by a logical 
language again but the models of this ^ogic should be state­
ments. So we need a language, on which statements on state­
ments can be described.
- the strategy language should cover the mathematical language 
for sets (operations, etc.).
- the sequence of the sets, generated should be finite. But 
there is no criteria for finiteness. In every strategy the 
programmer should specify the failure condition (i.e. the 
condition, which - if it is fulfilled - stops the sequence) 
and that action if the strategy failed.
- a strategy may activate another one (or itself again), for 
example if the strategy had been failed.
In the sequel we proceed in this order and finally the general 
form of strategies will be given with simple examples.
1 1 • “
Language of the statements on statements
As it was emphasized every strategy states something on sets, 
whose elements are logical statements. (Here we don't want to 
speak about the form of statements. They may be well-formed 
formulas, clauses, Horn clauses and such.)
We need a first-order logic language with
constant-symbols 
variable-symbols
function-symbols (with arbitrary arity)
predicate-symbols
logical connectives V, A, -*, ~,
quantifiers 3,V,
auxiliary symbols (, )
Constant symbols are either literals - i.e. the statements 
themselves - or a label of. a statement in the form of
C : statement
Variable symbols are those which are not specified elsewhere. A 
special variable symbol is represented by
new Z
where Z is a set-symbol (see later).
In our language the set of function-symbols whould be specified 
as well as the predicate-symbols. They are not only symbols but 
executable functions or evaluatable predicates. For example, 
unary functions may be:
V(s) - the number of variables in the statement s;
C(s) - the number of constant symbols in the statement s;
N(s) - the degree of nesting of function in the statement s;
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L(s ) - the number of literals in s 
etc.
They are integer-valued functions. Also we need statement-valued 
ones, for example
IMP(sx, s2 ) - has as value that s± for s^ - s. j ф i, or nil 
if neither s1 -*• s2 nor s2 s is valid
In the set of predicate symbols we have evaluatable predicates, 
having T (true) or F (false) as possible values.
Examples :
IMPLIES (s^ s2 ) 
EQU (s1, s2 ) 
EQUST (Sj^ , s2 ) 
ELEMENT (s1, s2 )
true, if s^ - s2 
true, if s ^  s2
true, if s1 as string equals with s2 
true, if there exists a substitution т of 
s1 that s^t equals with a part of s2 (as 
strings)
Well-formed formulas are composed by logical connectives, 
guantifiers and auxiliary symbols.
It should be noted, that although we had choosen a first-order 
language, and this language can be interpreted various ways, we 
gave an interpretation of them - and this interpretation is 
based on the domain of statements. As a programing language, 
every function and predicate symbol must be evaluated, hence 
implemented.
Language of sets
In this respect we accepted the mathematical notation for sets, 
with some extensions.
Sets are defined as logical statements (well-formed formulas)
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of the language given previously. Sets are represented by 
bracketing, using { and } with appropriate restrictions. General 
form of the set-definition:
set-name = { element I statement }
The set-name is defined by the programmer, the element represents 
a typical element of the set, on which the statement should be 
true, or "element" represents the list of elements (separated by 
commas) and in this case the statement-part may be empty. 
Examples :
A = { s1 о s2 I (VSj^GAX ) Л ( Vs^step(n-1 ) ) }
В = { сх, c2, c3, c4 I (c. 6 B) - N (c.) > 2)}
(In order to explain the example above, we should remind the 
reader that о represents "resolvent", AX and step(n-l) are sets, 
the " 6 " and ">" are infix symbols for the predicates "element-of", 
and "greater than", respectively, N(c^) represents the degree 
of nested functions in c^, and s^ - Sg is a statement again in 
the definition of C.)
New sets can be constructed by the operations over sets
U (union)
П (intersection)
” (complement of)
Set-expressions are formed by this operations bracketing by "(" 
and ")". Set-assignments are in the form of
set-name = set-expression
Special functions of the langua.ge of statements on statements
can be defined by sets. An example is the new function, defined 
on sets and represented in the form of new "set-name" without 
bracketing. For every set, the writer of the strategy should 
specify the selection of an element. The new represents the 
selected statement or one of the selected statements. If the 
selection had not been specified then the selection is made on 
internal basis - the programmer hasn't any right to control thi 
process. For every set to be controlled the programmer should 
define the operation new and activate that.
Definition of the selection: Let Z be a defined set, then one 
can define the selection by writing
new Z = { STZ },
where ST^ is a statement.
For example
new AX = { Vs (s G AX) A (N(new(AX)) à N(s))}
f
The set-definition in the right-part selects a subset of the 
set AX, and new AX represent this subset. One could define 
finer selection also writing
new new AX
and defining again.
The new is always associated to the set in the definition.
Hence if AXX is another set, and the set-assignment
AXX = AX
then the definition of newAX overwrites the definition of 
newAXX (if any) and the newAXX acts as newAX. More generaly, 
for set-assignments.
set = set-expression
then
new set = new set-expression
where the new " set—expression" is defined (by the statement ST^
arbitrary set X) in the following way:
ST ST V ST
Si U S2 S1 S2
к
ST ST Л ST
S1 n S2 S1 S2
ST ~ST
-S1 S1
With the already defined selection one can refer the selected 
statement by simply writing new Z for the set Z. Although the 
new Z defines a subset, and not a unique element, but the new Z 
serves one of them.
The action, performed by new Z may be represented as 
Z = Z— {new Z}
i.e. the selected statement will be removed from the set Z.
Failure conditions and activate strategy
A strategy is succeeded if the Q  (nil) statement had been 
derived. To explain the failure of a strategy is not so simple. 
The programmer of the strategy should specify those conditions 
(that if the conditions hold them the strategy is qualified as
f a î I e d ) by
fai lure condition
"condition" is a statement in the logical language on statements, 
and a strategy can be activated by
on failure activate strategy;
In the condition one can state something on statements or on the 
proof. A proof is the actual value of a strategy.
We have seen that the strategy describes how the sequence of 
sets (of statements) will be generated. At every moment the 
strategy has as its value the generated sequence of sets, say
Af , A2 , « « • , Aj^
They represents (derived) statements in the searching-tree, but 
A^ contains those which can be proved by a proof with length k. 
Hence they represent subsets of the first к layers in this tree. 
Two important consequences should be noted:
- the generated sets must be indexed by the length of the proof,
- the generated set sould not be empty.
From the second remark we state that a strategy is failed 
(regardless to the specified condition) if one element of the 
sequence of the sets is empty. From the first remark it follows 
that the generated sets will be indexed - we choose the paramet- 
rization form, assuming that the first parameter always repre- • 
sents the index. We do so, because strategy generaly depends on 
some other parameters also, and this fact should be reflected 
in the description.
In the failure - specification the condition may state something 
on the proof, for example the length n of the proof:
failure ((n Й 31) V IMPLIES (A, В ) )
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If the condition holds then the strategy may activate another 
one (or itself). This is specified by
on failure activate strategy,
where "activate strategy" is a set-name with actual parameters 
representing the strategy which generates it. The on failure 
specifications may be chained and the next one will be executed 
if the previous one is failed. One can activate strategy without 
on failure - in that case the strategy activates the other one 
and waits for its succès or failing.
Strategy as a programming language
Until now we described separate features of the strategies, in 
this section the programming language form will be treated. 
General form of a strategy:
strategy-name: initial specifications; 
n-th step; 
fa iIu re-part.
The three parts of the strategy should be separated by 
semicolon ;. Both initial specification and n-th step is 
composed from the followings:
set-definition, 
set-assignments, 
selection-strategy description, 
activate strategy, 
on-failure actions.
They will be interpreted sequentially.
Examples (S is the statement to be proved and AX is the initial 
set of facts).
strategy Is
strategy 2:
step(o) = Г ~S};
Step(n) = {А о В I VA(AGAX)AVB(BGstep (n-l)}; 
failure (n à 31);
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newAX = { Vs((sGAX)-(N(newAX)^N(s)))}, 
level(1,C ,~S) = {Co~S I C= newAX),
AXIOM(l) = AX;
end of initial definitions
level (n. A, B ) = {AoB I ( A=newAXIOM( n ) ) Л ( B6level (n-l,C , D ))},
AXIOM(ntl) = AX,
level (n+1, newAXIOM(n+l), AoB),
if the level (n,A,B) is successful then it 
turns to the next layer with the generated 
element.
on failure level (n, newAXIOM (n), B),
i.e. if failed then strategy tries to 
continue with the same В but with another 
"A", so it returns to the last decision in 
this layer, when the new was activated.
on failure level (n-l, newAXIOM(n-l), D),
if it was failed for every element of AXIOM(n) 
then it turns back to the previous level;
failure (nà50) V (n=0);
These strategies are well-known in the literature (bredth-first 
and depth-first strategies).
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DYNAMIC HASH-CODING : NEW SCHEMES FOR STRUCTURING
DATA THE VOLUME OF WHICH IS ALLOWED TO GROW 
AND SHRINK BY LARGE FACTORS
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New file organizations based on Hash-Coding recently appeared 
in the literature, which are suitable for data whose volume may vary rapidly.
In the three schemes which have been independently proposed, rehashing is 
avoided, storage space is dynamically adjusted to the number of records actually 
stored and there are no overflow records. Two of these techniques employ an index 
to the data file. Retrieval is fast, however storage utilization is low (Ln2 - .69).
In order to increase storage utilization, we introduce below two
schemes based on a similar idea and analyze their performance. Both techniques use 
an index of much smaller size. In both schemes, overflow records are accepted.
The price which has to be paid for the improvement on storage utilization is a 
slight access cost degradation. For a storage utilization equal to .85, the 
expected number of accesses to secondary storage required to find a record
(successful search) is less than 2 (provided the index is available in main storage)
1 - INTRODUCTION
Conventional Hash-coding used as a file access technique has 
-he advantages of being simple and fast (at least if the distribution of the 
records over the available storage space is uniform) (see, for example, [l,
Section 6, 4]. However, if the file grows by large factors, or if the record's 
distribution over the available storage space is not uniform, the number of 
overflow records may be large and therefore retrieval of a record may be signi­
ficantly slowed down. On the contrary, if the file shrinks, storage space is 
underutilized. Such situations require the file's rehashing, which is costly, 
especially in a multi-user environment.
Recently, new file organizations based on Hash-coding appeared 
in the literature which avoid rehashing or any through reorganization of the 
file when the data volume grows or shrinks by large factors. In the three schemes 
which have been proposed under the names Dynamic Hashing [2], Extendible Hashing 
[З] and Virtual Hashing [4, 5], there are no overflow records. Assume the allocated 
secondary storage space is divided into buckets having a capacity of b records.
When a record is to be inserted into a full bucket, the latter is split into 
two buckets among which the records are distributed1. The "hash" function, which 
locates a given record provided with a unique key, is dynamically modified 
and the allocated storage space is dynamically adjusted to the number of records 
act' illy stored in the file.
Dynamic Hashing [2] and Extendible Hashing [3] employ an index 
to the data file. By using the dynamic "hash" function, a bucket is associated 
with the given unique record's key and the bucket's location is identified by 
searching through the index. Once the bucket's address has been found, retrieval 
is fast : only one access to secondary storage is required, since there are no 
overflow records. If the file grows steadily, this index, initially available in 
core memory, will eventually be partly stored in secondary storage. This will slow 
down searching and updating. Extendible Hashing's index rapidly becomes prohi­
bitively large, while in the case of Dynamic Hashing, the expected index size 
grows linearly as the number of records increases. However, Dynamic Hashing 
index has a tree structure which may render the process of searching an index
1) This splitting policy is used in connection with other file organizations, as IBM's Virtual Storage Access Method 
(VSAM) [б] and В-trees [l] .
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entry slow if part of the index is stored in secondary storage. The two Virtual 
Hashing schemes proposed in [4, 5], respectively called VHQ and VH^ do not employ 
any index. Retrieval of a record requires only one access to secondary storage 
with VHQ . The price to be paid for this is a very low storage utilization,
compared to the storage utilization provided by Dynamic Hashing and Extendible
2
Hashing, which is in both cases approximatively equal to Ln2 [2, 3] .
In order to prevent VHQ ' storage utilization degradation, it is 
suggested in [5.-] that splitting of a bucket be deferred (i.e. overflow records 
are accepted). This led to the definition of VH^ [5]. However the lower bound 
on storage utilization is still low and deletion of a record is a rather compli­
cate operation when the file shrinks (this is not dramatic in applications, 
where the file tends to grow steadily, e.g. business applications).
r 13This idea has also been independently studied in L 2 J . The resulting 
improvement is not significant and leads to more complicated searching and updating 
algorithms.
In this paper, we pursue the same goal : splitting of a bucket 
is deferred until a certain number of overflow records have been inserted. 
Retrieval of a record may then require more than one access to secondary storage. 
We present below two dynamic hash-coding schemes provided with an index and 
analyze their performance. Compared to the above schemes [2, 3 ] , these new 
techniques provide a smaller index size and a higher storage utilization while 
the access cost degradation is not dramatic and the searching and updating 
algorithms are kept simple.
The first scheme to be studied is a variant of Larson's Dynamic 
Hashing [2 3. In this technique, splitting of a bucket is deferred until & x b 
records have been addressed to this bucket, where b denotes the bucket's capacity
2) It is not surprising that both schemes provide the same storage utilization. Only the dynamic "hash" functions and 
therefore the index structures are different . One may easily show that a variant of VHQ with index would not only
give the same performance (Ln2), but also closely ressemble to Extendible Hashing [3, 4 ].
It is interesting to note that this value of Ln2 obtained in [2 ] and [ з] by different approaches is precisely the 
value found in the case of two other file organizations : VSAM [ ?] and-B-trees [8] .
3) A similar idea has been proposed for indexed sequential files [?.] which results in an important increase in storage 
utilization.
and 6 is greater than 1. Expected storage utilization and number of accesses 
to secondary storage required to find a record (successful search), provided 
the index is available in main storage, are analyzed as a function of 6. 
rompared to Larson's scheme, the index size is decreased by a factor of 1/8. In 
order to get a significant storage utilization increase, В must be large enough 
(B * 3).
A different approach led to the definition of the second scheme 
proposed below. In this technique, splitting is performed every y x b insertions, 
and the bucket to be split is not necessarily the one tn which the last insertion 
occurred . This scheme provides the same advantages as Dynamic Hashing with 
deferred splitting, i.e. increase in storage utilization without significant 
increase in the number of accesses to secondary storage. Moreover less storage 
space is required for the index, thus the file may support a larger number of 
records before the index overflows on secondary storage.
2 - DYNAMIC HASHING WITH DEFERRED SPLITTING
We first outline the main features of Larson's Dynamic Hashing 
scheme. The reader is referred to [2] where the file organization and the 
searching and updating algorithms are given in more details . A first modification 
to Larson's scheme is then presented and analyzed, in terms of storage utilization 
and number of accesses to secondary storage. Finally another change in the data 
file structure is suggested, which slightly complicates the file structure but 
results in a significant improvement of the performance. In both cases, the 
average index size is decreased by a factor of l/B.
The number of records actually stored in the file at a given point 
in time is denoted by N. Each record, identified by a unique key, is associated 
with a bucket. For the sake of simplicity, records are assumed to be equal in 
length. This is not crucial (see [2]). Initially, secondary storage space is 
allocated for M buckets. All buckets are assumed to be equal in size (b).
Throughout the paper, a storage management system is assumed from which buckets 
can be requested and to which free buckets can be returned. Such a storage mana­
gement system is used, for example, in the data base management system INGRES [lOj.
A) A sieilar splitting policy is proposed in [9].
The expected secondary storage utilization, and the expected number of accesses 
to secondary storage when (successfully) searching a record are respectively 
denoted by a and T.
2.1 - Dynamic Hashing [2]
An initial hashing function distributes the records among 
M initial index entries. Each index entry (node) contains a pointer to a bucket 
in the file. When trying to insert a record into a bucket which already contains 
b records, a new bucket is allocated, the b + 1 records are distributed among 
the two buckets, and the index is updated : the initial index entry becomes 
the root of a tree, two nodes are linked to the root, the left son pointing, say 
towards the original bucket, the right son pointing towards the new bucket. 
Sooner or later one or the other of the two buckets will in turn become full 
and will be split into two buckets, etc... The index grows with time to a forest 
of M trees. Assume the number of records actually stored decreases. If the sum 
of the number of records in two brother buckets becomes less than b records, the 
two brother buckets are merged into one, the other one being freed and the index 
is updated. A straightforward organization of the index forest [2] is depicted 
in Figure 1 : each index entry is either an internal node (TAG = 0), which 
contains pointers to its father and sons, or an external node (TAG = 1) which 
contains, besides the pointer toits father, a pointer to a bucket in the data 
file (BKT) and the number of records actually stored in this bucket (RCDS).
internal node (TAG=0) external node (TAG=1)
Figure 1 : Index entry
TAG FATHER
RCDS BKT
TAG FATHER
LEFT RIGHT
This simple tree structure leads to heavy storage requirements. 
Better ways of representing trees are discussed in [1].
To find or insert a record with key Ki, the root of the corres­
ponding search tree is first located by computing Hq (K^). Then the tree is scanned 
down until an external node is reached. (This node contains the pointer to the 
bucket in which the record is to be stored). The problem now is to associate with 
each unique key K^, a unique path when scanning down the tree. This is done, by
using a second function B(K^). It is suggested in [2] that В be implemented by 
means of a pseudo random number generator RAND which returns 0 ar 1 with proba­
bility .5 when called. The pseudo-random 0 - 1 sequence obtained by successive 
calls of RAND uniquely determines the path through the corresponding tree 
'.hose root is given by H^K^)). More precisely, if the root node has a tag equal 
to 1 (external node) then it contains the address of the bucket in which the 
record is to be found. Otherwise, compute Н^(К^) where is anaother hashing 
function independent of HQ . H^K^) is the seed for the generator RAND. A first 
call of RAND indicates whether the left son or the right son of the root has to 
be chosen. The chosen son is either an external node, or an internal node. In 
the latter case, call again RAND, etc... until an extern?! node is eventually 
reached, which node contains a pointer to the bucket in which the record is to be 
stored.
2.2 - Dynamic Hashing with deferred splitting
Assume now that splitting of any bucket is deferred until 6 x b 
records (B >.l) have been addressed to this bucket. First, consider the case 
В £ 2. When trying to insert a record into the "primary" bucket i which already 
contains b records a new "overflow" bucket is allocated (bucket k) and chained 
to bucket i. The new record is inserted into this overflow bucket. Any other 
record candidate to be inserted into bucket i, will be inserted into the overflow 
bucket, until the latter contains (B - l)b records (see Figure 2a). This "chaining 
with separate lists" collision resolution method is used in connection with several 
applications, among others INGRES [lO]. When trying to insert a record into a 
bucket whose overflow bucket already contains (B - l)b records, then splitting 
occurs in exactly the same fashion as in Larson's scheme [2]. A nex bucket say j 
is allocated, the b records are distributed among bucket i and bucket j. Bucket k 
is freed (Figure 2b) and the index which has exactly the same structure as in [2] 
is updated. Searching and updating algorithms are omitted since they are much 
the same as in Dynamic Hashing. For further details, the interested reader is 
referred to [2].
■*
Bb record
(e) (b) just after the split, k is freed
Figure 2 : Dynamic Hashingwith deferred Splitting
If В is greater than 2, when the first overflow bucket is full, 
another overflow bucket is allocated and chained to the first one, a.s.o., until 
Bb records have been inserted. For all values of B, when splitting occurs, the 
index is updated, i.e. the former external node (of level r in the tree) becomes 
an internal node pointing towards two external nodes (its sons) of level r + 1 
in the tree, each of them pointing towards a chain of one or more buckets contai­
ning the records. Then the Bb + 1 records are distributed ((k + l)st call of RAND) 
among 1) the original chain of buckets, and 2) a new chain of buckets (one or 
more new buckets are allocated). Possibly one or more buckets which belonged to 
the original chain are freed.
Following Larson's analysis, we derive below the expected storage 
utilization a and the expected number of accesses T to secondary storage, required 
to find a record actually stored in the file (successful search), provided that 
the index is available in main memory.
Let us consider first the index size. When the number of records 
N is large, it was shown in [2] , because of the close connection with tries [l], 
that the expected number of internal and external nodes are given by the following 
excellent asymptotic approximations, in the case of Dynamic Hashing :
NE(e - nodes) % r;— r - M bLn2
(1 )
E(e - nodes> - bLn2
Obviously, the same argument applies to Dynamic Hashing with 
Deferred Splitting and we have :
(2)
E(e - nodes) * 
E(e - nodes) *
N
6bLn2
N
BbLn2
- M
Therefore the index size is approximately decreased by a factor
of l/B.
-  1 7  6 -
Denote by E(B) and E(Bov> respectively the average number of
"primary" buckets and the average number of overflow buckets in the file. Then 
we have :
(3) N/b° = E(B) + E(B ) ov
The number of "primary" buckets allocated is equal to the number
of external nodes less the number of (non-a1located) empty buckets [2]. The 
number of empty buckets is négligeable when ßb  ^ 9 (see [2, Eq. (21)]). Therefore
E(B) is given by the following asymptotic approximation :
(4) E(B) - b bL
In order to find an asymptotic approximation of EiB^), we assume
first that ß is integer ( 2). Assume n records hash to tree t, t = 1, 2,...,M.
(5)
The average number of overflow buckets in tree t is given by : 
B-l (j+1)b
E(b ) = I  2Г I  j I  q (i) 
r>0 j=l i=jb+1
where q^O) denotes the probability that at least i records went through a given 
node of level r in tree t (i among the n records produce the same binary sequence 
of length r, when successively calling RAND r times), given that more than ßb 
records went through its father.
(6)
qf(i) is given by [2] :
4 <i) = z <")(2- " ‘)k(i - 2-r* i ) - k( b  2-k
Г k= b+1 k 1
ß-1 (j+1)b n - , . , . 
E(b ) Í I  j Z Z 2r I  (kH " H 2-r*1)k (i - г' " 1)"-11
j + 1 i=jb+l r>0 k=ßb+l 1
e-i (j+i)ь
E<bov) = I  j I  Qj
j=l i=jb+1
where
(7) Q, = Z <)>("> 2-k"  z 2-r<k-‘,(l - 2-r)n-k
k=ßb+l r>0
Applying Euler Mac-Laurin Sum formula to the last sum denoted by 
a^, we obtain the following very good approximation :
k-2
ak n-k+1 ak-l
(k-2)!__________a, =к (n-k+1)(n-k+2)...(n-2) 2
Applying again Euler Mac Laurin Sum formula to reduces to the 
following expression :
a 2 = 1/(n —1)Ln2
Then, we have
,-k + l
Q, = —  Z  Г )
L" 2 k=6b+i 1
2
k(k-l)
n — 1
——— уLn2 , f. k = 6b
1
k2k
GO
n У 1 < 1Ln2 ,k = 6b k2k Bb2ßb_1
Therefore, for practical values of b, Qj may be neglected, and
for i i 2 :
_ il
Qi = Ln2
2 141 nÇ 1,k+i-2 -k ßb 2 к
.i(i-l) J 1 i-2 ' " k(k-l) *0 k= i :■]
Д -1
The first sum into brackets converges very rapidly (n-i is large)
to 2 • is thus reduced to the following expression :
n Г 1 eb o"k+1 V 1<8) "i - *  [тттЬт - .1 г о 7 (Ï>J
(9)
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) and cleaning up reduces to : 
E(bov) = bLn2 [He
6-1 (j+1)b 6b -k+1
1 - b 1 j 1 1 Фj-1 i=jb+1 k=i l> 1 -
where denotes the harmonic series of order 6.
approxiinat ion
Combining Eqs. (3), (4) and (9) gives the following asymptotic 
for the expected storage utilization (ß integer ^ 2 )  :
(1 0)
where
________ Ln2 ________
-- + H - 1 - b A(b, ß) ß ß
. ß-1 (j + 1 )b
A = I  J I  
j=l i=jb+1
b ?-k+l ,T -----  ( )k(k-i) Vk= l
The sum A has us stumped. Numerical calculations of A(b, ß) showed that for 
ß 5  3, as b increases, bA(b, ß) is very rapidly independent of bib >  10).
If В i 2, Eq. (6) is replaced by :
E(b ) =ov
ßb
I  Qii=b + l
(ID E(bov> * Ln2 11 - В - Ь kt i  k(k-l) 4
ßb ßb „-k+1 ,
I  I  Г7Т-ТТ ( ))
Combining Eqs. (3), (4) and (11) gives the following expression
Ln2
1 - b B(b, ß)
(12)
where B(b, ß)
ßb ßb 5-k+l
I  I
i=b+l k=i. k(k-l)
(k)l
Observe that Eqs. (10) and (12) give the same expression for ß = 2. Table 1 
illustrates the behavior of a as b increases up to 2. Clearly, the improvement du 
to deferred splitting is not dramatic, espacially if b is large.
ß a
1 .693
1.3 .696
1.5 .702
1.8 .730
1.9 .744
2 .762
b = 10
ß a
1 .693
1.3 .693
1.5 .695
1.8 .711
1.9 .723
2 .740
b = 20
ß a
1 .693
1.3 .693
1.5 .693
1.8 .699
1.9 .706
2 .722
b = 50
Table 1 : Increase in storage utilization due to 
deferred splitting ( B ^ 2 ) .
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Figure 3 : Dynamic Hashing with deferred splitting : a vs 6.
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However, if ß is large (ß > 3), the increase in storage utilization 
is significant ( 6 = 3 ,  a = .836 ; ß = 5, a = .886). This is illustrated in Figure 3 
where a is plotted versus ß.
Our last task is to find the expected number of accesses to secondary 
storage, T, required to find a record. Consider first, the case of ß integer £ 2. 
Assume n records hash to tree t.
(13)
(14)
6-1 (j+1 )b
T = 1 + - X 2г X  X  [b + 2b + ...+ (j-1)b + j (i - jb)]q (i) 
n r>0 j=l i=jb+1
, ß-1 (j + 1 )b ...
T = 1 + ~ Z  2r X j I [i - qr(i)
r>0 j=l i=jb+1
T. 1 . i  I )  Z Q,ti
n j.l i=Jb+1 1 2
where is defined in Eq. (7)
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (14), we get :
T
' 6-1
I
.J-1
(j+1)b
j I
i=jb+1
i — (1 + 1)b/2 
i(i-l) E(b, ß )
where
(15)
ß-1 (j+l)b 
E(b, ß) = I  j I
j=l i=jb+1
ßb ,-k+l
[i - (J+1)b/2] * f e n  Фk=z
We finally obtain the following expression for T :
(16) T 1 j
(j +1)b 
i=jb+1
1
i-1
ß-1 - E(b, ß)I
where E(b, 6) is given by Eq. (15). As ß increases the first sum into brackets 
converges to 6 - 2 (6$. 9). No significantly simpler expression of E(b, ß) has 
been found. Numerical calculations of the latter expression for various values of 
b showed, as for bA(b, ß) (see Eq. (10)), the independence of E(b, ß) with respect 
to b .
If 6 ^ 2 ,  T is given by :
- 131 -
т = 1 — X 2 £ ( i -  b)q (i)
r>0 i=b+l
1 6b
(17) T = 1 * " I  (i - b )Q
i=b + l
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (17) gives :
(18) T = 1 + Ln2
6b
I
i=b + l
i-b
i(i-l)
Bb
I  (i
i=b+l
6 b „-k+1
b) I
k=i. k(k-l)
Cleaning up Eq. (18) reduces to the following expression :
b-1
I
i=0
(19) T* “ á { ’- r  1 <b - ■> Ï <k>z  k ( k - i )  V )k=b + l
One may easily verify that Eq. (16) is reduced to Eq. (19), if 6 = 2.
ß 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 ' 2 3 4 5 7 10 20
T 1 .’об 1.13 1.16 1.23 1.30 1.64 1.99 2.34 3.06 4.12 8.21
Table 2 : Deferred Splitting : Exprected Number of Accesses to Secondary Storage T
The access cost degradation is not large for small values of 6, 
i.e. 6 ç  5 (see Table 2).
In conelusion, Deferred Splitting significantly increases storage 
utilization if ß .> 3, i.e. if we let any bucket overflow 2 times its capacity 
before splitting it. Even though ß is large, the value of T is reasonably low 
e.g. if ß = 3, then T = 1.64). Figure 4 illustrates more precisely the trade-off 
between fast retrieval and high storage utilization. Each point of the curve is 
labelled by the corresponding value of ß.
From Figure 4, it is clear that Deferred Splitting definitively 
improves Dynamic Hashing global performance. Indeed if ß = 4, for example, the 
index size is divided by 4, the expected storage utilization is equal to .865, 
while on the average only 2 accesses to secondary storage are required to find 
a record (once the corresponding buckets chain has been located).
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2.3 - A Variant in which overflow buckets are shared among 
several primary buckets
In order to give an idea of how the scheme works, the following 
example is taken. We choose the combination b = 10, ß = 1.5, and assume as in 
Section 2.2, that splitting occurs when 15 records have been inserted (10 in the 
primary bucket i, and 5 in its overflow bucket). Assume, meanwhile, another 
primary bucket j has overflowed. Instead of allocating a separate overflow bucket 
to bucket j, we allocate the second half of bucket k, as an overflow area for 
bucket j (see Figure 5a). Eventually, either bucket i or bucket j will first be 
splitted say bucket i, and 15 records will be distributed among the initial bucket 
(i) and a new allocated bucket m. One half of the overflow bucket к is thus freed. 
Now one of the two following events may happen : 1) either (Figure 5b), bucket 
j is split, before any other primary bucket in the file needs the overflow space 
available in bucket k, and then (after the split of j) bucket к is freed, 2) or 
(Figure 5c) before j’s split, bucket Î. needs overflow space and is thus linked 
to the first half of bucket k.
i
(a) before splitting bucket i
i_______  i
УуУУУУ t к «\ к
m m ш -“Ш "/
j iк\\\\\Ч\ч\\\!-
n í
Ж  ' У///////л-
(b) after the split of bucket j, (с) к is not freed
к is freed
Figure 5
1 34
Up to 1/(ß - 1) primary buckets may share the same overflow bucket ,e.g. 
if ß - 1.25, one overflow bucket may be shared among up to 4 primary buckets, and 
2 bits more are needed to identify (in the primary bucket), which part of the overflow 
bucket "belongs" to the given primary bucket. Following Section 2.2's analysis, 
we show below for 6 ^  2, that storage utilization is considerably improved to the 
expense of increased complexity in buckets management.
The index size and the number of primary buckets are unchanged by 
the above modification, while the average number of overflow buckets is reduced 
by a factor of 6 - 1. Then from Eqs. (11) and (12), we obtain :
E ( bov
_1
В bB(b,
The expected storage utilization is then given by the following asymptotic appro­
ximation :
(20) _____________BLn2_________________
1 + (В - l)2 - Bb(В - 1) B(b, B)
In the range 1 ^  В ^  2, ßb(ß - 1) B(b, B) is very small as shown 
in Figure 6 . As b increases, the expression of a rapidly converges to the following 
(lower bound) expression (represented by the dotted curve in Figure 6) :
(2 1) о = BLn2
1 + (B - 1)
The maximum value of a occurs at 8 = /2 :
(22) (/2 4 1)max Ln2 = .837
5) If В * 5/3, then three primary buckets share two overflow buckets, i.e. one primary will have its overflow records split 
among two separate overflow buckets. This slows down retrieval and renders the algorithms more complex. Therefore В 
should be chosen less or equal to 1.5.

1 0 6
For practical reasons ß must be less or equal to 1.5 (see footnote 5) 
and such that 1 /6-1 is an integer. If we choose ß = 1.5, then a = .83 which is 
pretty close from the maximum value (see Figure 6 and Eq. (22)).
Observe that the expected number of accesses to secondary storage 
is the same as in Section 2.2 (Eq. (19), Table 2). Provided the index is available 
in main memory, one or at most two accesses are needed to find any record in the 
file. As a matter of fact, if ß = 1.5 (i.e. for a = .83), then T = 1.13, while in 
Section 2.2, if 6 = .83, then T = l.64(see Figure 4), and in the worst case the 
number of accesses is equal to 3. However, the scheme studied in Section 2.2 is 
more simple to implement than the present one.
3 - LINEAR SPLITTING
This technique too, necessitates maintenance of an index, each 
index entry pointing to a bucket of capacity b records. The tree structure of 
Dynamic Hashing's index may lead to heavy storage requirements (see Section 2). 
Besides, tree searching may considerably slow down retrieval of an index entry 
if part of the index is stored in secondary storage. One of the advantages of the 
following file structure is to considerably improve the index performance (less 
storage, easier search through the index).
3.1 - File structure
An initial function H^ associates to the record's key K, one 
among M linear lists, say L. Another hash function H^, independent of HQ , asso­
ciates to К a unique entry in the Lth table (see Figure 7). This entry contains a 
pointer BKT to the secondary storage bucket where the record is to be stored :
BKT = L(H(K)). H^ is dynamically changing according to the subfile size, i.e. 
according to the number of records which hash to list L (L = H^(K^)).
M
Figure 7 : Linear Splitting : Index Structure
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Fig. 8a
( r=0)
L1
j < yb records
Yb records, before split
Fig. 8b 
( r = 1 )
L1 L2
ШШ.Т Г
'F 1 = 1
L1 L1
T
1=2
Y b  records, after split of
2Yb records, before split of
2Yb records, after split of
L1 L 2 L3 4
m. . _ j _ c . J 3Yb records, after split of L0
r=2
8c
Yb+2Yb+^ *Yb = 7Yb records, before L . 1 s
r=3 7Yb records, after 1
Figure 8 : Linear splitting, Bucket's allocation in
split
4 ' split
subfile L, L=1,...,M, (y > 1)
First starting from an empty file, let us see how to insert N 
records. The initial index is composed of M cells (each list has only one cell),
M buckets being initially allocated to the file. After yb records have been 
inserted in the Lth bucket denoted by L (yb records hashed to cell L) bucket 1^ 
j c split into two buckets, the records being distributed among L and a new bucket 
(see Figure 8b), whose address is contained in a new cell L(2) appended to 
the Lth list (initially composed of one cell : L(l)). The index list L contains now 
2 cells. After b new insertions, Lj is split once more into two buckets, and
. Bucket 1s address is contained in L(3) appended to the Lth index list. After 
b new insertions, L^ is in turn split into two buckets, L^ and L^. The next 
buckets to be split are then Lj , L^, L^ , L^, Lj , L^, L^, L^,...,Lg, L^ etc... 
(Figure 8c). Eventually, as the file grows, any bucket may overflow before it is 
in turn split. Then, overflow records are stored into one more overflow buckets as 
in Section 2.2. When splitting occurs, one' or more new buckets are allocated, 
while one or more buckets (in the initial chain) are possibly freed.
Г  гWhen the Lth list reaches 2 cells (2 buckets have been allocated 
for the records hashing to the Lth subfile), the next bucket to be split is L^ . ;
гwhen the Lth list has 2 + 1 - 1  cells, the next bucket to be split is Lj,
1 = l,...,2r , etc... ; when I = 2Г, the Lth list contains 2r + ^ cells (Figure 9).
Two supplementary cells are needed for each list, one containing the value of 
1, the other one indicating the "level" of the list. Each time, a split occurs,
I*
the pointer 1 is incremented by 1 (as well as r if I > 2 ).
Suppose the file steadily shrinks. After b deletions in the
Lth subfile, two buckets are merged, respectively L and L (the latter is
1-1 2r+I-l
the most recently allocated bucket), the records being gathered into bucket L^ ^
(and possibly into one or more overflow buckets). L and its overflow buckets
2r+I-l
are freed, the last index cell L(2 + I - 1) is deleted and I is decremented by 1.
A third supplementary cell is needed for each list, which contains an integer n in 
the range [o, yb ]. Each time an insertion (deletion) occurs n is incremented 
(decremented) by 1. When n = yb (n = 0), a split (merge) occurs. The insertion and 
deletion algorithms are summarized below.
1-1 1-1
,r+l
В и и
Figure 9 : Linear Splitting : Index Structure, 1=1,...,2r : List L 
has 2r+l-l cells.
INSERTION n n + 1
2) if n < yb go to 6
3) otherwise (n = Yb) split bucket
4) n = 0, 1 = 1 + 1
5) if I > 2r, then I = l , r = r + 1
6) end
1)
DELETION 1 ) n = n - 1
2) if n 0 go to 6
3) otherwise (n = -1), merge buckets  ^ and L ^ r  ^ ^
4) n = Yb - 1, 1 = 1 - 1
5) If 1 =0, then r = r-1 . 1 = 2Г
6) end
It remains to define the hash function which, given r and I, 
associates to a given key K, a unique entry in table L. From above, must 
satisfy the following condition :
(a) H . (K) r + 1 (either H (K) r
or H (K) + 2r
After a bucket's chain has split, all its records, previously accessed 
by means of H^OO (the buckets which contained those records were located by accessing 
the table entry l Ih ^OO]) are now accessed by computing (K) . The latter calcu­
lation must, for each record, uniquely determine whether the H (K)th index entry or 
the (Hr(K) + 2 )th entry has to be chosen.
F u n c t i o n . i s  expected to be such that when the split occurs, 
approximatively half of the records stay in the same bucket, and approximatively half 
of the records are relocated into the new bucket. The ideal function is that which, 
given the key distribution, satisfies the following condition :
!H (K) with probability 1/2 Г
Н^(К) + 2Г with probability 1/2
(b) for all K,
- 1 9 0 -
It is suggested that the following hash function, employed in 
Virtual Hashing [4 , 5], be chosen :
s3 ) Hf(K) 3  К mod 2r + 1
Other functions, e.g. the multiplication function are discussed 
in [11]. Condition (b) will be assumed in the subsequent analysis.
We may now outline the search algorithm :
1) L = H (K)
2) R = H (K)
if R I(L), go to U
3) otherwise R = H . (K)r + 1
4) END (the Rth entry of the Lth table contains a bucket's address).
Before going into the performance analysis of this scheme, let us sketch the 
following variant : choose M = 1, suppress step 1 in the search algorithm ( we have 
only one index list and we do not need anymore function H^) and replace function 
H^ defined in Eq. (23) by the following one :
H (К) = К mod M X 2Г + 1
3.2 - Performance analysis
The index obviously has approximatively N/yb cells. 3M supplementary 
cells are need which are much smaller in size. Observe that each of the N/yb cells 
contains only one pointer, and therefore is much smaller than,the index cell.of 
Dynamic Hashing (see Figure 1).
We now evaluate the expected secondary storage utilization. Consider 
subfile L (L = 1,...,M). Let be the expected storage utilization when subfile L 
contains exactly N^ = (1 + 2 +...+ 2r * + 1 - 1 )  records, i.e., when a split or 
a merge occurs, the subfile level being r, the next bucket to be split being 
I (1 = 1,...,2Г), (see Figure 9).
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The number of primary buckets allocated to subfile L before the 
split (merge) is performed is equal to 2 + 1 - 1  (see Figure 9). 2(1 - 1) buckets
are accessed by employing the hash function > while (2 - I + 1) buckets are
accessed by means of . Each of these buckets possibly has one or more overflow 
buckets linked to it. Denote by OV^, the expected number of overflow buckets 
linked to a primary bucket accessed by means of H^. Then is given by the 
following expression :
(24)
N /Ь
2Г + I - 1 + 2(1 - 1) OV . + (2Г - I + 1) OVr + 1 r
Assuming the distribution of the records is uniform over the 2 buckets, the 
probability Pj(k) that bucket L (j = I, I + 1,...,2Г) and its overflow buckets
contains к records is given by
p ,^(k) is given by the following asymptotic approximation :
(25)
N  Г 1where
Then
(26)
and
(27)
where
(28)
I
* ' ï e * / к  !
N T1 -V y b 1 + —
2r 2
(1+1)b
1 j I
J*1 k=jb+1
Pj(k)
(J+l)b
° V i  ■ I .  i . I , qi (k>j>l k=jo+l
..... ■ C fc K ' • - 0 ‘ •
- V !/k!
6) An analysis of Hash-Coding with Separate Chaining due to Van der Pool [ 12] is reported in [lf p. 537]. It is implied in 
[l] that all buckets share a common overflow area, while in the present papért each bucket owns a separate overflow 
area.
Combining Eqs. (24) to (28) reduces to the following expression :
( .< Q 1
1 +
2r+I-l
(j+1)b (B / 2 ) W 2
2(1-1) I  j I  — --- n -----  + (2 -1+1) I
j>0 k=jb+l ’ j>0
(J+l)b (ßT)ke 61
j I
k=jb+1 k!
As the file steadily grows will eventually converge to a value independent of I. 
Steady state is rather rapidly reached as shown in Table 3 : the difference between 
the minimum value and the maximum value of ar is less than 2 %, if the subfile 
contains more than 10 000 records (if Y = 1, b = r = 10, then > 10 240). If 
y = 1 , a is, on the average, only slightly greater than Ln2, but if y 2, 
storage utilization is high (> .81).
N .  I 
Y
1 200 400 600 800 1024
1 .705 .686 .698 .713 .715 .705
2 .818 .814 .812 .814 .818 .819
3 .8698 .8701 .8701 .8690 .8694 .8699
Table 3 : Linear Splitting : Expected Storage Utilization 
as a function of I, b = 10, r = 10.
As far as the number of accesses to secondary storage is concerned, 
this scheme is rather unfair, since some records (stored in , where 1 is small) 
are accessed very fast, while other records (I large) may require a large number 
of accesses. Indeed, just after the split of bucket (I = 1), on the average 
ß /2 = records are stored in it, while just after the split of bucket L ^ T (I = 2Г) 
on the average records are stored in it (and ß = 2yb records before
it is split ! ).
If we take the average over the 2 buckets, we get the following 
performance measure (when the file contains records) :
(30) T1 ' ^ [ 2(I-‘> Tr.! 4 (2r- U1) Tr]
where is the expected number of accesses required to find all the records stored 
in a buckets’ chain, given this chain is accessed by means of H^. is given by 
the following expression :
2b 3b
T = ß + I (k-b)p (к) + I  [b+2(k-2b)]p (k) 
r k=b + l W=?b4.i I
Ab
+ Z [b+2b+3(k-3b)]pT(k)+... 
k=3b+l
(31)
S imilarly,
(32)
тг = в + I  j (J [k - p (k)
j >A k=jb+1 L J
T 1 = -г +r + 1 2
(j+l)b Г , .
£ I U - -4lYl k=ih+l 1—
l)b qj(k)  1I
J>1 jb 1
Combining Eqs. (30), (31) and (32) reduces to the following expression :
(33) Ti = 1 + Í I
(j+1)b r
i I к - ^ " L o O
j»1 k=j b+l L- 1 J 1
(j+i)ь Г
+ (2 -1+1) I j I  U
k=jb+1 L
4j(k)
where pj(k) and q^(k) are respectively given by Eqs. (25) and (28).
X oscillates more significantly (as a function of 1) than 
J-es (Table 4). Note that the extrema of do not correspond to those of
Table 3). From Table 4, it is clear that the access performance degradation 
is not important since for a storage utilization approximatively equal to .81 
(i.e. y = 2, see Table 3). T^ 1.71.
- 1 9 4 -
\----\ I
Y \
—
1 200 400 600 800 1024
1 1.123 1.174 1.197 1.194 1 .171 1.125
2
___________
1.591 1.669 1.711 1.714 1.677, 1.595
3 2.077 2.195 2.256 2.259 2.206 2.083
Table 4 : Linear Splitting :Expected number of 
accesses to secondary storage as a 
function of I , b = 10, r = 10.
Figure 10 il lustrâtes more precisely the trade-off between fast 
retrieval and high utilization. The curve is labelled by the corresponding values 
of y. The performance of Dynamic Hashing (Figure 4) is plotted on the same figure. 
Clearly, Linear Splitting performs almost as well as Dynamic Hashing with Deferred 
Splitting.
Moreover, the number of index nodes is asymptotically smaller in the former case 
than in the latter one, for a given (T, a) performance : e.g. if y = 2, ß = 3, then 
the index size of the scheme studied in Section 2.2 is, from Eq. (2)
2N/ßbLn2 - M = N/1.04b - M> while in the present scheme, the index size is equal to 
N/2b + 3M; Besides, the index node Size of Dynamic Hashing with Deferred Splitting 
is much larger (Figure 1) than the index node size of the present scheme which 
contains only one pointer. Thus Linear Splitting requires much less storage for 
the index than Dynamic Hashing with Deferred Splitting does.
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Expected Storage Utilization a
Figure 10 : T vs a : Comparison between Dynamic Hashing with Deferred 
Splitting and Linear Splitting
4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two new access techniques based 
on hash-coding,for files whose size may vary by large factors. The goal pursued 
was to increase storage utilization which is approximatively equal to Ln2 only, 
in the file organizations previously proposed [2, 3].
The first scheme studied, a variant of Larson's Dynamic Hashing 
scheme [2] in which splitting of any bucket is deferred until a certain number of 
overflow records have been inserted, definitively improves the file performance.
Indeed if we allow any bucket to overflow twice its capacity, the index size is 
three times smaller than in Larson's scheme, an .83 expected storage utilization 
is reached, while the expected number of accesses to secondary storage required 
to find a record (successful search) is equal to 1.64, provided the index is 
available in main storage (Figure 4 : ß = 3) and in the worst case, at most
three accesses are needed. Another variant is suggested (Section 2.3) which 
provides an even better performance. However this results in a more complex 
storage management.
If the file steadily grows on, the index of the first scheme will 
eventually be partly stored in secondary storage. Because of the index tree 
structure, retrieval of a record may then be considerably slowed down. The second 
scheme, nicknamed Linear Splitting, has been introduced in order to avoid such 
a degradation. It employs a much smaller index and thus the file supports a 
larger number of records before the index overflows on secondary storage. Besides, 
even though part of the index is stored in secondary storage, searching for an 
index entry is fast, because of the linear structure of the index. Provided the 
index is available in main storage, Dynamic Hashing with linear splitting performs 
quite as well as the first scheme (Figure 10).
Finally, it is worth noting that both schemes keep the searching 
and updating algorithms simple.
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BEHAVIOUR MODELS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS
G.Bergholz 
GDR
O.Preliminary remarks
In general, this paper is oriented on the development of 
models for optional computer systems, the crucial point 
being the analysis of operating systems. There, the examples 
used in the representation originate from plant computer 
applications. This way, however, the applicability of the 
methods used does not remain confined to the field of 
plant computers. The methods are also applicable to batch 
processing systems, time-sharing systems and computer net­
works. This contribution will provide an orientation for 
the development and application of behaviour models for 
computer systems, and the general representations will be 
supported by illustrations of simple examples.
Investigations conducted by the author serve as the basis 
for the statements. A major part of the findings was al­
ready published in the papers /1/, /2/, /3/, /4/, /5/, /6/, 
/7/, and elsewhere.
1• Efficiency evaluation of computer systems
Performance and elapsed time of the jobs are used as the 
most important values for estimating the efficiency of 
a computer system. There, the maximum job throughput of 
the computer system is comprehended as performance. Mostly, 
the elapsed time of the jobs is the time interval elapsing
20П
between the activation and the termination of a 
computer job. In general, the mean response time and 
sometimes also the distribution of the elapsed time 
of the job are examined there. In many cases, the 
elapsed time corresponds to the response time of the 
plant computer system.
Independent influencing factors on which the values 
for estimating the efficiency are dependent are:
- the structure of the computer system, in this paper 
described by the transaction flow scheme /TFS/, see 
Section 2.
- the characteristics of the arriving flow of the job 
flow expressed in general by the distribution, A(t}, 
and in particular by the intensity, X , of the arriving 
flow of jobs.
- the characteristics of service time, in general 
described by the distribution, BCtJ, and in par­
ticular by the mean service time, EÇtj_j) .
In the transaction flow scheme, besides that, branching 
probabilities, (i=l,2,...,n^, at n branching points
within the TFS are playing a part as independent in­
fluencing factors.
The behaviour model of a computer system describes 
the relation between the independent influencing factors 
and the values for estimating the efficiency of the 
computer system. It serves as a means of efficiency 
evaluation of the computer system. There, the overall 
objective of the investigation always consists in 
the improvement of the efficiency of the computer 
system. The measures necessary for this may cover the 
following fields:
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- the improvement of the hardware contingencies of a 
computer system in designing new computers
- the improvement of the contingencies of the operatina 
system in developing new operating systems
- the improvement of the hardware configuration of a 
certain computer installation
- the regeneration of the operating system for a 
certain computer installation
- the improvement of the application programs with
«
respect to the efficiency of the computer system.
There, especially the first four fields are well to 
the fore, because practically always they can be real­
ized by specialists of computer technique. As an applica­
tion programmer, however, I would like to concentrate 
upon the problems of application and to consider as 
few specific problems of computer technique as possible.
2. Description of the operating mode of a computer system
2.1. System elements and their states
A computer system serves jobs. In plant computers, we 
talk about real-time jobs. /1/, /3/. Thus, we regard the 
job as an external work unit /at the interface computer - 
user/. The internal work 4unit of the computer system is 
regarded as a transaction. Due to the possible parallelism 
of the job service, the latter is necessary. It is assumed 
that an individual transaction will always be served sequen­
tially, i.e. the operations necessary for it to be served 
will occur one after another as to time, and not parallel 
to another. Because a job is mostly served parallel or 
at least quasiparallel, and because the operations neces­
sary for it to be served have to be carried out parallel, 
it will often consists of several transactions. The ensemble 
of transactions involved in a job is called a transaction
2 02
unit. Serving the jobs, resources are necessary. Re­
sources such as these are the central processing unit /CP 
dynamical main memory regions; resources of information 
exchange; resident, not reentrant programs; data sets; 
and another resources.
Basing on these concrete conditions, we realize a 
first abstraction and assume the transactions and the 
resources as element classes. In these, the transactions 
are active elements and the resources are inactive ones. 
The operating mode of the computer system is described 
by the interaction of transactions and resources. This 
interaction is realized by changes of state of the 
transactions and the resources. We assume that the compute 
system consists of a constant number, q, of resources,
Ri(i=l,2,...q), and a variable number of transactions, 
Fj(j=l,2,...).
Let us consider now the most important states of the 
transactions and resources, the change of which describes 
the interaction of the system elements. The existent 
state of a transaction, Fj(j=l,2,...), has the following 
state values:
0 - not existent
pi - planned /timeless intermediate state/
wa - waiting /in a queue in fromt of a resource/
be - serving /by resources/
sy - synchronizing /i.e., waiting for an event, 
also called suspended /
In Fig.l., the state graph for the existent state of 
a transaction, Fj(j=l,2,.. .) , is given.
The busy state, V of a resource, Ri (i=l, 2, . . .q ), has
the following coordination of values
1° Ri
idle
1 R, seized once
Ri M
f i (i=l, 2 , . . .q )
1A Ri times seized /1/
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There, К. is the channel number of the resource,l
Ri(i=l,2,... 9).
The change of state is put up with
V = Ri + A Ri / 2 /
where
seizure of Ri 
release of Ri /3/
The state graph for the busy state of the resource, 
Ri(i=l,2,... 9^  is presented in Fig.2.
2.2. Transaction flow scheme
Now, we introduce operation blocks for the different 
changes of state. There, the changes of state for the 
entry into and the exit out of the time-subjected 
existent states of a transaction, Fj (j=l,2,..^, SERVE, 
WAIT and SYNCHRONIZE are combined to one operation block, 
in each case. Names, symbols and the respective changes 
of state of the introduced operation blocks are given 
in Tab.l.
The first two operation blocks serve the generation 
of transactions. There, the block GENERATE corresponds 
to the generation of a sequence of transactions in 
definite time intervals, T . The block SPLIT describescl
the generation of a second transaction at the moment when 
a transaction passes through this block. The next two 
blocks serve the termination of the transactions arriving 
there. In the block TERMINATE, every transaction entering 
the block is terminated. With the block ASSEMBLE, it is 
assumed that in each case there is always a block 
SYNCHRONIZE in front of it at both entries. The trans­
action that arrives first in one of these two blocks
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SYNCHRONIZE will remain in this block until a trans­
action arrives in the second block SYNCHRONIZE. If 
there is at least one transaction each in the two 
blocks SYNCHRONIZE, one transaction each from the two 
blocks SYNCHRONIZE are transferred to the block 
ASSEMBLE, and one of them is terminated. In their 
effect, the two blocks BRANCH and COMBINE check with 
the respective blocks in the program flowcharts. In 
this, COMBINE is not regarded as a special block in 
program flowcharts. The three block SERVE, WAIT and 
SYNCHRONIZE are time-subjected; i.e., a transaction 
generally stays in the respective state for a certain 
time. There, the time, T, , of the block SERVE /service 
time/ is presumed as being given, while the time, T , 
of the block WAIT /waiting time/ and the time, T , of 
the block SYNCHRONIZE /synchronizing time/ depend on 
the occurrence of certain events. While all operation 
blocks considered so far refer to the change of the 
transaction state, the two blocks SEIZE and RELEASE 
are directed to the change of the busy state of the 
resources entered into these blocks. In this, it has 
to be observed that there must be a block WAIT or /in 
case of transaction loss/ a block BRANCH in front of a 
block SEIZE. If one of the resources characterized by 
the block SEIZE is completely seized - i.e., no channel 
is idle any more - then, a transaction contained in the 
block WAIT or in the block BRANCH cannot enter the 
block SEIZE, and it is either stopped by the block WAIT, 
or it is conducted past the respective block SEIZE by the 
block BRANCH.
Altogether, the following approach is true for the 
transaction flow scheme /TFS/. The individual trans­
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actions pass through the operation blocks corresponding 
to the arrows, one after another and depending on the 
states. When a transaction passes through an operation 
block, the change of state that corresponds to this 
block is realized.
In accordance with Dijkstra, the flow of a transaction 
with the pertinent changes of state may be called a 
sequential process.
Different sequential processes may run parallel to each 
other. There, we distinguish between the internal and 
the external parallelism. Internal parallelism means 
parallelism between the sequential processes /transaction 
flows/ within a job. Parallelism between the sequential 
processes of different jobs is referred to as external 
parallelism.
In Fig.3., the example of a transaction flow scheme for 
the interaction of an application program with an in­
formation exchange resource is represented. By means 
of this TFS, the three resources, Rl, R2 and R3 are 
comprehended. There, we assume Rl to be the processor,
R2 to be the application program, and R3 to be the in­
formation exchange resource. The respective times of 
waiting, serving and synchronizing are identified in 
the representation.
It is assumed that after the service time, the in­
formation exchange is requested by the application 
program R2, and the results of the information exchange 
in the service time, T ^ f  of the application program 
are required. Durinq the information exchange, the pro­
cessor may be utilized for other programs, what is 
expressed by RELEASE of Rl after the initiation of an 
information exchange. In order to realize the section 
with the service time after completed information ex-
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change, a synchronization of the two sequential 
processes is realized via the synchronizing blocks 
with the synchronizing times, Tgl and Tg2, and the 
assembling blocks, and the transaction of the transfer 
process is terminated.
2.3. Making the transaction flow scheme
For the better understanding of the rime course, it 
will be appropriate to mark the time-subjected blocks 
of the type WAIT, SERVE and SYNCHRONIZE. In this, 
marking the time-subjected block consists in specifying 
the number of transactions existing in this block at 
the moment of observation. If we provide the time- 
subjected blocks with names, the marking, м(д), of 
the system may also be given on this basis. There, we 
imagine the time course to be pulsed where each pulse 
is related to a section of unchanged state. Timeless 
pulses are permitted. There, the variable, i, is the 
pulse number.
Basing on this, a marking table for the computer system 
may be prepared in which the individual lines represent 
the marking, M(i'), of the system in the individual pulses; 
and the columns represent the temporal marking sequences 
of the respective time-subjected blocks. In Tab.2, an 
example of the marking table for the transaction flow 
scheme in Fig.3 is given. The indices of the times of 
waiting, serving and synchronizing are used as names 
of the time-subjected blocks. It has to be observed that, 
depending on the time intervals of arrival of the genera­
tion of transactions and on the waiting times for the 
transaction flow scheme in Fig.3, there may be a multitude 
of possible marking tables. The marking tables given 
in Tab.2. only represent one realization of the random 
process that is structurally described by the transaction 
flow scheme. By means of the pulses 1 and 3, transactions
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are generated in the operation block GENERATE, and 
by means of pulse 4, they are generated in the operation 
block SPLIT, in this realization. A termination of the 
transactions is realized by the pulses 10 and 17 via 
TERMINATE, and by the pulses 8 and 15 via ASSEMBLE.
2.4. Transition from the transaction flow scheme to
a Petri-net
Recently, Petri-nets have been used for certain, mostly 
deterministic investigations of computer systems. /8/ 
Petri-nets permit the investigation of system deadlocks 
in computer systems. Though in the foreground of this 
paper there is the random analysis with the derivation 
of models for estimating the efficiency of a computer 
system, it will be useful, however, to establish the 
connections between the transaction flow scheme and the 
Petri-net. In particular, the connection will be im­
portant if both the evaluation regarding efficiency 
and the evaluation regarding system deadlocks are to 
be pursued.
In Tab.3., the coordination of Petri-net sections and 
TFS sections is represented. It has to be observed that 
inusing this table, an oriented graph is formed as an 
intermediate stage that may contain adjacent event 
nodes, something that is not allowed in Petri-nets.
By combining adjacent event nodes, the Petri-net that 
corresponds to the transaction flow scheme will be 
obtained.
3. Random behaviour models
The transaction flow scheme forms the structural 
basis for the specification of behaviour models. In 
a behaviour model, we observe the time behaviour of the 
computer system. Therefore, especially the waiting times,
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T , the service times, T, , and the synchronizing times, w b
T , are to be considered. We assume these times to be s
random variables, and we apply the probability theory 
and the mathematical statistics to the transaction 
flow scheme.
Equally and complementing one another, the following 
methods of behaviour analysis have been generally 
accepted :
- the statistical evaluation on the basis of system 
measurements,
- the statistical evaluation by means of event-oriented 
simulation, and
- the probabilistic evaluation, utilizing service 
models and random nets.
Under the management of the author, investigations 
have been conducted in all three directions, the latter 
two methods being in the foreground see /1/, /3/, /4/, 
/5/, /6/, and /7/.
In these, evaluations of performance as well as 
evaluations of response time have been carried out.
Here, we confine ourselves to the evaluation of perform­
ance, utilizing probabilistic methods.
4. Performance evaluation of computer systems
The performance evaluation of a computer system is of 
great and direct importance for batch processing systems. 
For plant computers, the elapsed time is mostly of greater 
importance. But also in this case when determining the 
response time or the elapsed time is the main concern, 
performance evaluation is mostly carried out as as inter­
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mediate step of investigation. The performance evalua­
tion is connected with the determination of the re­
sources emerging as bottlenecks of the computer system. 
Thus, the performance evaluation may be utilized as a 
means of model simplification, by only considering 
those resources service-theoretically for the evalua­
tion of the elapsed time that are the bottlenecks of 
the system. This mostly results in a considerable sim­
plification of the evaluation of the elapsed time 
without substantially influencing accuracy.
In the performance evaluation, we consider all resour­
ces Ri(i= l,2,...,q), and for each resource we intro­
duce the rate of utilization
ni = A± E(T1 ± ) (i= 1,2,...,q) /4/
There, is the intensity of the arriving flow of 
transactions at the entry of the resource, Ri , and 
E(Tei) is the mean busy time of the resource, Ri, by a 
transaction. Moreover, we introduce the performance G^, 
of the resource Ri as
Gi = 1/E(T1 ± ) (i= 1,2,..,q) /5/
The performance G#of the computer system is calculated 
according to
G = M i n { G ± /eij (i= 1,2, . . . ,q)} /6/
There is the coefficient of the intensity transfer 
between the entry of the system and the entry of the 
resource Ri and Gi is the performance of the resource 
Ri. •
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Statement /6/ shows that G is always determined by one 
or more equal terms The resources Rl for which
is true, i.e. the resources determining the performance 
of the system are referred to as bottlenecks.
Analyzing the system described by the TFS in Fig.3, 
the performance
G = __________________ __________ _______________
Е(ты >  + Е(ТЬ2 ) + E(Tb 3 ) + E(Tw 3 ) + E(Tw 2 )
will result. There the resource R2, i.e. the application 
program, is the bottleneck. This finding may be gener­
alized in this sense that the CPU may be poorly utilized 
but nevertheless there is the possibility of overloading 
a program caused by transfer, waiting and synchronizing 
times.
5. Applying the performance evaluation for determining 
the bottlenecks in a plant computer installation
Utilizing the method of performance evaluation described 
in Section 4, the performance evaluation for a plant 
computer installation "tandem roll train" has been 
carried out on the basis of the data obtained by means 
of the applications engineering.
In Tab.4, the findings thus obtained are represented. For 
the resources considered, the utilization of the respec­
tive resource with an intensity of the arriving flow that
2 1 О / a
corresponds to the conditions in practice is given 
there, and the performance of the system on condition 
that the resource considered were bottleneck is given, 
too.
It reveals that the two resources AS 1/2 /an information 
exchange resource for the logging print/ and TEBE /an 
application program for the preparation of the logging 
print/ are the bottlenecks. Besides that, the second 
information exchange resource AS 1/1 closely approaches 
its utilization if AS 1/2 is utilized. For this case of 
application, the employed resources of the plant computer 
will meet the requirements. But, in order to increase 
the accuracy and to adapt to the possibly to be expected 
higher demands regarding the rate of arrival of the real- 
-time jobs, measures should be taken to relieve the three 
resources mentioned above. In /2/, adequate recommenda­
tions are made on the basis of the evaluation of the 
elapsed time.
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Figure 1
STATE GRAPH FOR THE EXISTENT STATE OF A TRANSACTION
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Figure 2
STATE GRAPH FOR THE BUSY STATE OF A RESOURCE
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Figure 3
EXAMPLE FOR A TRANSACTION FLOW SCHEME FOR THE INTERACTION
OF A PROGRAM AND AN INFORMATION EXCHANGE RESOURCE
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Figure 4
PETRI-NET FOR THE SYSTEM DESCRIBED BY THE TRANSACTION
FLOW SYSTEM IN FIGURE 3
TABLE It OPERATION BLOCKS FOR STATES AND CHANGES OF STATE
Table 2 î A marking table for the transaction flow scheme 
in Fig.3. when serving 2 jobs
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Table 4 ï Evaluation of the bottleneck of a plant
computer installation in a tandem roll train
resource utilization (^ = 1,0 s
•
performance s ^
MASK 0,0006 1670
ZERF 0,0006 1670
ZANE 0,0070 143
ZYNE 0,0216 46,3
MEAU 0,0022 463
SPAU 0,0078 128l
STAU 0,0043 232
STIB 0,1150 8,7
ERBU 0,0640 15,6
BUBE 0,0351 28,5
ТЕВЕ 0,4210 2,37
AE R 0,0415 24, 1
ASl/1 . 0,3686 2,71
AS1/2 0,4250 2,35
\
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Budapest, Hungary
ABSTRACT
This paper deals with general principles of computer network measure­
ment, with the scheme and architecture of a monitor and with some al­
ready implemented modules:
1. The RTS/BSC module provides an interface to a BSC oriented 
telecommunication line/network
2. The BSCMON module is responsible for basic measuring capa­
bilities
3. The simulator executes simulation experiments.
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1 , INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER NETWORK MEASUREMENTS
1.1. Requirements
Nowadays computer networks are spreading all over the world and there­
fore their measurement came into prominence. In the Central Research 
Institute for Physics in Hungary a program package for computer network 
measurement is under development. We want to speak on its architecture 
and about some modules.
Which kind of requirements can be raised in connection with the monitor?
- a hierarchical architecture
- no interference with the operation of the computer network
- measurement of optional network parameters
- well separable modules
- expandable in a simple way
- easily applicable to different computer networks
1.2. The hierarchy of measurements
The hierarchy of our program package contains three levels:
- diagnostics
- performance measurement
- analytic measurement
The purpose of diagnostic measurements is the control of correct opera­
tion of computer networks, the detection and diagnostics of errors. The 
operation of computer network is characterized by events of different 
types. The main events can be classified into two groups:
- current network configuration
- current operational status
The performance of a computer network is determined by the quality and 
quantity of services for a given workload. Some of the parameters - to
be measured - are for instance:
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- time /time necessary to set up and disconnect a connection,
average delay time by several routing policies, time 
duration for using the resources etc./
- throughput /number of transmitted and processed messages,
parameter: packets per message, number of transmitted 
bits etc./
- capacity of the node stores /main and background stores/
- queues /number of messages, packets, bits in different waiting
queues/
The highest hierarchical level is the analytical measurement: the analysis 
of normal operation under dynamically changing conditions. The analysis 
is an effective tool for understanding processes in computer communica­
tion, their impact on the system performance and for proving relation­
ships between network parameters.
2. THE DRAFT OF THE PROGRAM PACKAGE
2.1. The scheme of the program package
The task of the monitor program package is the measurement of determi­
nistic and stochastic parameters of computer network. The monitor (Fig.1) 
as a host is connected to a single node of the network. The connection 
is implemented through a communications subsystem which forwards the 
signals from the control unit and, optionally, the artificial workload 
to the network. The signals - to be measured - get to a sampler, the 
frequency and the time- or event-controlled start of sampling are regu­
lated by the control unit. The sampled signals are the inputs of the 
measuring subsystem. The components of the measuring subsystem depend on 
the measuring methods and on the parameters to be measured. After the 
required computing the evaluation routine keeps a diary on the important 
results, gives an alarm if it is necessary and collects information for 
further processing. The workload generator generates different artificial 
workloads for the network. This workload is optional, we can measure the 
network also under real normal operational conditions.Fig.2. shows the 
scheme of workload generator, it contains four separable modules:
- computer network simulator
- message mix
- operational conditions
- protocol generator
2.2. The components of the measuring subsystem
The parameters of the computer network are deterministic or stochastic. 
The first decision of the measuring subsystem, is to be seen in Fig.3.
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After a second and a third decision, if the parameter is deterministic 
we can perform the measurements as follows:
- an event detector routine
- a counter routine
- a time measurement routine
If the parameter is stochastic,two decisions are possible.
It has to be decided whether or not it is
- a density function
if not, whether or not it is
- an autocorrelation function?
We have three possibilities depending on the answer to the previous 
questions :
- a histogram routine in the first case
- an autocorrelation routine in the second case
- a crosscorrelation routine in the third case
The output from the measurement subsystem is the input to the evaluation 
unit.
2.3. Sample modules and their relationships
Figure 4. shows the architecture of some implemented modules. On tele­
communication level 1 and 2 two modules are implemented: the basic tele­
communications subsystem RTS/BSC (see Chapter 3) which is the measured 
and the basic measurement module BSCMON (see Chapter 4) which is the 
measuring part, on level 3 and 4 the network simulator is already im­
plemented and can use the RTS/BSC on line (see Chapter 6). The evalua­
tion of the measurement results is described in Chapter 5. 3
3. RTS/BSC - THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
The RTS/BSC package is an implementation of IBM's standard Binary 
Synchronous Communications (BSC) telecommunication protocol into the 
OS/8, RTS/8 and COS 300 operating system of Digital Equipment's PDP-8 
small computer.
3.1. Telecommunication protocol level 1 - physical line handling
The package implements a synchronous procedure on physical line handling 
level with bit and character synchronisation which is re-established for 
each transmission. The package uses half-duplex or full-duplex line/modem 
over privately owned, leased or switched lines. The package drives a 
synchronous interface and modem which conform to CCITT V. 24 recommenda­
tions. Line speed from 600 to 9600 baud allowed.
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3.2. Telecommunication protocol level 2 - line protocol
RTS/BSC implements the point-to-point or multipoint operation procedure.
In multipoint environment the small computer can be used on a multidrop 
line as a control or as a tributary station of a star network. The control 
station can handle up to 32, the tributary station up to 8 logical ad­
dresses. Multiple stations can be simulated with multiple modems, inter­
faces and copies of the RTS/BSC on a single computer with stations work­
ing independently or connected together to simulate point-to-point con­
nection. The algorithm can handle ASCII, EBCDIC or transparent (any) 
data format. The implemented algorithm enables the computer to be con­
nected to:
- IBM or SIEMENS mainframe using BSC (or MSV1, MSV2) tele- |
communication procedure;
- to an IBM 2780, IBM 3780, IBM 2770, IBM 3270 telecommunication 
terminal or a SIEMENS Transdata 840X terminal;
- to a minicomputer using an IBM/BSC telecommunication terminal 
emulator software package, i.e. PDP-11 with any operating 
system, PDP-10 etc.;
- to a communication network supporting IBM 2780.
3.3. Telecommunication capabilities on level 3 and 4 - user level
On the user level the RTS/BSC package can be used to add three different 
features to PDP-8's, OS/8, RTS/8 and to COS 300 operating systems:
3.3.1. Capabilities_in_the_0S/8_or_C0S_300_operating_system
The package can be used to add telecommunication capability like a new 
standard peripheral device to the operating system. Telecommunication 
in the OS/8 looks like a new character oriented input/output enabled 
multiunit (on a multipoint line) device which can be used from any 
standard OS/8 program or high-level language like:
- OS/8 FORTRAN
- OS/8 BASIC
- OS/8 FOCAL
- OS/8 MINI-COBOL
In the COS 300 commercial operating system the telecommunication lines 
are implemented as logical units with sequential access. Several 
logical units can be used from the high-level language of the COS 300, 
DIBOL, or can be attached to the Data Entry Package of the COS 300. 
Telecommunication can be performed simultaneously from DIBOL and from 
some of the foreground displays. The telecommunication link can be used 
from the utilities of the operating systems like PIP (Peripheral Inter­
change Program) or in program packages running under the batch monitor 
of the operating systems.
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The capability to handle the telecommunication link from high-level 
languages makes it possible to easily implement several high-level 
telecommunication protocol functions and line-monitoring experiments.
Measurements:
- assembling of telecommunication test packages consisting of 
messages of different length or with special content. Trans­
mitting and receiving of these packages;
- request for local measurement results from central site, 
assembling of measurement results into special messages and 
forwarding them to a control centre, receiving of such packages 
summarizing and analyzing them on central site, performance of 
network measurements;
- performance of long-term unattended measurement cycles or 
special measurements under operator's supervision.
Implementation of level 3 and 4 telecommunication protocols:
- implementation of messages which control the program and 
operating system running on the destination machine. Trans­
mitting of batch control files;
- building of logical lines over several nodes with fix routing;
- implementation of a routing algorithm;
- implementation of packet switching.
Implementation of high-level functions of telecommunication terminals:
The different features of different types of telecommunications 
terminals can be easily emulated with high-level language programs. 
Special capabilities such as data handling, handling of special 
control characters, data compression/expansion, handling/emulating 
of special local peripherals such as displays, casettes and 
performance of background computing can be easily implemented.
3.3.2. ysing_the_telecoimnunications_subsystem_in_the_RTS/8_real-time
The package can also be used in the stand-alone RTS/8. In the RTS/8 
the package looks like a standard device handler and is message syntax 
compatible to the device driver modules of the standard mass-storage 
devices. The package enables the user to use the telecommunication 
capability while running real-time tasks dealing with laboratory 
measurements or data acqusition. The RTS/BSC can be used to connect 
several PDP-8's and to distribute the real-time work among them.
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3.3.3. ysin2_RTS^BSÇ_as_a_stand-alone_packa2e_in_0S/8_or_C0S_300
A stand-alone RTS/BSC package enables the user to emulate on his small 
computer an IBM 2780 or IBM 3780 or SIEMENS Transdata 840X terminal. 
Use of the stand-alone package under the BATCH monitor, makes it 
possible to add telecommunication, to any job stream running on PDP-8.
4. BSCMON - THE MEASURING MONITOR PROGRAM FOR RTS/BSC
4.1. The monitor characteristics 
Leve11
The program monitors the direction of the telecommunication line, 
the line turn commands, the line turn completion and the line turn 
time-outs (for half-duplex modems) as well as the events of sending 
or receiving of a character or input character time-outs.
Level_2
BSCMON monitors the major state of algorithm (i.e. send or receive), 
the bit and character synchronisation phases, the characters sent 
or received and distinguished the control characters from text 
characters. It traces the telecommunication algorithm on both sides 
of line: control phase sequences, bid retries, unsuccessful in­
quiries; sending/receiving of data blocks, parity errors (ASCII 
data) block check errors, positive or negative block acknowledge­
ments and successful or unsuccessful retransmissions. It shows 
finally also the algorithm error recovery sequences like acknowledge 
sequence errors and local or remote abort sequences as well.
Level_3
This level appears in form of external events in the monitoring 
listing. External events are inquiries for logical connections. 
Establishing of logical links for send or receive with local 
logical line number and local user of the link. Arrival of user 
data request with buffer location and length. Finally the 
irregular abort or the regular closing of a logical link.
4.2. The method of monitoring
Monitoring is accomplished by several assembler level routines inserted 
into the level 1 and level 2 assembler code of RTS/BSC. These routines 
collect the monitored events which are represented by special codes and 
put these unique codes into a core resident alternating buffer.
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An external RTS/8 task (the BSR task) writes one half of the buffer 
on the mass storage device while the other half is filled with control 
codes. The file on the mass storage device is used as an endless ring 
buffer, therefore the last N events are stored in the disk buffer, 
where N (the length of the disk buffer) is determined by an assembler 
time parameter. At the end of the telecommunication acitivities a 
special end-of-buffer marker is written into the file to indicate the 
beginning/end of the ring buffer.
4.3. Evaluation of RTS/BSC activities
Evaluation occurs off-line because of the speed of the telecommunication 
line. A BASIC program converts the data in the control buffer and inter­
prets them, currently a line printer listing is produced which contains 
the last 2 К events. Also some formating is done to make listing easily 
readable:
- consecutive "SYN" characters are compressed
- the listing is broken up on each line turn and on each end 
of a telecommunication session
- the control characters are commented
- the events are explained
4.4. Further possibilities
Instead of the listing it is also possible to produce a file containing 
the compressed information about the telecommunication activities 
available for any OS/8 FORTRAN or BASIC program for further statistical 
or analytical evaluation.
5. TELECOMMUNICATION AND NETWORK MEASUREMENTS
For the different measuring experiments the RTS/BSC package can be 
regarded as the measured and BSCMON as the measuring software, the 
packages enable us to implement several measuring experiments where 
the listed parameters can be modified.
5.1. Level 1
- speed of telecommunication line from 600 to 9600 baud
- half-duplex or full-duplex modem/line
- bit synchronisation enable/disable
- number of synchron characters sent/to be received
- time interval between character synchronisation sequences
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5.2. Level 2
- package length
- number of packages in a message
- message length
- content of the package (special characters, long sequence of 
special characters)
- delay between send/receive of packages
5.3. Level 3
- using of multiple logical lines
- different loadings of simultaneously used logical lines
- different lengths of messages for simultaneously used logical 
lines
- abort of selected logical lines
5.4. Loading of the computer
- modifying of the HW throughput of the computer
- DMA (cycle stealing) loading
- number of external interrupts and software interrupt overhead
- high priority task level load
- background computing load
6. NETWORK SIMULATOR WITH VARIABLE PARAMETERS
6.1. Our objectives
The simulator has two purposes:
- observation of the behaviour of computer networks
- testing of prospective nodes or hosts under a wide variety 
of shifting conditions.
This means in the first case to establish the problems of the model to 
be measured and in the second case to devise a measuring system 
(containing the simulator as signal generator and test load).
We attacked the problem with a simple, highly modular simulator.
It is possible to insert a measuring module into this simulator or to 
insert the simulator itself in a measuring system or to let them work 
concurrently in a multiprogram environment.
Its chief part is a driver program which can model any traffic network 
(net of roads, railway, telephone, neural structures, any formation on 
which the load forms a stochastic process).
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The simulated network is produced as a series of discret states.
The transitions are observed periodically - the time-unit of the 
simulator is accordingly a period, composed of 100 tacts.
The driver program accepts some series of signals on which it performs 
the acts corresponding to forwarding these series. The accepted signals 
may be given
- by the random number generator of the driver
- by the experimenter (via the teletype console)
- by a host or a node of a real or simulated network (via the 
appropriate interface) .
The present assembly interprets these series as message traveling 
on a computer network. Accordingly, the meaning of the signals ares
1. identifier of the source machine
2. identifier of the destination machine
3. identifier of the node where the message actually resides
4. data describing the structure and the length of the message
5. the age of the message (i.e. the number of tacts elapsed since 
its entry into the traffic).
(The last is of course zero at the time of acceptance and is 
incremented by the simulator during the message's active life.)
As the messages proceed, the state of the simulated system changes; 
the driver observes and reports the relevant events.
6.2. The driver program
The driver is responsible for
1. the timing of message departure
2. the timing of pass-overs of messages
3. the timing of the break downs of the network's various 
entities
4. the activating of the segments which carry out the above 
actions
5. initiating a report on the age and actual residence of each 
message traveling on the network after every period
6. initiating a snapshot on the state of the network as a whole 
after a given integer number of periods.
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In order to fulfill its duties, the driver program requires the 
following data:
1. the number of nodes of the simulated network
2. a seed for the random number generator
3. the number of periods after which it has to give the 
snapshot
4. the functional parameters:
- the average number of departing messages per period
- the average number of line breakdowns per period
- the fraction of faulty deliveries (the pass-over of which 
has to be repeated)
- the data concerning the structure of the messages 
(maximal number of packets per messages - if zero, 
then variable length is supposed).
These data are indispensable for the proper working of the simulator. 
Additionally the experimenter may assign two adjacent nodes which are 
to be disconnected during the first period after their designation. He 
may suppress the period-reports too.
The simulator request the above data from the experimenter or the test- 
run operator as follows:
- all of them during the initiating dialogue with the frame
- 2 or 3 after the specified number of periods (this number 
is given in the 3rd part of the dialogue).
The seed controls the simulation process. If it is positive, the whole 
dialogue takes place, if zero, the already given parameters prevail, 
if negative, the'simulation process terminates itself. In the latter 
two cases the 4-th part of the dialogue is skipped, but the snapshot 
is duly given.
The entries of the messages and the line breakdowns form Poisson 
processes with stationary increments, with a., resp. b. as parameters 
for the underlying distributions. The distribution of the faulty (and 
repeated) passovers is uniform, that of the length of the messages 
is exponential.
The first question of the dialogue has some far reaching implications.
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6.3. The exchangeable units
If the simulated network is ring structured, or serially structured, 
then the number of nodes is quite enough for the program.
However, if the pattern is more complicated a wide variety of forwarding 
and routing techniques are possible and it can become desirable to test 
and analyse any of them. This happens by means of different interchange­
able forwarding routines inserted into the frame and called by it 
whenever necessary.
The driver has no knowledge of the technicalities of the forwarding 
processes, neither of their strategies, nor of the topology and the 
technical data of the network.
The forwarding routines may need various (and rather different) informa­
tion on the network. In this case it is the INPUT programsegment which 
calls for the network description and puts it into the prearranged 
tables. The INPUT is the first exchangeable segment; it has to be 
written according to the needs of the updating and routing strategies.
After the intake of the description through the INPUT segment
- and of the parameters via the 2.-4. parts of the dialogue
- the steps initiated by the driver are executed by the following 
exchangeable segments
- the segment UPDATE enlists the generated or accepted message 
into the queue of the first station of its path; this regment 
arranges the pass-over of the message to the succeeding stations 
of its propagation - the pass-over process simulates the 
procedures of the prevailing protocols in a simple way and 
updates the tables of the program after every event
- UPDATE is called only by the driverprogram -
- the segment SHUTDOWN actualizes the line breakdowns between 
one or several pairs of nodes determined either by the ex­
perimenter or by the random-generator or both; when a node 
loses in this way its last living line, the segment notifies 
the simulator with the registration of its shutdown in the 
appropriate tables (tables used by UPDATE e.g.)
- SHUTDOWN is called only by the driverprogram -
- the segment ROUTING (if there exists any routing) handles the 
tables of the path-generation, it assigns the next station
or the whole to the messages
- ROUTING may be called by UPDATE and SHUTDOWN 
both but the driverprogram never knows when.
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The exchangeable segments are chosen when loading the simulator.
They determine fully the mode of the simulation.
The driver activates the snapshot-segment called REPORT. This works on 
the tables of the whole program, generates its reports and delivers 
them either on the lineprinter or by spooling on the disk.
7. CONCLUSIONS
As the development of remote data processing systems came to promi­
nent importance, our attention turned to the monitoring of small- and 
medium-scale computer networks. We worked out a monitor architecture 
and some basic modules. The highly modular architecture of the described 
network measuring package enable us to build up a very flexible measuring 
package being able to execute a wide variety of network measuring ex­
periments.
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AN APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
AND MENAGEMENT OF A TIME-SHARING COMPUTER 
INSTALATION BY ANALYTICAL METHODS
Zbigniew Blaszczyk
Adam Peterseil
ZETO - Wroclaw, Poland
The paper presents a performance evaluation study 
of a time-sharing computer installation in a commercial 
computer center by means of analytical methods. The aim of the 
study was to predict conditions assuring an increment of the 
system throughput and decrement of Job elapsed time within 
a given cost constraints.
The performed study has shown that the application of 
even relatively simple analytical methods to the evaluation 
of the complicated computer system without a considerable 
decrement of the accuracy of results is possible. Certainly, 
there were some discrapances between the real system and the 
simple model whioh was used. That is why the insertion of the 
model modification was necessary.
The advantages of such an approach to the computer system 
performance evaluation are its low cost and a short study 
duration.
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introduction
The basic measures of a computer installation quality 
in a commercial computer center are throughput and elapsed 
time of jobs. Elapsed time i9 partlculary important in the 
case of mixed batch and on-line system workload.
The bigger throughput allows for more users in a region 
to be served and can be achieved by an increment of a compu­
ter system utilisation, so by bigger resources loadings.
The resourse "iH loading i9 defined as
time whed theresource "i" is busy 
time when theresource "i" is available
Before starting the performance evaluations study it 
was found that both throughput and elapsed time are not good. 
The most money consuming resources were too little loaded 
and the on-line users were not satisfied because of too long 
waiting time.
The possible reasons were:
- bad computer operators service,
- bad installation parameters values for the given system 
workload ^BAPEj,
- low system reliability,
- unfitness of the system configuration to the system 
workload.
On the basis of 3 month monitoring by means of the 
standard ICL Performance Package, the System Cournal and by
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own designed monitoring programs it was found that the 
primary reason of the bad quality measures was the inappro­
priate configuration to the system workload. There were the 
significant system bottle-nacks.
So it was clearly seen that the evaluation problem is 
as follows:
- what is the way of changing the computer configuration in 
order to achieve better quality factors?
The constraints were:
- it was possible to change peripherals only,
- the study / including data analysis achieved by system 
monitoring/ was to be finished during one month,
- no more than 0.2% of the computer installation cost bould 
be spent for the study.
The method description.
The configuration of the evaluated computer system 
based on the ODRA 1305 c.p.u. / correspondent to the ICL 1906/ 
is shown on the fig. 1. The system is operating under 
control of the general purpose ICL GEORGE-3 operating system 
/more details one can find in [GEOl] and jj5E02] references/.
For the aim of the paper the following topices of the FAST 
are important:
1. there are N independent devices in the model,
The basic evaluation tool was the FAST technique fICLtJ.
2. overlap factor is assumed to be the
performance measure,
2Д0
Fig.4 The computer system configuration.
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3. a process "p" using the specified device at any given 
time instant is the basic workload component,
4. a program can generate more than one process,
5. a computer system load is characterized by the
number of programs (program \ process f rationumber of concurrent processes 
and this ratio for the given workload is constant, 
a measurment results of the existing resources loadings 
are the input data to FAST, 
the model calculates the value of ^
OV3 fy'b ^ 1 
T
duacL Ы  -
, >, ■ Ï  (1, (n,i))
i -1
*1 0 0 . . . 0 
^  * zo ... 0
и \ * Л " Л
where :
p - denotes the number of processesejT)
SL
х±- - denotes the reduced resource "i"
loading,
сУГ - denote integer numbers,
8. the increment of the number of processes causes the equal 
increment of all reduced resources loadings with the
ovnew system 
OVold system
ratio
9. the number of processes increase proportionally to the
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increment of the core memory available for users 
programs, i.e. with the
core memory available for users programs process
P = ---- --------------------------- - - ----  X ------- ratio
mean core required per one program program
10. the model is based on the theory of the cyclic quening 
systems, i.e. that the finite number of servers in a 
closed loop is assumed.
Fig. 2 shows a typical Fast curve.
The assumptions 2,8,9,10 were not fulfilled in 
our considerations.
There were the following reasons discussed with the 
way to omit them:
1. there is the filestore in the system which is held on the 
disc storage /on-line filestore/ and on magnetic tapes/ 
rest of the filestore for whioh there is not enough space 
on the disc/.
When a program can not find its own file on a disc, the 
operating system retrieves this file from appropriate 
tape. File retrieving takes a long time during which the 
magnetic tape unit and the control unit are busy. That is 
why an increment of disc storage capacity causes unequal 
increment of all reduced resource loadings.
In a particular case, an increment of the disc storage 
capacity causes decrement of magnetic tapes units loadings 
/retrieves happen only occasionally/ and increment of all 
other system components.
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FAST does not take into account the resources capacity 
attribute explicitely /it takes into account the resource 
speed only/.
During the evaluation study an empirical dependence between 
magnetic tape units loading and the capacity of the on-line 
filestore achieved by means of the frequency of the accesses 
to the filestore monitoring, was used.
2. the operating system GEORGE-3 has its own special core
memory administration strategy. Oust like above an empirical 
dependence between the core for users jobs and allocated 
by operating system, was used.
On the base of the measurments the following empirical 
formula for the number of processes as the function of the 
core memory size instead of mentioned in item 9 for FAST, 
was found :
P anew sys.
core memory size-40.5 kwords process-------- - ----— - ----- ----- -- —--- - X --------
mean core per program + 4,6 kwords program 3
3. the number of jobs in the system was not fixed in fact.
Also each, job had its own parameters / c.p.u. time, 
disc store transfers, memory required etc. /.
For the purpose of the analysis, 3 month measurment of 
the workload was made by means of own designed monitoring 
program.
Fige 3 shows the exemplary measurment results. It was found 
that every day workload characteristics vere steady enough 
ro treat them as the fixed, so the technique could be 
applied.
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4. the overlap factor OV /see Item 2 for FAST/ could not be 
used as the performance measure when the resources speed
was changed.
That is why the relative system throughput RST [DRUM] was 
used instead of the OV. It may be expressed by the formula:
Tb
RST a -y-—  , where 
n
Tb - is the computation time of the given workload
on the base system.
Oob statistics for the period 3-24.01.
achieved by the program analysis of the SYSTEM OOURNAL FILE.
Sample size.
- total system active time
- total amonnt of processed jobs
- amount of jobs processed per hour
Oob statistics.
- mean elapsed time-c.p.u. time 1797.438 dispertion 3076.430
- mean c.p.u. time 35.019 185.191
- memory required 5.468 8.391
- c.p.u. time per program 19.981 199.278
- off-line transfers/to the filestore/2201.681 - 13071.876
- on line transfers /to МТ/ 945.786 8069.955
All times are in seconds, memory in kwords /1 words* 24 bits/,
transfers in thounsands.
Fig.,3 The exemplary results of the workload measurment.
370979 secs 
1748 
16.92
2 4 6
Tn - is the computation time the эате workload 
on the new system.
There were two cases of the evaluation process:
case 1 when the number of system components was changed
without changing the speed, then
0vn
RST ■ ~5Vr—  •b
case 2 when the system components speed was changed, then
The processing time was predicted from the elapsed time
/calculated by means of sequential M/M/N model /and the
number of processes
mean level of multiprogramming /with fixed — —     -- - ■
number of programs
ratio/.
The evaluation process.
The results of the system /base/ monitoring are gathered below:
1. the components loadings
- central processor unit - 0,45
_ di9C drives control unit No 1 - 0.20
» disc drive No 1 - 0.60
- disc drives control unit No 2 - 0.19
- disc drive No 2 - 0.42
- disc drive No 3 - 0.48
- disc drive No 4 - 0.44
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- magnetic tapes control unit 
• line printers
- card readers
- 0.825 each
- 0.19 each
- 0.10 each
2. the overlap factor 0Vb= 5.11,
3. the mean job elapsed time t =1820 secs,
4. the mean job service time s = 980 secs, so t - s = 840 secs©
5. one-day jobs stream processing time Tb = 484 mins.
1. too little c.p.u. loading,
2. good filestore allocation on the disc drives No 2,3,4 
/the drives were equally loaded/,
3. high disc drive No 1 loading comes from the operating 
system overlays transfers,
4. high MT subsystem loading comes from too often file 
retrives,
The following conclusions were found:
job waiting time
5. bad ratio.
job service time
Many trials with changing the configuration were
made. Finally we found that within the specified constraints 
the optimal configuration is as shown on the fig. 1 /detted 
lines denote the added devices/.
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The predicted new system parameters was as belowt
1. the components loadings:
- central processor unit - 0.74
- disc drives control unit No 1 - 0.273
- disc drive No 1 - 0.83
- disc drives control unit No 2 - 0.20
- disc drive No 2 - 0.30
- disc drive No 3 - 0.30
- disc drive No 4 ~ 0.30
disc drives control unit No 3
disc drive No 5
disc drive No 6
disc drive No 7
MT control units
line printers
card readers
- 0.288
- 0.38
- 0.435
- 0.399
- 0.439 each
- 0.258 each
- 0.20 each
2. the overlap factor 0Vn я 7.136,
3. mean job elapsed time t = 1077 secs,
4. mean job service s » 600.7 secs, so the waiting time
t - a = 476.4 /note that new job waiting time is almost 
twice shorter than in the böse system/,
5. one day job stream processing time in the new system 
Tn » 251 mins.
The above results were achieved in four steps. Three 
of them were concerned with system throughput /see fig. 4/, 
the last one with the elapsed time:
2 5 0
?tep 1. The additional magnetic tape control units, external 
stores and line printer allowed for achieving more equal 
components loading, thu9 bigger overlap factor /0V2/.
The increment of the system throughput was
1 0Vb
/Note that for the calculation of magnetic tape control units 
loading the empirical dependence for the filestore was used/.
step. 2. The additional disc drives from step 1 were changed 
to the faster ones / 60 Mch /. The overlap factor / 0V3/ was 
decreased, but the system throughput was increased:
RST2 - where T2 denotes the workload 
processing time with new disc drives.
step 3. The increment of the core memory size allowed for the 
number of processes-and thus the overlap factor-increment /note 
that the empirical formula for "p" was used /:
0Vn
RST, = ------
0V3
The total system throughput increment was: 
RST - RST^ X RST2 X RST3 = 1.93 
From above and the RST definition 
_ Tb 484 mins
RST 1.93
251 mins
step 4. On the base of new system components loading and 
workload analysis the job elapsed time and service time by 
means of queuing theory were calculated .
The additional comments are needed to the following
points:
- the smaller service time comes from the much faster disc 
drives and the decrement of the number of retrieves,
- the decrement of the MT subsystem loading comes from the
bigger filestore size.
Conclusions.
The effect of described study was the increment of
the throughput in 93%. The elapsed and waiting timeewere
twice lowered. The results were tested on the reconfigured
installation. We found the equivalence with the predicted
values within 15%. It seems to be accurate enough especially 
• • 
taking into account the simplicity of the model, cost and
the duration of the study.
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A FREE MEMORY ORGANIZATION FOR AN OPERATING SYSTEM 
OR A FRONT-END PROCESSOR
T. Muehleisen - V/. Wietrzych
The Technical University of Wroclaw
In the paper an organization of free memory designed 
especially for an operating system of a front-end 
processor is presented. A brief review of problems 
involved is given and concluded with the introduction 
to the free memory structure and a memory remarks on 
the practical memory implementation and hitherto 
experiences are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years it has become a common practice in 
multi-access computer systems to transfer telecommunication 
functions from the main computer to a dedicated machine re- 
fered to as communication processor or front-end processor 
[1,2]. Such off-loading of the main processor causes a con­
siderable increase in the overall system processing power 
resulting in better performance/cost parameters for the who-r
le system.
As far as the batch-interactive GJSORGii-3 operating sys­
tem is concerned the throughput improvement can be achieved 
by usLng the TOL 7903 commun!cation ргосошюг, No-uvailubi- 
11 ly of the ргосошюг on the domestic market oriu one hand, 
and considerable and atill growing number of GtíOKGE-З system 
users in our country one the other hand have been two major 
reasons underlying an idea to emulate the 7903 processor on 
a computer suitable for the purpose and available on the mar­
ket. The Polish ODKA-1325 computer has been chosen functio­
nally equivalent to a medium-size minicomputer. The source 
ICL literature far from being complete and totally different 
organization of the two processors /i.e. I0L-7903 and ODKA- 
-132b/ compelled the designers to look for unique solutions. 
The resultant apurai lng, system is funot I ormi I y slmlllar to 
Its Kngliuh counterpart but structurally quite different.
To design on appropriate free memory organization for 
the system wan one of many problems to be solved. The memory 
had to bo structured in such a way as to allow for offJclerit 
data handling between the host operating system and remote 
terminals of TTY-7071 typo. The framework of the memory struc­
ture should make execution of tests possible and some rules of 
memory management had to be developed.
The paper presents considerations which have led to a 
free memory structure and makes an introduction to this struc­
ture. The problem of memory overflow control has also been 
solved and the solution presented here-in along with memory 
management rules. The algorithms have been developed in jauch
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a way as to allow Гог easy modifications of such memory para­
meters as: coll size, chain length, number of chains etc. This 
organization general to some degree makes the free memory sui­
table for other operating systems of this kind.
The operating system is operational now and observations 
made through a built-in monitoring mechanism have led to con­
clusions affirmative in general in relation to the designed 
free memory organization. A more quantitive analysis of the 
memory behaviour under normal and abnormal system operation 
will be a subject of further studies.
II. DEN KRAL CONSIDERATIONS
The basic functions of any operating system for a com­
munication processor can be summerized as follows:
1/ message buffering,
2/ message formatting,
3/ message editing,
4/ controlling remote devices like terminals and batch- 
stations via multiplexor or scaner,
5/ communicating with host operating system,
6/ communicating with operator,
7/ making possible execution of testing programs.
The operating system perforais all of its functions exe­
cuting in the core and for this reason an adequate memory 
organization is essential for the proper system operation. 
Generally speaking the memory can be assigned to programs, 
data and to serve as working areas. The program can be an 
executive routine or a routine to be run under Its control. 
As l*or the data n distinction should be made between areas 
for the data permanently resident in the core, such as pro­
gram valuables, control tables, description tables, etc. and 
areas for the data residing in the core temporarily. Such 
data prevails in communication operating systems and it pas-
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sea through the memory on its way from the host operating 
system to remote terminals or in the opposite direction. 
Thus for one direction of transmission the host computer 
and the terminals can be considered as the data source and 
the data sink, respectively /see Fig. 1/. The data appears
data sink ' data source
data source — ---- ----------------data sink
Pig. 1. Data source and data sink in full communication con­
figuration
at the source in random fashion, and for this reason the 
memory of the communication processor should be assigned 
to it dynamically. This approach contrary to the fixed me­
mory allocation strategy helps achieve better memory uti­
lization parameters which is especially important in з.уз- 
toma with a limited core area. In systems with the dynami­
cal memory allocation a seporate management module Í3 pre­
sent and it Í3 responsible for all memory requests and re­
turns. In such systems a part of the core forms a dynami­
cal memory pool, also refered to as free memory. The free 
memory is devided into blocks of equal or unequal size. The 
management routines keep record of all free blocks and as­
sign it on the on-demand basis. If the memory blocks are 
equal they form a queue also defined as a chain, where the 
current block contains the address of the next block. Tn 
this case the first block of the chain will be given first. 
If the memory blocks are riot equal rill the block addresses 
and block sizes can be stored In a table for the Informa—
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tLon of tho managomont routines.
Once a memory blook has been given to a process the da­
ta is input to it. The transfer of data between different 
memory locations /usually between different queues/ is achie­
ved by attaching the first address of the block to appropria­
te queues,rather than actual transfering of data. This time­
saving approach is widely used no matter how Blmple the sys­
tem is.
In tho operating system Cor a front-end processor the 
data con be information messages or supervisory messages 
and they have to bo transferred between buffers to / from the 
host computer and terminal quouos or in the opposite direc­
tion /see Pig. 2/. Terminal queues are used as a buffer of
buffer for 
Bupervi йогу 
meeeagee
Pig. ?. Extreme destinations for data transfers in PEP
a variable length. The eia© of a single Queue cell should be 
eaual to the terminal message length nnd this determines the 
memory unit. A problem may arise when this unit ie too big 
for carrying control data also known as supervisory messages. 
The possible solution to this problem may be creating a sepe- 
rate pool of cells for supervisory messages only managed by 
seperate routines. This problem is non-exjstend in the system 
to be designed beoause aooording to the ICL standards [б] the 
supervisory message length оan vary between 2 words and 128 
words. Thus th® same cell can be used for tranefering of data 
and supervisory messages.
input QueueООП- outputbuffer
output oueueООП- inputbuffer
->
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In order to design a practical free memory structure se­
veral properties of the specyfic operating system under deve­
lopment must he taken into account. Por the communication 
system in question the foi lowing parameters have greatest im­
pact on the ultimate form of memory organization:
1/ lengths of a single message buffered in the КНР,
?! maximum and average lengths of control data taking the 
form of миро rvi oor.y mentingen,
V  anticipated size of programú to be run under control of 
the operating system.
In addition, given the operating system size, the free memory 
area will depend on the amount of core available to the nyá­
léin. Likewise ceding of algorithms will depend on the computer 
addressing uohume /L.e. whether byte- or word-oriented/.
The analysis of all the factors involved has led to a 
practical solution, the outline of which will be presented he- 
ге-ln. The detailed description of the free memory structure 
Is given in [4 ~\.
The free memory structure is based upon a table ref ered 
to as free memory state table / РММТ/ or Just state,* table and 
upon five unl-direetional 1ist3 of memory sells. The lists al­
so known as chains are totally .indépendant and according to 
the rule I 'I the first-word of each cel I points to the next 
ce I I , the only exception being the last cell, whore the con­
trol word used for referencing takes the value 0. The first 
cell of each chain is pointed to by a reference word in the 
state table. The memory chains structured as above allow for 
last-in first-out /LIFO/ access strategy only, i.e. the cell 
currently taken is the last cell returned to the chain. Only 
the first cell in the chain can be given out and its address 
can be found in the reference word of the state table. When 
the cell In returned to the chain it in placed „between" the 
it.itu t.di I 1 • and the cell referenced b.y Lie: control word for 
fii 111 cin I In.
The single cell in a free memory unit and its structure
2 6 0
lu [) rouen tod In I'M g. 3. Thu cull length or parameter II hau 
been ehouon to Imj 5b wonln. Thu reason Lor thlu iu the wonl- 
-oriented add ruun In/;, uuhuiiiu о Г ODRA-1 526 and Lhu message cl­
eanw<11 ro l i" ) rdu V.
и В
L C D
CU I I У 
eon ton Lf !
>canton Lu canLrol wo rdu
. data - 
supervi
A - l’u 11 /empty bit 
M - гоГогопоо Mold 
U - ce I I I un Lh
I) - chain number
information data or 
uory messages
Pig. 3. Cull structure
ze to/from TTY-7071 terminals equal to 128 characters /or 
32 words in ODRA/ on top of which 4 words have to be added 
for control. Once the cell has been taken off the chain its 
2 first control words may not be destroyed, except for the 
reference field which is updated when the coli is returned 
to the chain it has come from. The remaining 34 words are 
available to the ргоееза which has requested the cell.
One full chain /i.e. with all its cells present/ forms 
so called free memory block which, if necensery, can be gi­
ven аз a whole. The memory area made available in this way 
can by ana I g nod to a Lent or other program to he pun under 
c o n t r o l  of t h e  operating nyúlom. Thin Involves t h e  total 
destruction of tiie chain organization. Upon returning of the 
block the chain would have to be restored and its cells made 
available again.
Each terminal and device should be tested by a separate 
test. The tests /not written yet/ will be of various sizes 
and only one can execute in the memory at a time. For this 
reason the tests can be assigned the memory area in multi­
ples of 3600 words equivalent to 100 cells. The block size
equal to 3600 words has been chosen because the anticipated 
smallest test size was about 3-3.5 kwords.
The state table and its contents are shown in Fig. 4. 
The table entries correspond to a situation when a number of 
cells is being used by some process and one chain has been 
made empty.
current number of cells 
current number of blocks 
memory starting address 
total number of- blocks 
reference to 1st chain 
number of cells 
reference to 2nd chain 
number of cells
reference to 5th chain 
number of cells
operationPig. 4. State table entries in normal system
The possibility to increment the number of chains is only 
limited by the core area made available. In ODRA-1325 the core 
is 32k allowing for 18000 free memory words. The starting ad­
dress BASE is generated upon creating of system tables and sys­
tem buffers and it is only then that the free memory can be 
formed. With all the chains generated /see Fig. 5/ the opera­
ting system is ready for operation. Once the normal system 
operation is started the presented cell order /i„e. consecu­
tive references higher by 36/ is scattered because of random 
demands and returns of cells to/from the state table. This 
observation has been used in determining maximum numbers of 
cells within each chain requested throughout the operation.
The Tree memory as presented in Fig. 5 and a 3et of ma-
26 2 -
Pig. 5. Complete free memory following formation process
memory
management
subroutinese
Pig. 6. Practical location of free memory in core
26 3
nagement rules form a part of the operating system. Fig. 6 shows 
core locations of particular components of the system. In case 
there remains any core area it can be assigned to another pro­
gram to execute In mul ti-progrummirig environment control hid by 
the executive. In 01ЖА-1525 the core is equal to 52k words ma­
king the additional core area non-existent.
Memory management routines depicted in Fig. 6 as MMH are 
a number of subroutines called upon by processes requesting 
a cell, returning a cell, requesting a block /or a couple of 
blocks/ or returning it back. For the sake of the role they 
play in the operating system the management routines have been 
assigned high priority. The management routines will be dis­
cussed in more detail in the chapter V.
IV. SYSTEM OVERFLOW CONTROL
In the norrnui system operation all data transfers are car­
ried out in the memory cells and for this reason cells have to 
be requested by an appropriate process beforehand. Once the da­
ta has reached its destination, i.e. buffers to/from terminals 
and to/from the host processor or the data-lost condition has 
appeared the cells are released, in one-by-one fashion, and 
returned to the state table. If throughout the system opera­
tion the cell request rate exceeds the cell release rate an 
overflow condition may occur resulting in the system „break­
down. In order to avoid this undesirable situation a mechanism 
controlling excessive demands for free memory cells has been 
introduced.
Procedures of this mechanism cooperate closely with the 
GEORGE-5 system in adjusting amount of data sont to the front- 
end prooennor to the current system requirements For this
purpose 6 overflow and 6 continue,* levels have been defined.
The levels correspond to some numbers of cello in the free me­
mory. Should a cell be taken resulting in exceeding an over­
flow level an appropriate supervisory message SYSTEM OVERLOAD
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will be sent to the host operating system to request it to li­
mit. I.hn immun I, of dal.a mint nut. An а гимн It a numbur of m l  In 
will lm rn I imiiiiiiI ami whun m t i m i a r i  to the Ггоо m итогу, Jn onn- 
-hy-oiio fault Ion, u continue level will bo renohod. A UYSTiáM 
CONTINU Iá supervisory message will be sent to the host computer 
and the limitation imposed previously will be lifted. Thus 
each continue supervisory meesage cancels conditions set forth 
by the overflow supervisory message of the same level.
In order to avoid alternating sending of overload and con­
tinue messages some histeresis must be introduced in the over­
load and continue levels, as shown in Pig. 7.
number of cello
overload condition continue condition
level 1 23 25
level 2 18 20
level 3 13 15
level 4 8 10
level 5 3 5
level 6 1 1
Pig. 7. Overload and continue levels
At the beginning the levels have been defined arbitrari­
ly and then tuned to the above values in the actual implemen­
tation phase. The tuning has been based upon conclusions drawn 
from the observations of the free memory behaviour in over­
load conditions through a built-in monitoring mechanism. The 
devised control mechanism gives the process requesting a cell 
possibility to define how Important is the cell to the pro­
cess. This is achieved by complementing the cell request com­
mand (ilVBd with a parametern to inform an appropriate mana­
gement routine that the overflow level n can not bo reached. 
Thus In overload conditions the cell will only be given if the 
level n— 1 or lower has been reached; otherwise the cell will 
not be given and the process will recieve a negative answer.
In order to recieve a cell in emergency, i.e. when the
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6th overload level has been reached and a supervisory messa­
ge must be sent, a GIVEC(7)command can be issued. In this ca­
se the last cell will be given to the process which has re­
quested the cell. This brings the system to the brink of the 
break-down condition and should be avoided. On the other ex­
treme a GIVEC(1)command issued in overload conditions will 
always be answered with a negative reply.
The reference [4] gives a detailed discussion of the 
system overload control mechanism.
V. MEMORY MANAGEMENT RULES
The free memory is managed by a number of routines allo­
wing for the following operations:
1/ generation of the free memory,
2/ requesting a cell from the state table,
3/ returning a cell to the state table,
4/ requesting a block or a number of blocks,
5/ returning a block or a number of blocks.
The free memory generation takes place after the system 
tables /so called specification tables/ and the system buf­
fers have been created. At this point the address BASE is de­
fined and input to the memory generation routine. As a result 
the free memory chains are generated, the first one starting 
from BASE and the state table is filled with proper entries. 
At this stage the system is ready for the normal operation.
The memory management routines executing operations 2 
through 5 as mentioned above are accessible to appropriate 
processes by the following commands:
1/ GIVEC(n)
2/ TAKEC (a)
3/ GIVEB(m)
4/ TAKER(b)
whore paraméterű n,a,m,b utarid for:
n - overflow level not to be exceeded
2 6 6
a - starting address of returned cell
m - number of Ыоскз requested
b - starting address of all blocks returned.
The commands and the routines will be introduced briefly he- 
re-in* The detailed discussion of all management problems is 
presented in W .
GIVGC (n) command may be issued each time a process requ­
ests a cell. The routine called upon will look for a first 
free cell starting from the top of the state table and give 
out the cell unconditionally if no overflow level has been 
reached. The process recieves the cell by simply getting in­
formed of the starting cell address. In overload conditions,
i.e. when at least the first overflow level has been reached 
the cell can only be given to the process on condition that 
it is less than n. Otherwise the process will get a negative 
reply. Should a cell be given out causing an overflow level 
to be reached another well will be requested to carry the 
SYSTEM OVERLOAD message to a buffer from which it will be 
sent across the inter-processor buffer to the host operating 
system.
TAKEC(a) command may be Issued each time a process re­
leases a cell with the starting address a and returns it to 
the state table. The routine called upon places the cell on 
the chain it has come from. The cell is taken unconditional­
ly, except for the case when a system continue level has 
been reached. The cell being returned is then given out in 
order to carry the SYSTEM CONTINUE message to a buffer, from 
which it will be sent across the inter-processor buffer to 
the host operáting system.
GIVEB(m) command may be issued in every сазе an area is 
needed for a test or other program to be run under control 
of the operating system. Since one block is equivalent to 
one full chain and the last chains in the free memory tend 
to remain untouched, blocks will be given starting from the 
bottom of the state table. The process will get the area of 
щ blocks only if at least m last chains are full. Otherwise
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a negative reply will be given. Only last contiguous blocks 
can be given out and the requesting process is informed of 
it by the first block address it recieves. The released area 
extends between this address and the last address of the co­
re. The parameter m allows for adjusting the area to the ac­
tual test size. Once the test is loaded to this area all the 
chains covering it are destroyed.
TAKEB(b) command may be issued in every case the area 
assigned to a test or other program has been released. The 
chains destroyed previously have to be restored starting from 
the address b. This action 1з unconditional and when it is 
completed the operating system may resume its normal opera­
tion.
It should bo noted that TAK1DH HA'ití command issued when 
the state table is cleared results in creation of the whole 
free memory. In the actual oystem implementation the use is 
made of this possibility.
All memory-oriented events have been given a very high 
priority in the operating system to make the event decoding 
as quick as possible. In addition,to speed up their execution 
the memory management routines have been coded as optimally 
as possible resulting in some 20-25 assembly instructions for 
the cell give and the cell take subroutine in case there is 
no need to send system overload or system continue supervi­
sory messages.
The memory mamagements routines have been coded generally 
In the sense that they are valid for any state table of the 
structure shown in Pig. 4.
VI. Hitherto experiences
All the free memory routines have been coded as subrouti­
nes tn PLAN assembly language. The whole operating system is 
operational now and some experiences from its behaviour in the 
normal operation have been gained. With any number /i.e.^.21/
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of TTY-7071 terminal u cormoctod to the front-end processor 
via a multiplexor ;uid the hoot 0DRA-13U'j computer connected 
to it via an 1 a tor-prucuuuo r buffer a couulderabl e improve­
ment In response times and throughput capabilities hue been 
noticed by all interactive users. More quantitive analysis 
of those problems will be the subject of seperate studies.
In order to monitor internal states of the operating 
system with particular regard of the free memory behaviour 
some monitoring mechanisms have been bui^t-in. In the nor­
mal system operation with 8 terminals connected overflow 
conditions have never been reached, except for an artificial 
simultaneous listing of GEORGE-3 files. The overflow condi­
tions have been simulated by decreasing the free memory si­
ze and even then the overflow control procedures made rea­
ching higher overflow levels almost impossible.
A general conclusion has been drawn that the overflow
и
control mechanism is too powerful" for the current release 
of the operating system, thus allowing for its future deve­
lopment. The real use of the mechanism should be made in an 
operating system capable of controlling remote terminals and 
a remote batch station simultaneously.
VII. FINAL REMARKS
The free memory organization as presented here-in meets 
all the requirements set forth at the early stage of the pro 
blem formulation, i.e. it allows for efficient transfère of 
data and bijpervi s o r*y messages, makes possible execution o f  
tests of various and un-predetermined sizes and prevents any 
system break-down due to memory overflow conditions. Some 
mechanisms like overflow control mechanisms have been desig-Ined olightly ahead of time" to allow for future system ex- 
tention3 . Any modifications of such memory parameters like 
cell length, chain length/s/ /the same or different for eve­
ry chain/ and number of chains can be easily carried out with 
out any impact on the memory management procedures. This ma-
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к ou the memory organisation imitable Гог а b romi о г clauu of 
communication operating système.
2 7 0
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Generalized bin-packing problems in 
processor scheduling
by A.Iványi and I.Kálmán /ELTE, Budapest/
Introduction
A number of important problems (processor scheduling, memory 
allocation, stock-cutting, coil slitting, cable-length opti­
mization etc.) leads to the same mathematical models- to the 
so called bin-packing problem D 1  In our paper we deal with 
problems of processor scheduling.
We consider the following model of a computing system. 
There is given a set of processors P=£p  ^, . . . P ^  with speeds 
3Í ={P]/ • • .Рщ| * There is also given a set of tasks Т=|т^,...Тп| 
with running times T - N  ■■ Çon a processor with
unit speed).
We call a scheduling nonpreemptive when a task cannot 
be interrupted once it has begun execution; that is, it must 
be allowed to run to completion. In general, preenptive sche­
duling permits a task to be interrupted and removed from the 
processor under the assumption that it will eventually receive 
all its required execution time, and there is no loss of 
execution time due to preemptions ^i.e .,preonpted tasks resume
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execution from the point at which they were last preempted^.
In their paper Coffman, Leung and Ting £г| investigated 
the following problems for independent tasks, nonpreemptive 
scheduling and identical processors.
PI. To find the minimal number of necessary processors 
Cmmin) t0 run! tas^s f°r a fixed deadline (d).
P2. To find the minimal deadline fd . \ for a fixed' min *
number of processors (m) and given set of tasks.
P3. To find the maximal number of processable tasks
in \ for a fixed deadline fd] and for a fixed number of Ч max] 4 >
processors fm} .
We consider these problems in the following cases.
1. Preemptive scheduling of independent tasks on iden­
tical processors.
2. Preemptive scheduling of independent tasks on pro­
cessors with different speeds.
We consider scheduling of jungle-structured task systems,
too.
1.Preemptive scheduling of independent tasks on Identical
processors
We have a task system T=£rif--,Tnj consisting of indepen­
dent tasks with running times ~------------an<^ n' identical
processors.
Let us consider problem P2. In Coffmans book the following
algorithm is proposed.
2 7 3
Algorithm A J\, Algorithm 2.4J
1. Let Х = ^ Г 1'Гч, and nr?a 'y 4  > the lar-
ta>( tgest running time, and d=max
2. Initially none of the processors has been assigned
to any tasks. Do step 3 for .
3. Let tasks already be assigned to processors
in the interval (b,d) and processor P.. in the inter­
val (p,t) for some t<d. Consider task T\. If t+T^ ^  d, assign 
task Ti to Pj in the interval . Otherwise assign to
Pj during (t,d), and to Pj+1 during
In Coffman's book it is shown that for Algorithm A holds 
the following
Theorem 1 |jL, Theorem 2 .5J.
Algorithm A determines a minimal-deadline preemptive 
schedule for systems of independent tasks on m identical 
processors.
/Then this minimal deadline is d=ma3q'^,<T 4,„]. /\ m  max/
For problem PI and P3 we proved the following assertions, 
a/ Consider problem Pi.
Assertion 1 .
Let 0<Т^£ d (i.=l,... ,n) . Then the minimal number of
necessary processors equals the upper integral part of the
quotient of the sum o f 't.-s and the deadline d, that is
П
m min I
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Proof
^ On one processor we can execute к tasks, for which
Z. 4 s < l .  If we have to execute n tasks, then for the number 
1*4
of necessary processors j holds the following inequality:
(j-yt)d с2 Г Ч
i-4
Divide each side of the unequality by d then we obtain that
rv
3i-yI <
That is
Assertion 2
J =
s? J •
Step 2 and step 3 of Algorithm A determine a schedule 
which requires a minimal number of identical processors.
Proof
If there is a task to be assigned to two processors 
^eg.P^at the end of the interval (o,d) and Pj+  ^ at t i^e start of 
the interval Co,d^ j , then the two part of the interval fo,d) 
are disjunct, because for each task of the system holds d. 
So this schedule is a valid preemptive schedule.
The algorithm ^step 2 and step 3 of Algorithm A^  schedules the 
tasks immediately one after the other, so there is no idle 
time in the schedule constructed by the algorithm, at most on 
the last processor which is used. Then the number of required 
processors is minimal.
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b/ Let us consider problem РЗ.
Let the task system T, the deadline d and m identical 
processors be given. Let d (i=l,...,n). Then m$nmax< n
If we know the largest running time we can give a little 
better estimation, namely:
Assertion 3
Let oC <  d (i=l, . . . , n^  , then
max é  ri.
Proof
It is clear that nfcn' max Suppose that the tasks are in non­
decreasing order of their running time and that we can 
execute the first к tasks on the m processors but we cannot 
execute the first k+1 tasks. Then we cannot execute more 
tasks on the m processors with any other ordering of tasks 
than k. For this к , .
и, к+л
ÜEÜ ^ i ^  Wl'd <  * 'E'c *
r~* \ k*'* £~'1 \Since 2$ «С (i=l f • • « fn ; - z r t i  ^ ( x + -f)oc . From these
unequalities we obtain n)d<(k+l)oC . Divide each side of 
this ' unequality by then 
rr). d
that is
„  <  k + A > 
[ - Г 2 _ £  ] $  к .
To execute the maxima,! number of- task? we propose the
following a,lgorithn).
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Algorithm В
Let 'Vyf ^  ^  ^  TTjy . Perform Algorithm A with
the following modification: if there is no more free processor 
then the algorithm finishes its work.
For Algorithm В holds the following
Assertion 4
Algorithm В determines a schedule with nmax
^That is if we schedule the tasks in nondecreasing order of 
their running time then the number of processable tasks on m 
identical processors will be maximal for a given deadline d.)
Proof
Suppose that we can execute к tasks by Algorithm B. Because 
the tasks are in nondecreasing order of their running time
each task not scheduled has larger running time than any 
scheduled task. Thus an interchange between a scheduled and a 
not scheduled task cannot decrease the time required by the 
execution of к tasks. Then this interchange cannot cause the 
increase of value of k. An interchange between the scheduled 
tasks, of course, cannot change the value of k, too. Soo к is 
maximal.
2 .Preemptive scheduling of independent tasks on processors
with different speeds
Let T= ^T^ ,...,T ^ b e  a task system consisting of indepen-
with unit speed . We h.ave m processors Р^,...Рт with speeds
dent tasks with running
and
2 7 7
To determine a preemptive shedule with minimal deadline 
in Coffmanfe book there is proposed an algorithm. The descrip­
tion of this algorithm is long, therefore we omit it.
This algorithm constructs a schedule with deadline d, where
The proposed algorithm constructs a preemptive schedule 
with minimal deadline for T on P^,...,P .
estimations.
a/
Assertion 5
We have the task system T and the deadline d.
Let Pmin = min p ^  Then for the number of necessary processors
Theorem 2
About mmin and we can prove the following
Proof
For the number j=mmin of necessary processors run the n
tasks) holds the following!
k = M
So
d  C  i ~'O'Pmin ‘
n
^ 4  >
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Divide each side of the unequality by dp , , then we have ^ mi n
Cs4
that is
^  ‘ JPmin >1\ - A
r i l l  .
I cf-Pmrl
which means m . <C mins
П
Jî.1 —
Ы  • 0  •'noil
b / Let us consider problem P3. 
Assertion 6
Let ^ ^ ^ . . r ^ a n d  P2^  . .. <  Pm .
Let 0<X ^  dpm - Then for the maximal number of processable
tasks Г
cl- 2 > j
max
min {"L—ír-J j n <  n holds maxsT
(if there is a valid schedule for these n tasks on the m 4 max
).processors^ 
Proof Let k=nmax.
It is clear that n^k. Suppose that we can execute the first к 
tasks on the m processors but we cannot execute the first 
(k+l) tasks. Then we cannot execute more tasks on the m pro­
cessors with any other order of tasks than к because the tasks
are in nondecreasing order. For this к holds thatк rr> «44
oi 2Г Pj < ZT Ti •
. h *  V t  ,Since oC (i=l,...,n^ , then ^  . From these
unequalities we obtain L A
d  Pj <  (k+sjcc. 
i*A
Divide each side of the unequality ЬуЛ, then we obtain
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ш
a j?i pj
к *  А
Ш
that is dE P jj=l 3
шoC ' ;
. J  d S p J }which means that n^^minln^ j=l w ?,
L oc J
The following algorithm gives the accurate value of
n for given T, d and m. max ^
Algorithm C
1. Let i=l.
2 ,
3
4
5
6
Let n =i. max
Let d . =max m m
If d . d min
X  XГ тал Trf- J n
I4£jx;m Qj Q w
then let i=i+l else go to 6.
]■
If i>n then stop else go to 2
n :=n -1. Stop, max max
3. Scheduling of jungle-structured task systems
In Coffman 's book the following definitions are used. 
Definition 1
A directed, acyclic graph forms a forest, if either each 
vertex has at most one predecessor, or each vertex has at most 
one successor.
Definition 2
If a forest has in the first case exactly one vertex with 
no processor, or in the second case, exactly one vertex with 
no successors, it is also called a tree.
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Examples
^  л А V V
Tree in the Tree in the Forest;at most Forest:at most
first case second case one predecessor one successor
No forest: A V
According to these examples Coffman's definition is equivalent 
to the following one: a forest is a union of the trees of the 
same type.
We propose a new definition.
Definition 3
The union of trees of any type is a jungle.
Of course, in this case the forest is a special case of jungle. 
Using this definition, we can a bit extend many theorems about 
forest-structured task systems.
Let us consider an example.
In Coffman's book we can find the following olifinttien.
Let the level of a node x in a directed, acyclic graph be 
the maximal number of nodes including x on any path from x 
to a terminal task./In a jungle, there is exactly one such 
path./ A terminal task is at level 1.
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Definition 4 [l,P .54]
Whenever a processor becomes available, assign it "ÍTO om 
unexecuted ready task at the highest level (forthest from 
a terminal^. A schedule thus constructed is called a level 
schedule.
^Let a task be ready when all its predecessors have 
been executed.^
Theorem 3 jl, Corollary 2 . l^ j
Let T=^T^ ,. . . T^j1 be a forest-structured task system with 
<T^=1 (i=l,...,n^. Then the level strategy constructs a 
minimal-deadline nonpreemptive schedule for T on m identical 
processors.
Proof.
Let *< denote the partial order of tasks corre*sponding to 
the given forest.
If the level strategy does not generate a minimal -
- deadline schedule for the task system (*T,"<) the strategy 
cannot generate a minimal-deadline schedule for the tree-
- structured task system ^Tf ,*< ) formed by adding a new task 
that is an immediate successor of exactly the terminals of
The result follows from Theorem 2.1. in Coffman's book 
applied to ^T' , J.
We can prove the following assertion on the same way.
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Theorem 4
Let T=^T^,...Tn^  be a jungle-structured task system with 
^ » 1  ^L=l,...,n^. Then the level strategy constructs a minimal 
deadline nonpreemptive schedule for T on m identical procès-..
sors.
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Kovács Győző - Németi Tibor:
Evaluation of a Time-sharing Computer System
1, Introduction
Computer centers, in order to increase their efficiency, 
attempt to utilize the computer to the greatest degreee 
possible, attempt to optimize the workload of the computer 
system, e.g,
- to execute the greatest possible number of tasks in the 
shortest possible time while providing the greatest possible 
degree of user comfort;
- to achieve maximum load on all the resources /CPU, 
peripherals, etc,/ of the system;
- to achieve maximum utilization of the central processor 
while the peripherals are not so loaded;
- to achieve quick turn-around for test runs;
-to ensure that big task are done by the prescribed 
deadlines,
The computer center chooses those optimization criteria which 
help the center achieve its goals to the ^ greatest extent. In 
an earlier paper measurements and investigations concerning 
a specific computer were published in addition to an example 
demonstrating the evaluation of the maximum loading of time­
sharing computer system using bench-mark programs.
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The current work gives a general solution for the problem, in 
other words how is it possible by using knowledge of the 
environmental parameters /hardware configuration, operating 
system, applications/, to optimaly shapé the work of the 
time-sharing system, that is to utilize the computer to the 
limits of its capabilities.
2, Measurement of the efficiency of the time-sharing system
The capacity of a computer /CPU/ is characterized in 
various ways, for instance by the number of operations execute 
per second. The user of the computer system is only partially 
interested in the performance of the CPU; he is more intereste 
in the performance of the total system /hardware, software, 
environment/ since only the optimal operation of the total 
system means a tangible advantage for him.
In a time-sharing environment during the normal operation of 
the system jobs arrive from the terminal /conversational mode/ 
or from the card-reader /batch mode/ randomly in time, so it 
is difficult or even impossible to measure the performance 
determined by the number of operations per second. It is 
therefore necessary to find a parameter or parameters which 
can be easily observed during operation and which characterize 
the load state of the system. The system administrator can 
then use this parameter to increase or decrease the load, or 
to prevent the overloading of the system /the execution of
2G5
the tasks is slowed, response times increase rapidly, in 
other words the performance of the system declines/.
In the investigated time-sharing system the programs and the 
data are in the virtual memory of the machine. By increasing 
the number of programs running simultaneously the performance 
of the machine /number of instructions executed in a time 
unit/ increases together with an increase of the paging rate 
also. At a certain number of concurrently executing programs 
the system reaches its performance maximum; starting further 
concurrent programs results in the decline of useful performanc 
the system slows down, becomes overloaded.
The above situation is easily achieved in an "artificial 
environment", for example by running a program several times 
in parallel, which satisfies a few simple conditions /pages 
during its execution, can be run several times in parallel, 
reports the executions of a given number of instructions and 
number of page faults that is the measure of the work performec 
- together with the execution time/.
The measurement program utilized contains an arbitrary number 
of instuctions /п/, which when executed alone executes in 
time T^ . If several of these are run in parallel with each 
other, then the execution times of the individual programs 
/T2, T3, ... , T / increase, that is
Tg * » • • • « T± ^  T,
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The number of instructions executed per time unit - by our 
definition the performance of the system - in case of several 
programs running in parallel is
к
where к is the number of programs running concurrently.
pSince n is a constant the examination of the value of — isn
sufficient to determine the state of the system. Figure 1., 
curve A shows the results of the measurement using the above 
program, that is the change in the performance as function 
of the number of concurrently executing programs /к/. It 
can be seen that with the given measurement program up to the 
execution of six conçurent programs / __ 6/ the machine
executes an increasing number of instructions in a time unit 
/gives increasing performance/, for k=6 the performance is 
at a maximum. If seven or more programs are run concurrently 
/к __ 7/, the administration of the system increases; the pagin' 
rate cannot increase adequately with the number of programs, 
the performance declines.
In the system - using special programs- several operational 
parameters can be measured during the operation of .the system, 
namely
a/ utilization of the central processor /in percent/, 
b/ paging rate,
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с/ characteristic value of the trafic between main and 
secondary memory,
d/ CPU response time,
e/ number of task running concurrently in batch and 
conversational mode,
f/ number of jobs waiting for processing /spool-in/, etc.
In figure 1. the change in parameters a/ and b/ are also 
shown as a function of the number of concurrent tasks /curves 
В and С/, The measurements showed that the load of the CPU 
varied proportionally with the performance until the 
overloaded state is reached and that no connection can be 
demonstrated with the achivement of the overload point. 
Overloading occured in the confirgurations used in the 
measurement at a certain page rate /С = 38/, this can also 
be shown for other programs.
With different typesand sizes of programs the value of к 
characterizing overloading can be different. The program 
described used 25o kbytes of memory, which in the case of 
k=6 means the use of 1.5 Mbytes of virtual memory. Since at 
the time of the measurement the size of pageable 
core was about 36o kbytes, the ratio between the two is about 
4:1. Using a larger program /e.g. 75o kbytes/ which was 
organized in similar manner for paging, the maximum system 
performance, that is the overload point was reached at l<=2,
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at the same characteristic value of paging /С C 38/ as before.
Figure 2 shows the same measurement, but with a different 
configuration. The difference is that now the secondary memory 
area used for paging is accessible through one channel as 
opposed to the two available during the previous measurement. 
It can be seen that the maximum performance is greatly 
decreased, the system gives the performance maximum for l<=4 
concurrent programs, above this number the system is 
overloaded.
The operation of the system has to be organized in such a way 
as to avoid overload. To control system load the system 
administrator has various facilities, for instance:
- with an operator command the maximum number of batch and/or 
interactive tasks can be determined;
- jobs with long run times that are waiting for execution 
can be prevented from initiation;
- execution of individual programs can be pended;
- the relative priority of batch and interactive jobs can be 
changed ;
- the operation of the entire system may be suspended if the 
available on-line disk area becomes saturated, etc.
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3. Possibilities of increasing the maximum performance of 
э time —sherinç^  system
Without changing the basic characteristics of the system
- hardware bonfiguration,
- operating system,
- application programs,
there are still several possibilities for increasing the 
performance of the system, at the same time postponing the 
overloaded state. The test programs/Figure 3/ which were used 
for the performance measurements, were characteristic of the 
daily operation of the system /large data movement tape- 
-handling, average CPU usage, conversational/.
The essential feature of the measurement was that the programs 
ran in a given order - some programs several times cyclically - 
while the operational conditions changed from measurement to 
measurement.
The results of the measurements can be evaluated with the 
following measured data :
- total run time /sum of the run times of the individual 
programs/ R^ .
- turn around time, time elapsed from the initiation of the 
first program until the completion of the last program - T^
- the ammount of time used for the execution of a given group
of programs, P
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- central processor time, T , the time during which the 
complete task sequence utilized the CPU of the machine,
- efficiency indicators for the totalled run times and central 
processor times
By appropriate system generation, varying the operational 
limits /e.g. the size of on-line memory/, administrative 
actions, etc, several measurements and comparisons were 
possible; of these a few characteristic results will be 
described in the sequel. Especially those will be selected 
which can be used to increase the performance of the computer 
system,
3.1. Placement and accessibility of the virtual memory
The placement of the virtual memory /2-5 disks/ and the mode of 
its access /one or two channels/ can be changed by software 
means during system generation. The effect of varying the 
channels can be seen from Figures 1. and 2. The time required 
for the compilation of a FORTRAN program /Р/ changes in the 
case of varying the number of channels as follows;
Concurrent programs 
channel 1 2 3 c Remarks 6
P^ /sec./ 25 38 75 lo5 ane channels
P2 /sec./ 14 25 5o 7o two channels
V P2 1,79 1,52 1,5 1,5
thus it can be seen that varying the number of channels produced
a 5o % larger system performance.
Varying the number of disks used for the placement of the
virtual memory also resulted in increased performance.
Mode RTsec. Ttsec. Tcsec.
C£Ш Et
%
2 disk 59820 11820 1671 2,79 14,14'
5 disk 255oo 5o4o 139o 5,45 27,57
Ratio 2/5 2,35 2,35 1,2 X X
The table shows that the 5 disk system gives better performance
when compared to the two disk system due to the greater 
dispersal of the virtual memory.
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3.2. Saturation of the on-line memory area
User experience showed that when the system was saturated, 
that is when more than 80 % of the on-line memory area /600 
Mbytes/ was in use, the system slowed; at saturation stopped 
completely. Thex following measurement corroborates experience.
Loading state RTsec. Ttsec. Tcsec. ER% Et%
85 % - 5oo MB 339oo 642o 1482 4,37 23,1
r* 4o % - 25o MB 25440 5o4o 139o 5,46 27,6
Ration 85/i/4o 1,33 1,27 1, o7 x: X
System performance declines as saturation approaches, the change 
is about 3o %, this can be alleviated by operator intervention 
/freeing of memory areas, rolling back of data to tape/.
3.3. Effect of the priorities of batch and interactive programs
In the time-sharing system priorities can be used to give 
advantages to batch or time-sharing programs. In a function 
of the daily program selection significant performance increases 
can be achieved by giving appropriate priorities; this is shown 
by the following two measurements.
• \
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Priority RT
sec.
Ttsec Tc• sec. e r %
Et
%
Batch 19920 438o 1480 7,43 33,8
Interactive 26220 6180 2242 8,55 36,3
I/B ratio 1,32 1.41 1,51 X X
Priority of batch programs increased efficiency, since the 
machine could perform more work in a time unit, it did not 
have to wait for the interactive programs. A consequence of 
this - and this is a drawback - i9 that the level of terminal 
service declined. This kind of efficiency increasing measure 
may only be applied when there are many batch programs in the 
system and few users working on terminals.
3.4. Measurement of overloading
By varying the concurrent running of the meas ing programs 
the overload effect discussed in section two can be demonstrated 
The results of the first measurement show that running the 
programs sequentially results in the underutilization of the 
system; the system can be further loaded. By running some of 
the programs in parallel /page rate С Зо/ maximum system 
performance can be achieved. When all programs run together 
the system becomes overloaded. The efficiency indicator
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related to throughtput /turn around time/ Et, is greatest 
near the maximum; this is when the system gives the greatest 
performance in a time unit. The results of the measurements 
are as follows.
\
Run mode RTsec . Ttsec. Tcsec. erR%
Et
X% m
Sequentiul 426o 426o 1589 37,3 37,3 1,22
Mixed
/optimum/ 17640 6ooo 2739 15,5 45,65 2,28
Pa rallel 25440 5o4o 139o 5,46 27,6 3,86
where m = Virtual memory utilized Pagable core
4. Increased efficiency by varying the hardware configuration
It is evident that with a larger system the performance can 
be increased. Replacement of certain elements of the system 
or the increase of the number of devices brings; the wanted 
results, only if the factors degrading system performance are 
discovered, and so performance can be increased with a 
relatively small investment.
The achieve this discovery it is necessary to perform 
measurements, bench-mark tests, observations of the daily 
operation of the system similar to the ones described. A
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problem can be solved in several ways, obviously one must 
choose the most efficient and from a financial side 
advantageous solution. An example:
The system becomes overloaded quickly, yet CPU utilization 
is low /4o-5o %/. The cause: the paging scheme functions 
incorrectly /e.g. Figure 2./. Several solutions are possible, 
for instance adding to the system
- another channel, perhaps disk controller, or
- new disk units, or
- larger central memory.
Summarizing, it can be stated that by a continuous obser­
vation and measurement of the time-sharing system even 
without changing the basic system elements /hardware and 
software/ significant performance increases can be achieved 
by simple software or administrative intervention.
Í
IVe would like to acknoledge the help of - Szőllősi Etelka 
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3. Fig.
N a m e SizePage /4 Kbyte/ Typ
TAPE-handling 35 Dialóg
SORT 43 Dialóg
COBOL + LINKAGE 64+26 Dialóg
FORTRAN Compilation 29
PL 1 33
/
LINKAGE 56 <^ Dialóg
Appl-phase 56 ✓)
CPG llo N)
ASSEMBLER 51
( Batch
LINKAGE lo3 ■>1
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THE EFFECT OF PAGE SIZE ON THE SPEED
A. IVANYI AND Z. P6K0S
Eötvös University of Budapest
In this paper, we generalized a result of Fagin and Easton 
. They proved, that miss ratio and page size are essentially 
independent in the independent reference model of program 
behaviour Г2].
First let us see their main result. Let MISS be the expected 
working set miss ratio in the independent reference model with 
expected working set size CAP pages. Now form blocks, by 
combining the В pages with the next highest probabilities of
expected working set miss ratio when all data are moved in 
blocks, and when the expected working set size is again CAP 
pages, that is CAP/B=C blocks. Easton and Fagin proved, that
We proved, that this unequality remains true, not only in 
the independent reference model, but in a more general Markov 
reference model too. Thus, if the expected working set size 
/in blocks/ is sufficiently large, then the miss ratios in the 
blocked and unblocked cases are approximately equal. This result 
gives a theoretical justification to the empirical observation, 
that in some computing systems with paged, two level storage
reference into a second block, and so on. Let MISS be the
MISS-MISS*I< £
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hierarchy, long term miss ratio is roughly independent of page 
size. The research was sparked by the empirical observation of 
Bennett JVJ, w^o examined a page reference trace from the IBM 
Advanced Administrativ System /A.A.S./, a large internal IBM 
data management system. Bennett found no consistent relationship 
between miss ratio and page size-, for some main /first level/ 
memory sizes the miss ratio was slightly larger for the larger 
page size, and for other main memory sizes slightly smaller.
In all cases the size of main memory had a vastly greater 
effect on miss ratio then did page size, if the page size was 
sufficiently large /at least 1500 bytes/.
After this introduction let us come to tie point. First we 
describe the theorem of Easton and Fagin formally. Let 
p15p 2,...,pn be a probability distribution /that is ^ p ^ = l , 
and each p ^ ^  0 /. Assume that at time t page i is referenced 
with probability p^, independent of past history. The expected 
working set miss ratio /with window size Т/ is the probability 
that the page referenced at time t was not one of the pages 
referenced over the course of the previous T /not necassarily 
distinct/ references. Under the independent, time invariant 
assumption of independent reference model, it is clear that the 
expected working set miss ratio is independent of t for t >  T. 
Let CAP be the expected working set size, that is the exp ,ted 
number of distinct pages to appear over the course of T referen­
ces. Define MISS/САР/ to be the corresponding expected working 
set miss ratio. Thus MISS/САР/ is the expected working set miss 
ratio with window size T, where the expected working set size
3 0 3
with window size T is CAP pages.
We will now describe the blocked case. Let В /the block size/ 
be a positiv integer dividing n as we assume for convenience/. 
Assume, that p ^  p^, ... Pn^ 0 and let
1^  i^n/B
Thus и^=р^+...+pB , u2=Pg + ^ +...+p^B , and so on. This corresponds 
to combining the В pages with the highest probabilities of re­
ference into a block, the В pages with next highest probabili­
ties of reference into a second block, and so on. The blocked 
case corresponds to the independent reference model with block 
probabilities' u, ,u~,...,u /D . Define MISS*/CAP/ to be the 
expected working set miss ratio /over the probabilitty distri­
bution u, ,u_,...,u /D when all data are moved in blocks, and 
when the window size is chosen so, that the expected working 
set size is CAP/B blocks. /САР/B blocks contain the same number 
of bytes as CAP pages, and this is the quantity we hold fixed 
in comparing the blocked and unblocked cases./ Let C=CAP/B, 
and write MISS and MISS* for MISS/САР/ and MISS*/CAP/. The 
main result of Easton and Fagin:
MISS MISS* + / 1 /
Note that statement /1/ is a distribution free result, that is 
the error terms do not depend on the values of the of the p^, 
or even on n, the number of pages.
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Now we give an expression for MISS/САР/, the expected 
working set miss ratio when the expected working set size is 
CAP pages. Те expected working set size, that is the expected 
number of distinct pages which will be referenced over the 
course of T references, is
n
S/T = /Lj /l/1-р. /т /,
1=1 1 >
. . Tbeacause the probability that page i is referenced is l-/l-p^/
The expected working set miss ratio with window size T is
n
M/T/= 2 U  P • /1~P • /T
1 = 1 1 1
Tbecause p^/l-p^/ is the probability, that page i is next 
referenced, and page i did not appear in the last T references. 
Thus if S/T/=CAP, than MISS/САР/ is by definition
M/Т/ = M/S-1/CAP//.
Note, that M/S_1/x// is well defined for each real number x 
between 0 and n, even if the intermediate parameter T=S ^/x/ 
is not an integer, beacause S is a continuous, monoton increa­
sing function in T. By this procedure which amounts to an inter 
polation, we can define MISS/x/=M/S ^/x// for each x with 
O^xs^n. Similarly in the blocked case, we define MISS /x/ =
= M*/S*~^/х/ for 0^ x^n, where
u/B
S*/T/ = X-J /1 —/1 —u./T/ 0^ T
i = l ‘
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м*/т/
n/B
£ 71 = 1 u ./1-u./ 1 1 O ^ T
Thus, if the expected working set size is CAP pages, /that is 
CAP/B block/ then MISSX/CAP/ is the expected working set miss
ratio in the blocked case.
Our purpose is to show, that the main result of Fagin and 
Easton remains true in a more realistic model. So we don’t have 
to know more about the proof of the theorem, than that Easton 
and Fagin proved it analitically by using the above expressions 
for S/T/, M/Т/, S*/T/, and M*/T/. Thus all we have to show is 
that the working set miss ratio equals M/Т/ and the expected 
working set size equals S/Т/ in the Markov model we use, too.
First describe the Markov reference model. Let’s consider 
a homogeneous Markov chain with a transition matrix, P= Ы
and an initial distribution П -  [ Г 1 .....Г] . Assume, that
P/rt + ^ =k I r^ = j/ = Pj k for each t^*0, and 1^ j ,k^ n
that is, the probability, that page к is referenced at time
t+1 in condition that page j was referenced at time t, is
p. , . Naturally P/r,=k/ . We can see, that in this model1 »K I K
the probability, that page к is referenced at time t is not 
independent of past history, it depends on the previous refe­
rence model was. On the basis of the real process we model 
/paging/, we can assume, that there exists such an integer,
s > 0  and a page r 1 ^  r ^  n , that p. 0 for each j between3
1 and n, where we marked the probability of s-tep transition
3 0 6
• / S / • •from ] to к with p. , . This assumption means that there exists3
a page r, which is referenced with a positiv probability after 
some reference, and this is natural. But if it is true, then 
on the basis of Markov’s theorem the Markov chain is ergodic, 
that is the
, . /s/lim p. ,5 -> o o Pк
limit values exist for each j and k, and are independent of 
j; the numbers p^,...,pn are the unique common solution of 
the following equation system:
1 ^  к ^  n
n
h  = 1
k = l
After it, if we assume, that for each k = l,...,n, then
P/r =k/ = P^ for each к and t.
We vili prove the following 
Theorem.
Let’s assume, that
p{s( = P. for each j=l,...,n, s=l,...,T
where T is the window size. Then the expected working set 
miss ratio in the Markov model is
n
N/Т/ = *22 pi/1“pi/'
and the expected working set size is
30 7
n
Z/Т/ = Л -j /1-/1-Р1/ /
It can be seemed, that we want to prove, that N/T/=M/T/ and 
Z/T/=S/T/.
Proof :
The probability, that page j is next referenced page, and 
page j is not in the main memory, that is page j did not 
appear in the course of last T references, is the following 
sum: n n n
^ ■) • • • Pfc -Pu u *Pu u n
=1 к =1 V I  K1 kl’K2 k2’k3---pV l  4 PKT.3 
1 2 V i  ’ T
BiCT)- k, =1 к =1
k2 j^
. P V .i •
Hence the expected working set miss ratio is
n
N/Т/ = Z-J В./Т/
5=1 3
so we need not deal with anything else, but В../Т/. Let B^/O/,
which is not defined till now, be P..Then:1
n n
В,(т)= Щу Г j • • • /Г I P-uPu »u Pk и • • 'Pu k_‘Pk_ i =
3 кх=1 kpSl klKl K2 K2’ 3 ^T-l^T r’-*
k-, A V * 1
n n
к“й  ” ^ 1=1 y i  k Pkl,k2 V l V V ^
k^l ^-l^1
n- ZZi - YU \ рк1,к2...ркт_2,кт_1 PkT-1,j Pj,j =
kl=i k ^ l  
kl^ j
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n n
kl=i kT_i=1 k Je ' ’ "Pk k_ Pv 4 ' Pj 4 В •K1 K1’K2 j?-2 **T-1 a-1’^  3,3 3 •
where we used in the first term, that
г
i = l
Isi • • 1,3 P
/s + 1/
k , j k ,j=l,...,n and s£. 1 »
We repeat this procedure by decomposing the sums, and at last 
we get:
e .(t)= P.-p. .в. (т-i)- p'i2 34 ' 3*3,3 3V ' *3,/ 2 / 3 B.(T-2)
Let’s use this expression for B^/T-l/, let’s subtract В./Т-1/
. • Is/from Bj/T/, and at last let’s use the condition that p^ j=Pj
for each s between 1 and T. So we get:
В./Т/ = В./Т-1/ - Р.В./Т-1/ = /1-Р./В./Т-1/3 3 3 3 3 3
From this we can easily get, that
В./Т/ = P./l-P./T 3 3 3
by a simple induction. Then
n
N/T / . 2-4 - 1 В./Т/ = 3 P./1-P./T 3 3 М/Т/
and this is what we wanted to get. 
Similarly the expected working set size is
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n
Z/Т/ = S U  /1-С./Т/Л 
3=1 ]
where С^/Т/ is the probability, that page j does not appear 
in the main memory. Then
С./Т/: Pv Pk к * ’ " Pk к X! 1K2 KT-1»KT
and by using the same method we get
Cj/T/ = Cj/T-1/ - Bj/T-1/ 
and from this :
n
С./Т/ = /1-P./T and Z/Т/ = 27/l-/l-P./T/ = S/T/3 3  j=l 3
so the theorem is proved.
Finally we would like to show a new result. László Kaj.tár,
a young assistant at the Eötvös University of Budapest, exa-
/к/mined the condition p. . = p. for each j=l,...,n and3 j 3 3
k = l,2,..., /We used it only for k = l,...,T /, We proved in the
/к/proof of the theorem, that if p. . = P. for k=l,...,T and3 ? 3 3
for j=l,2,...,n, than Bj/T/ = Р^/1-Р^/Т . Kajtár proved, that
if В./Т/ = P./'l-P./T for each j and for each T = l,2,...,3 3 3 J/к /than p. . = P. for each k.F3>3 3
3 1 0
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An algebraic model of the distributed computer system.
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1. Introduction.
A distributed computer system can be considered from either the 
hardware viewnoint or the software viewpoint. From the hardware 
viewpoint it is a collection of processors connected over digital 
communication system. From the software viewpoint it is a distributed 
facility for the sharing of resources, facilities and information. 
Since the overall design goal of distributed computer systems is 
anjintegrated hardware and software system which satisfies certain 
performance requirements and design constrains, it is necessary 
to take into consideration both the hatdware and software viewpoint.
In our oaper a method for modeling distributed computer system 
is defined.
In this paper we use "process" as the basic unit in our descri­
ption of the system.
By a model of the process we shall mean Mazurkiewicz FC-algorithm 
[7] . The model of FC-algorithm, introduced by Mazurkiewicz and 
later discussed by others, is a convenient mathematical tool for 
the investigation of properties of iterative processes.
3 1 2
Nex due to Janicki Г4] we introduce a mechanism making possible 
an interaction of processes.
In order to describe the set of processes, we shall introduce
I
a mathematical object, called a matrix of coprocesses.
System presented in this paper might be mean as model for operating 
system working in "asynchronous parallel" where several processing 
units cooperate.
On the basis of this theory a method of synthesis of processes 
in distributed computer system, and a method for reliability analysis 
of multiprocessors, multiacces computer systems are given in [6] #[ 1'.
Problem called a synthesis of processes in distributed computer 
system is the solution of following question. Wp have a given compu­
ter network and given process/rrogram/, and we want to execute this 
program in this network. With network are connected some constrains 
as a result impossibility of execution some particular part of process 
by a given processor. On the other hand, process execution in network 
has some requirements such as facilities of system.
The Problem of synthesis of processes in distributed computer systems 
will be such a distribution of processes in the system /' such an 
allocation of tasks to particular processors /, that execution of 
the particular process will be feasible take into consideration 
these requirements and constrains. The method given in [6J lets in 
a formal way to solve this problem.
And what about reliability analysis of multiprocessors system, 
it is possible to determine the probability of correct tasks realiza­
tion in the system.
On the basis of model presented, some conditions of independence 
of procrsses in system are defined [5] . The independed processes 
art allowed to be performed concurrently.
- 3 1 3  -
2.Basic notations.
In this chapter there are discussed elements of the theory, 
important to the problem examined in this paper, taking from the 
basic publications described this theory / [4] , [ 7] .[8] / •.
Let X be a set. By Rel(X) we denote the set of Rel(X) =
= { r R ç X*x ] and by id we denote the identity relation in Rel(X)
Por each relation R
R♦_ 0
, let R°= id Por R € Rel(X),
i= 1 R1.
R*= R
Let 51 be an alphabet. A word over an alphabet is a finite sequen­
ce of elements in 21- . The word of lenght zero is denoted by £ .
The set of all words, including £ , over an alphabet 21 is denoted 
by 2L* . We put also X  * = 21  ^ » 2- * Х *  .
By a net we mean any system [ 7] : N= (U, <!, 0 , e, 0), where:
1/ (U, is complete lattice,
2/ (U,^, e, O') is a monoid with unity e , and with zero 0,
3/ a binary relation *> is additive and continous.
By a finite-control /FC/ algorithm over N we mean any system [7^ 
A = (VA» a i*É » Pa ) where :
Уд= ^ a 1,a2, ...,а^^ is an arbitrary set of control symbols, 
a16 is the start symbol ,
£ is the terminal symbol,
PA is a finite set of triples of the form (ai,r,a) , where 
ai6 V A , a t V j  , r é ü  .
By I(n) we denote the set [ 1,2, ... , n^ .
3. Formulation of the problem.
\ distributed computer system / DCS / is regarded as a collection 
of processors, located at various stations, interconnected by a commu 
nication network. This is the hardware asnect of the system.
Lets sign: A  - the set of processors, E - the set of transmission 
lines.
The processor capacities are represented by the vector d.
This vector expressed in parametric way such facilities as: processor 
throughput, main stotage capacity, maximum number of terminals 
attachable to the processor, etc.
Transmission lines connecting stations in DCS , are characterised 
by the vector b . It may include such items as line speed, line 
buffer capacity etc. [2]
A task realization in DCS is the result of activity of distribu­
ted in system processes, connected asynchronously.
Such system can be functionally discussed as a set of interacted 
processes MP. MP= I kel(m)j .
During task realization the user of system creates so called the 
virtual network of processes [ 3] •
The virtual network of processes consists of a set of logically 
connected processes. We assume, that each user of DCS realize his 
own virtual process.
Each of these orocesses consists of a coprocesses set of the given 
virtual process.
№ k= С 1ок» Л1 С» » Ank )
where:
MP _ k-th the virtual process in DCS, which is composed with к «
л к  « к ín coprocesses A 1 , ... , A^ ,j
IQk e I(n) - the number of the initial coprocess.
For a given virtual process MEI, a set of coprocesses of this
process create a network.
SMPk= (A1Ï KLk ) , 16 I(n)
where: KLk= ( A^xA^ ) for i^,Í2 ^I(n) .
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Eacl? of coprocesses for a given virtual process is executed 
in a different processor of DCS.
4r Model.
By a model of distributed computer system we shall mean any 
system:
DCS » (S, MP , # )
where :
S - a structure of DCS , / see 4.1/
MP - a set of processes in DCS, / See 4.2 /
- an allocation function X. : MP-* S / see 4.3/.
4.1. Structure of DCS.
By a structure of DCS we mean a graph:
S = (N, nQ, LT)
where :
N - a set of nodes of network, 
n ^ í N.- an initial node,
- a  set of transmission lines.
Elements of the real DCS we can assign to abstract elaments of the 
model, determining functions: / see 2 /
N — + %  processor allocation function,
0 e: ' N*N-*“E lines allocation function.
4.2. Processes in DCS.
A task realization in DCS is the result of activity of distribu­
ted Processes
In order to describe the set of processes in DCS we shall 
introduce a mathematical object, called a matrix of coprocesses,
4.2.1, Matrix of coprocesses.
- 3 1 6  -
Let N « (U, e, £*) be an arbitrary net^îj
By a matrix of coprocesses over N we mean any system:
№  = (A(MP) ,
where :
a (m p )
A11 » A 12 * * A 1n
ml Лm2 * • • • ♦ Лmn
Each line in the above matrix represent one process.
The pair O'o » хо] indicate the start process, 
i'0 € I(m) - a number of the process,
iQ i l(n) - a number of a component of process / coprocess/,
Ai'i “ a t:riPle wchich represent the i-th coprocess in the i-th 
process.
where :
Ai*i " ^ Vi'i»’ ^ i'i* Pi'i )
/1/ V - an alphabet / of control symbols of /,
/2/
/3 /
 6 ^  6 Vn  - the start symbol of A ^,
Pi'i ” a finite subset of the set:
This mean that is a finite set of 4-tuples of the form:
(i-^j, i—*j» a-*b, R ) 
1/ i'— »j'€-\i'J « I(m ) ,
2/ i-*j *{i J»I(n)
where :•
t
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3/ fit-*b 6 V * V  ,
4/ R *u .
P... is called the set of instructions of A.,., l'i Ü
The empty coprocess of the form ({ê},é , 0 ) will he denoted by © . 
Each instruction consists of four parts:
a/ i'-%j' indicates the process which will be active after 
the execution of instruction / j-th process will be active /, 
b/ i—*• j indicates the coprocess which will be active after 
execution of instruction,
с/ a-*b indicates the current /а/ and next /b/ point of 
the component,
d/ R the "action" of the instruction.
R - in respect to abstract character, we shall mean as the program, 
the part of the program or activity of the operating system.
Let Е±<1= { R éU I 3  (iU J', 1-0, a-*b, R).6 j for i'fel(in), 
it I(n)
The set of "actions" of the matrix MP we denote by E^ . .
V  fi й  %  •
Let:
V* • V11* V*1 2» V*••• » 1n
ms =
V*ml » V*m2» Y*• "  » mn
The set MS= | *[[ms]  ^ is called the set of control states
of rhe matrix MP, where Ï ] is a function:
»V *in 21 .* V * V » . fVm-1n ml .. mn
be a function such thet:
3 1 8
y— (i 'f i ,V11 »v12» ••• » Vmn)<cMS implies Vk':1C-k4m , Vk:1<k4.n
coord (.MS,к',к) = V^c.
Each (_i*-* j*, i-*-j, a-»b, R) can be regarded as a relation in MS, 
defined in the following way:
if у 1 i—* j t a-*-b, R) y2 and coord (_y1, i', i) = a '
then coord ( y 2, i‘, i ) = b , y1,y2 eMS.
The set MT = j [msj * I(m)4l( n) €• MS j coord ( MS,i' ,i) = t j
i* 6l(m) , i e l(n) , is called the set of terminal control states 
of MP .
The set of instructions of the matrix
> _ О  оM" 1=1 i=1 i'i
MP is the set:
Consider now a finite sequence of elements P^ , such that there 
exists a sequence of control states: y1, ... , ym+1
with the following properties:
1/ V(k<d) y|c(i‘r-4' W  airb!c> Rlc) Ук+1
2/ yd+16MT.
To above sequence of control states corresponds the sequence of 
"actions”: (R^, ... , Rd )
The finite set of all seauences of control states we denote by TrM(y ) .
Let Tr(M) = |J{TrM(y) I y e n s )
and function : Tr(M)*^U let be defined by:
... , Rd)) = i y R 2° ... -Rd 
for V C 11!......Rd)ei'r(M) .
Each element from Tr(y) / trace/ produce its own outcome therefore 
the outcome of the whole set will be the .join
TaiiM(y) = |J { ^ ( t )  j t &Tr(M)j
The concent of Tail- element was introduced originally by Mazurkiewicz 
for senuential processes [_8j .
• n our model the vector Tail^(y) expressed outcome of the virtual
process in DCS
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Matrix of coprocesses is useful where the number of processes 
and coprocesses is finite and known, and processes are iterative. 
Example. Consider the system which consists of two processes, such 
that the first process consists of two coprocess. Let this system 
be represented by the flowdiagram. / Fig^1 /
The interpretation of the above flowdiagram is the following. 
Single arrows indicate the next point of coprocess.
Double arrov/s indicate the reactivation point of coprocess.
Thick arrows indicate the reactivation point of process.
О  - the reactivation point of coorocess. ©  - the reactivation 
point of process.
Let N = ( Rel(x) , Ç  , « , id , (Й ) be the net of binary relatione 
In this case the matrix of conrocesses can be defined as follows:
MP = (A(MP) ,[ 1 , l J  ) where:
A(MP) =
A 11 *A 12 
a21, e
where: A ^ =(Kii » a-| •] » a12 Î • ^11» P 11 ) ( ■
P11 - {O'-* 1. 1— 1, 6’i T a ii > R11) , (1— 1, 1— 1, alTra12# R12 ) »
0 — 1, 1 —  2, a1 r a11* id)}
A 12 = C{<312fb1!,b12,Ь1з} ’ ^12» P12 )
P12 =|o -*i * 2-* 2, • s11) , (1— 1, 2-*2, Ь^ -у?-Ь.|2, S12) »
0 - 2 , 2 —  2, b1 2~^\2f id ) » (j -— 1 » 2 — 2, b 1 ^ , S13 ) »
(J — 1» 2 —  1, b l 7 b11 * id )}
A21 = (1^21 » a2i» a23J * ^ 21 * p21 )1
P21 ={(2-2, 1— 1, '2t a21 » R21 ‘) , (2->2, 1—  1 » a2i~* ^  * R22) »
C?~* 2» 1-И, a2T*a23’ R23 ) * (^ 2 — 1, 1— 1'a23*^~21 »' ld) j
- [ R-|i»Rl2,S12,S11,S13'R21»R22'R23,id 5
In this example:
E1 1 ^ E1 2 1 ' E21
3 2 0
MS - £l ,2 5 * {1,2 5 X {б^ 1 ,a11 ,a12 j « f <M2,b11 ,b12* b1 з Н ^ 2 1  ,a21 ’a23» ^ W
Ы  щ C ^*11» ^12* ^*21 * ^ ) *
4.2.2. Semantics of matrix of coprocesses.
Proving properties of system of processes / in our model / is 
proving properties of vector Tail^. Thus this vector must be found 
explicitly. It is possible by proving that Tail^ is the least 
solution of so-called canonical set of equations for each given 
matrix of coprocesses.
Analysis of vector Tail and the method of solving the canonical 
set of equation are adopted from the theory [ 4 J , [_ 7 ] , [[ 8 J 
Let MSP will be called proper control states of MP.
MSP = ^  M S P ^  , where:
MSPfi- U ' M d '  MR,'-, MR,/
ИВИ - | 3  O ’ -► J. i-> .1. а , H ) i 1'1г and((iVj')v (lp J) Jo
where: (i'.i )  ^(.Íq ,iQ ) and
m i’o V  l bn t ï i'0i | 3 ( 1W (1o"*:i>a ^ l,>R)6ri,0i and P'o'b) •
For every set X by seq^X ) we denote the set of all sequences
of elements of X. Let ttseq(X) . We shall write a c t  , if
t=(^t1,a,t2‘) where afcX and t1ft2 fcseq(jO .
Lemma. If z * MSP then |y | y C  z-state trace j Ç MSP. •
We can see that xQ= (jL ^Í q , [ms0J)6MSP , where:
ras0=
11 1 2,1 6"11 n
^m1 * ^№2» ***! » ^mn *. ■»
From this and lemma, it follows that all elements of all Xq—state 
trace belong to MSP.
(
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Now we formulate the fixpoint semantics of the matrix MP.
Let : : MSP-MSP-’-U,
S : MSP-^U
be functions, defined in the following way:
^(ti»i»a11fa12, ... , amn ) » C D » D *b11 ,Ъ12, ... , b^)) =
f "{ft |3(i d^'»i »R)tPi<;L if for к € I(nO ,
к í I(n) and (kVi*v k^i )
0 - otherwice
S С(Л»^»ai 1 »ai2* ... , a-n)) •m -
We can write (X , ... , X ) 6 U( 
z'l zd
f e for
■ u for a ^  £
MSPi |z1, ... , zd j
instead ofC'Xlf ..,
The canonical set of equation of matrix of coprocesses is following:
zV mSP^ tz1’2> X zw 5(2^V
xzd" z e“MSP ^ (^d*2) Xz U ^ (zd)
Theorem. For every matrix of conrocesses MP the vector 
(_ Tailj^ z^^ ) , ... , Tailjyj (zd) }
is the least solution of the canonical set of equations of MP. ■ 
Example/continuation/.
The solution of the canonical set of equalion of given matrix MP is:
T a i lMU 0)  = Rn Ri2 S11S12CCR21R2 3 U S13R1 2 )S12^ R21R22.
The set of equations of given matrix of conrocesses is equivalent 
to the flowchart from Fig.2.
4.3. Definition of the function
3 2 2
The function X  is the third element of the DCS model.
To describe a particular system, it is necessary to specify:
1/ how to allocate processes to processors,
2/ how to allocate communication lines between that processors.
It is realized by function X  , .
The structure of DCS we was defined as: S = (N , n^, LT }
Processes in DCS creates the virtual nrocess granh G / details 
in |^ 5] /. This graph can be expressed in following way:
G = { MS ' , PS _) , where PS £ MS ' * MS
The function X  is a some homomorphism between Structure of DCS 
and the graph of given virtual process G.
Its mean, that the structure of logical channels, between the 
components of the given process, must be adequate to the structure 
of connections between processors of DCS.
Specifing the function JC we must take into consideration the 
"technical conditions" of DCS, and requirements of the executed 
process components.
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A Scheme for Conceiving Methods to Control the Degree 
of Multiprogramming for Virtual Memory Computer Systems
C. Glowacki
Université Libre de Bruxelles Faculté des Sciences 
Laboratoire D ’Informatique Théorique
A b s t r a c t
We present a queueing network model of virtual memory 
computer system which is a particular case of Jackson’s 
network. The purpose is to examine the effect of system 
parameters core memory size, input-output devices 
characteristics, ... and program behaviour parameters 
total compute time, input-output rates, ... on system 
throughout.
We make remark about methods proposed by J.A. Shils and 
J . Leroudier and D. Potier. We also put forward a 
principle for conceiving methods to control the loading 
of virtual memory computer systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several authors have applied queueing network to the analysis of computer 
system performance [1.3,5,6,0]. In this paper, to examine the effect of 
sharing of memory between programs, and hence of the degree of multiprogramming, 
on the system throughput, we characterize the computer system random variables 
as functions of program behaviour parameters.
From representative examples, we show that the secondary memory device activity 
of a well-working system is similar to the whole system activity.
We also point out some lacunas in the method proposed by A.J. Shils [9] and 
make remarks on the algorithm presented by J. Leroudier and 0. Potier [8]. 
Finally, we present a scheme for conceiving methods .to control the degree of 
multiprogramming for virtual memory computer systems.
2. THE MODEL
Consider the system described in figure 1. It represents the system architecture 
of a multiprogrammed paged virtual memory computer.
It consists of a central processor unit (CPU), a secondary memory device and p 
input-output devices. The behaviour of programs is characterized by a compute 
time followed by either a departure from the system or a page fault or an 
input-output request. In these last two states, the program enters in an 
appropriate queue associated with the concerned device. Programs which terminate 
their service at the input-output device return to the CPU queue.
Let
tcpu be the random variable representing ininterrupted compute time at 
the CPU,
tg^  be the random variable representing the compute time between two 
successive page faults,
tj^ p be the random variable representing the compute time between two 
 ^successive I/O requests for input-output device k,k=1,...,p,
t be the random variable representing total compute time of a program.
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Figure 1
SM' tç and 'I/O,assume that t are independent and exponentially distributed
32 3
Let yCPU* MSM' pi/o and pc bB given byк
-1u = E (tCPU 1 CPU)
-1
ySM = E (tSM)
wi/o = E [ti/o 5 k = к к
“с ■ E'1(V  •
Moreover we assume that the service times at the secondary memory device and at 
the input-output devices are also exponentially distributed.
Let
be the service rate at the secondary memory device, 
be the service rate at input-output device K, k=1. • 9 P •
First we suppose that a program leaving the system is immediately replaced.
The degree of multiprogramming is then constant and in that case the model may 
be schematically represented as in figure 2. It is a particular case of Jackson's 
networks [7].
Figure 2
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Let us define
SM
I/O,
SM
lsn
MI/O,
I/O,
k=1
respectively the utilization index number of the secondary memory device and of 
the input-output devices.
It now remains to introduce the effect of memory sharing. Experimental evidence
-'jindicates that the mean time between page faults ps|V] is an increasing function 
of the amount of space allocated to each program. Furthermore we shall assume 
that core memory available is equally shared among the loaded programs and that 
the other parameters are independent of the degree of multiprogramming. It 
results that p is an increasing function of the degree of multiprogramming. 
Thus the optimal degree of multiprogramming depends on the different input- 
output index numbers and on function p (n), where n is the degree of multiprorOl I
gramming.
Here we only analyze balanced systems i.e. wo have
PI/0, “ pI/0 к
k=1.
The CPU utilization rote is given by
CPU
„ n+1 . n+1
1‘PI/0 1~PSM
1"PI/0 1_PSM
„ n+2 . n+2
l_PI/0 1_PSM
1-pi/o 1 ~PSM
(1 )
It is interesting to observe that is independent of the devices number,
Now we suppose that n is a real number.
When we compute the first derivative of we obtain
A 'CPU
^I/O^SM5
(pI/Oal/D"PSMaSMr (2)
Tasn'Ei/o"ai/o’gsriX {------------------ +
PI/o’°SM
sm
I/O f П raSM*aSM '(n+1)P^-aSM I/O
ipSM"1) ^ i/cH W
]}
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where
SM
1-p
ï^p
n+1
SM
sm
SM
n+1 .
psn ,g,npsn
PSM~1
I/O
1-pn+1I/O
I/O
ei/o
n+1 . 
pi/p-*np
PI/0_1
I/O
aI/OSM
n+1_ n+1
PI/0~PSM
PI/0~PSM
It is easy to demonstrate that the optimal degree of multiprogramming annuls 
the following function
SSf1,ai/0 SI/0,aSH 
PSM~pI/0
(n+1 }pn I/Osirai/o~asirasn
psm~pi/o
(3]
We will use the function proposed by Belady and Kuehner [2] to relate the mean
-1time between two consecutive page faults of a program to the amount of 
space allocated to this program.
It results that for p^, we have the following expression
кn (4)
where
n is the degree of multiprogramming,
M is the total memory size,
a is a parameter depending on processing speed as well as on program 
characteristics,
к is a parameter depending on program locality and memory strategy. 
In that cáse, function (3) becomes
"SM I/O bI/0 SM k.pSM
n(pSM'1]
[
. n I/O
(n+1)pSM-ai/o'aSM-aSM 1
PSM PI/0
+
PSM_PI/0
(5)
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF SOME PARAMETERS ON THE THROUGHPUT
Let us examine the behaviour of systems on the following concrete model. 
Consider a balanced system having
- a secondary memory device of which the mean service time is 10 ms.
- a set of input-output devices,
- 512 pages of core memory.
Wo use the function of Belady and Kuehner to introduce the effect of memory 
sharing.
Thus, we have
pk
Sf1 100a(512)k
Let us observe the influence of parameters a, к and Pjyg on the working of the 
system. We only examine the model for values of parameters verifying the 
following inequality
PSMin=2) < max(1'PI/0)
This inequality means that we assume that the system is not satured when two 
programs are loaded in the core memory. In the below examples, we use the 
values of parameters presented in table 1. This set is a representative sample.
к 1.0 2.0 2.2
a 10_G 2.10-6
CDIО1Л
pI/0 0.3 0.6 1 .2 2.4 4.0
Table 1
Table 2 presents
- the CPU utilization rate
- the pagination index number
- the degree of multiprogramming
when the working is optimal for the considered parameters values.
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ae0.1x10 a=0.2x10 a=0.5x10"
К ACPU
*
PSI4
*n ACPU
*
PSM
*n ACPU PSM
*n
1 .8 0.80 0.47 2.0 0.90 0.42 2.8 0.98 0.38 4.4
PI/D-0’3 2.0 0.94 0.37 3.1 0.98 0.35 4.3 0.99 0.33 6.6
2.2 0.99 0.33 4.6 0.99 0.32 4.4 0.99 0.31 9.5
1 .8 0.72 0.61 2.3 0.63 0.56 3.3 0.93 0.53 5.3
pI/o'0-6 2.0 0.87 0.51 3.7 0.93 0.50 5.1 0.98 0.50 8.1
2.2 0.95 0.48 5.5 0.98 0.46 7.7 0.99 0.50 11 .8
1.0 0.57 0.82 2.8 0.69 0.77 3.9 0.75 0.74 8.3
pi/o=1,2 2.0 0.68 0.72 4.3 0.74 0.71 6.1 0.74 0.79 9.8
2.2 0.75 0.6S 6.6 0.79 0.71 9.1 0.75 0.82 14.2
1.8 0.37 1 .13 3.3 0.40 1 .06 4.7 0.41 1 .02 7.6
PI/G=2’4 2.0 0.41 0.99 5.1 0.41 0.97 7.1 0.42 0.97 11 .3
2.2 0.42 0.93 7.5 0.42 0.94 10.3 0.42 0.95 15.8
1 .8 0.20 1.58 3.9 0.21 1 .47 5.6 0.21 1.35 8.9
PI/D=4'8 2.0 0.21 1 .34 5.9 0.21 1 .28 8.2 0.21 1 .21 12.6
2.2 0.21 1.20 8.5 0.21 1 .16 11.4 0.21 1 .12 17.0
Table 2
1oV>
ОСП
л'
er
Secondary memory utilization 
rate and system efficiency
Figure 3
ÖÍ3 5^ 6 ïtïï 1ÎT
99%
/
Secondary memory index number 
and system efficiency
pSM'?>2pI/V0-2
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4*.e
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Let us observe that К has great part on the throughput when Pj/Q and the degree
of multiprogramming are small. As we Know that К represents in particular the 
efficiency of the replacement algorithm, it results that its well-choice is 
only important when the system bottleneck is the core memory.
where n* is the optimal degree of multiprogramming for this model.
In figures 3 and 4, we give for each Pj/q intervals where the system efficiency 
is greater than 90%, 95% and 99%. In figure 3, we observe that the secondary 
memory utilization rate remains in the 50% range when the system is well-balanced 
lpl/C^ 1) and has an efficiency greater than 95%. This characteristic was 
observed by J. Leroudier and D. Potier [8]. Let us observe that it is not true 
for small Pj/g-
Figure 4 shows that the optimal pagination index number is an increasing 
function of Pj/q and that the system efficiency is high (£95%) when the 
pagination index number verifies the following inequations
Let A^ pu be the CPU utilization rate when the degree of multiprogranming is n. 
Let us define the system efficiency for the degree n(a, К and Pj/q being fixed)
Rinja,k'Pj/Q
As we have
ASM = PSMACPU
AI/0_ pI/0ACPU
we may also write
ACPU+AI/0
2 (6)
These can be a criterion to control the loading.
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Let us remark that 0.5 ^ Cpy+Aj/g^  таУ be regarded as a global açtivity measure 
and ApG as a secondary memory device activity measure.
Thus inequations (6] mean that a well-working system has a secondary memory 
device activity comparable with the global system activity i.e. that it may 
be neither underused nor the bottleneck of the system.
It results that a well-loading of programs in a virtual memory system is 
achieved when the secondary memory device has an activity which is in accordance 
with all the system.
In [5], we arrived at the same conclusions from other models and the condition 
to have a well-working system was
SM < max(Acpu.A .AI/O
Remarks
1. In the experimental system M44/44X, A.J. Shils [9] controls the loading by 
observing the activity of the CPU and the secondary memory device.
Figure 5 shows how the system activity is determined.
There are three activity levels
- a level of normal load characterized by a high activity of the CPU,
- a level of underload characterized by a low level of pagination 
and a low CPU activity,
- a level of overload characterized by a high level of page faults 
and a low activity of the CPU.
ACPU
normal loading
underloading
overloading
0. 1 .
Figure 5
These levels are determined by the way of experiences.
3 3 7
Consider a situation where the input-output devices are the bottleneck of 
the system (pI/Q>»1 ) ; we know that, in that case, the CPU activity is very 
low at the optimal loading (see table 2). Thus, for Shils, the system is 
either underloaded or overloaded. It results that Shils’method is unstable 
in this situation.
ACPU
normal loading
under- 
loading
normal
loading
underloading
over­
loading
overloading
—►A
0. SM
Shils
Leroudier and 
Potier
F igure 6
Figure 0 compares Shils’method and the technic of J. Leroudier and D. Potier [8]. 
It is easy to observe that Shils'method is inconsistant with the method of 
Leroudier and Potier.
Another way to express our criterion of controlling the loading is
A pj SM “ (W W
It is easy to see that this is a generalization of the criterion of 
J. Leroudier and D. Potier which is
ASM «0.5
The proposed method is more precise because it takes the input-output 
operations into account.
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4. SCHEME FDR CONCEIVING LOADING CONTROL METHODS
In the last paragraph, we concluded that a well-working system is obtained 
when the secondary memory device has an activity which is in accordance with 
the whole system. This fact can be used to conceive loading control methods. 
We must
- first define y an index number based, for example, on theg J. • 3Ct •
activity of some or all the channels, which measures the global system 
activity,
- then define y an index number of the secondary memory devicesm зсь•
activity based on the page faults rate or the secondary memory utilization 
rate,
- finally define how to compare them.
The loading level must be determine by the following way
yglob. act. W ySM act. normal loading
g^lob. act. < ’''SM act, overloading
g^lob. act. > S^M act. underloading
Let us note that we can imagine very sophisticated index numbers which may 
be computed outside the computer by a microprocessor having leads in the 
concerned channels to reduce the system overheads.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper a scheme for conceiving loading control 
methods. This basic scheme have been derived from the analysis of a model 
of virtual memory system. The control methods determine an utilization rate 
of the secondary memory device which is in accordance with the utilization 
of all the system.
Let us remark that this principle can be extended to control the utilization 
of the other input-output devices.
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ARCHITECTURE LANGUAGE 
G. Dávid
Computer and Automation Institute 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
INTRODUCTION
Architecture Language AL is an attempt to describe computing 
systems. The expression "computing system" is meant here as a 
multilevel system consisting of various levels of hardware, of 
firmware and of software. This requires a level-independent 
language to be designed. But AL is intended to use for many 
purposes. One of the most important goal is to describe com­
puting systems during their development processes, and this 
requires documentation, verification, testing etc.
The basic ideas can be summarized as follows:
- the architecture of the system can be described component­
wise
- every component can be represented as a frame, a new notion, 
which is a self-contained description of the component
- a frame can be used in describing another frame
- a frame can be manipulated independently from the others 
(test, verify, change etc.)
- a frame contains information for all of the possible manipu-
3 4 2
lations.
Formaly a frame is divided into three parts:
- interface
- specification
- implementation.
The În+erfacepart gives the formal name and the parameters of 
the frame. The specification says what the frame (and the com­
ponent, represented by the frame in question) will do and the 
implementation says how the frame will be realized.
Every part can be changed during system-development, and the 
implementation-part maybe empty.
Consequently AL is a "three-dimensional" programming language, 
consisting of the languages of interfaces, of specifications 
and of implementations. These languages will be described here 
and the connections between them.
INTERFACE LANGUAGE OF AL
This is the simplest language from AL: it specifies for external 
use mostly the syntactical form. Every frame is written in the 
form of
frame frame name (FIPL;FOPL)
"interface";
specification
specification-part;
implementation
implementation-part ; 
end f rame ;
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where FIPL is the formal input parameter list, FOPL is the 
formal output parameter list. The "interface" specifies the 
names in FIPL and FOPL, declaring by
"declarator" list of names;
where "declarator" may be bit (n), byte (n) or an arbitrary 
word, representing some composed type, constructed in the 
language of SL (l).
SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE OF AL
The purpose of this language is to describe what the frame will 
do. Although the logic-based language had been already designed, 
we feel that a high-level language is more suitable for the 
present-days practice. Hence we accepted the concepts of algo­
rithmic languages, but it is important to note that the specifi­
cation-part of a frame never will be executed.
Basic types are integer, real, boolean. In the declaration part
the user may declare new types with
type type-name<{selector^: type^}>
where type^ had been already declared or a basic type, and 
selector^ specifies the selector of the subtype type^. An object
of this type can be declared by
type-name object-name;
and a substructure of this object can be referred as
object-name [selector^!,
representing a subobject of type^. For homogeneous types we can
use the declaration
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type type-name<[lb:ub]: type'>
where lb and ub is lower and upper bound resp, each subtype is 
the same type'.
Every symbol, declared may have attribures, declared by
declarator symbol.attribute begin body end;
Declarator is a type-name, "attribure" is specified by the user. 
The body may contains every language-constructs which is allowed. 
For example, if A is a structure, then
boolean A.eventl 
beg i n
A. event! : = if (A[Ci] =0.1) then false else true
end
when A[Ci] is a substructure of A.
The symbols, declared in the interface-part, can be declared 
here again with apropriate type, because the specification- 
part states something on the content of the object, if not 
declared, then it is assumed as integer.
*
To every symbol automatical I y the time attribute is associated, 
independently from the declaration. The
symbol. time
represents it, and can be referred, manipulated, etc.
In the specification part we allow the following language
constructs:
- 345 -
begin ... end 
if ... then ... else 
while ... do ... od 
assignments,
declarator function function-name (formal parameters), 
parameter-specification; 
begin body end;
Expressions are composed from elementary functions or declared 
functions, logical expressions are composed from infix predi­
cates (<»>,=,£,à) and logical connectives (A,V,~) and quanti­
fiers (V,3). Logical constants are true and false.
Predicates can be quantified for time-interval also by
[time-expressionj, time-expression^1
where time-expression is an arbitrary expression, for example
(CS50)[-20,(A.time)+2]
The time-constant "0" is the time of the activating of the frame, 
and every time compared with this time. The predicate in the 
example is evaluated as true if in the interval the predicate 
is true, else false.
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE OF AL
The implementation language is a data-flow language [2], modi­
fied for systems-development purposes. In data-flow languages 
there is given a set of functions, represented by boxes in the 
figure and input and output lines. If the functions for example 
are * and +, then
* ( a, x ; z 1 )
+ (z 1 , z2;w) 
*(b,y;z2)
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is a program of a*x+b*y, because the only symbol which is not 
used as input is the w, the symbols, used as input only are a, 
X, b and y, hence we have
In data-flow languages one function is executed if and only if 
all of its input has been arrived. It should be also noted that 
the program above is only an unordered set of statement - the 
ordering is given by the topology and the self control mecha- 
nizm.
For our purposes, frames play the role of the functions, but 
the control is a maniputable object like data items. The reason 
to do so in that during system-development the programmer can 
not design the control before the implementation, but only 
after a carefull testing. Hence we had developed a control- 
-language, [3,4] and the control can be described (based on 
Petri-nets).
But also the implementation-part is consisting of different 
parts:
- 3 4 7  -
declarations; 
labelled modules; 
control-algorithms; 
control-action;
In the declaration-part the internal, local variables can be 
declared and those frames which will be used in the implementa­
tion. This can be done by declaration
frame frame-name (actual parameters)
or by
frame-name actual-name (actual parameters)
The first declares only one copy of the frame, with the original 
frame-name, the second allows us to use many copies of the frame 
with different actual parameters and with different names as 
"actual-name".
Labelled modules are those parts of the implementation which 
controlled by the control-action. Control-action is an activa­
tion of that control which had been computed by control algo­
rithms. One can interpret of the notion of the module as a 
(maybe locally controlled) program, which will be executed as 
it would be a data-flow computer. But from the point of view of 
the whole frame, it is a sequentially executed program-part.
Formally a module is written as
label (parameters):
logical-expression - module-body
where
label - arbitrary (but unique) symbol, local to the frame
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parameters - integer variables (but maybe empty) 
logical expression - constructed from predicates (with 
time-quantification if necessary) as in 
the specification language.
Their role is the following: A module can be referenced by its 
name and actual parameters. The parameters if used in module- 
-body will be substituted by the actual ones. The system routes 
the control to this module, if the control-action does and the 
logical expression is true. Logical expression may couse wait, 
if when the module was activated then it had been evaluated for 
false but by the time its value has been changed to true.
The module-body is a list of actual frames. The actual frames 
are checked by types and by attributes. Module-body describes 
topologicaly the flow of information and the transformations 
executed by the frames. It is possible between the two modules 
the information flows, but it does not mean the execution of 
the other. Using the graphic representation of Petri-nets, then 
if we have two modules A and В with logical expression ЬЕД' and
LEB
and there is an information-interchange between the bodies, for 
example A sends something to B, then it will be used only if 
the own control of В will activate it.
The description of control-structures is published elsewhere.
AL is in the design phase, during implementations some parts 
will be changed.
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Abstract.
A capability-based protection mechanism is proposed 
for systems consisting of modules with abstract da­
ta type definition. A run-time access control is 
assumed, which is especially reasonable in real time 
systems with high reliability.
Access rights are specified in the procedure spe­
cification part and the component object definition 
part of the modules for different type definitons. 
Entering a new module via procedure invocation causes 
either switching or amplifying of the accès right 
domains depending on the nature of the type: whether 
it is only an object or an object and a subject at 
the same time. The control for accès right correctness 
is concentrated in iwo main system functions : 
creation of new instances for a given type and invoca­
tion of procedures.
The synchronization correctness is not considered in 
the paper, however interpretation of the conditions — 
defined by path expressions - is proposed to be 
implemented by checking and modifying of the accès 
right domains.
3 52
1. Introduction
Tho concept of the capability-baaed protection 
model /a brief definition of the basic n tions
see below in 2./ was founded by B.W.Lampson//5j/ 
and it haa been used in moat of the works dealing 
with the protection aspects of operating systems, 
programming languages and computer architectures 
/eg, 1 1] - [iOj /,
A.K. Jones in several papers / flj , /27До7 / 
has pointed out the relevance of this approach 
of access control to the object type oriented 
languages, like SIMULA, CLU* АЪЕНАШ),
l a  [2] object name binding rules providing §cces 
control correctness have been established giving 
a general approach for language extensionse
A similar, but in certain aspects different appro­
ach was published by Ancilotti and others [  $] e
They presented features of a Concurrent Pascal - 
like language, providing access control even 
in the case of dynamic resource allocation.
In both of the above-mentioned works compile­
time access control checking was supposed in 
order to avoid efficiency losses in execution. 
However in many aspects a run-time accès control 
may be reasonable :
3 5 3
- effects of any software or hardware execution 
malfunction /i.e. not only implicitly erroneous 
access altempta/ may be localized in a small 
domain exercising access control: effect of the 
'•principle of least privilege"//3_7j is thus pro­
moted;
- access rights on /and for/ dynamically created 
objects are also controllable;
- dynamic passing of access rights - dependent
on execution-time events -are also controllable: 
dynamic allocation of resources doesn’t force 
the programmer to describe distinct "manager" 
modules, as in/;57 i
- contemporary multiprocessor computer structures 
offer possibilities for the use of special access 
control modules, as proponed in/\7 •
Several papers have proposed solutions for run time 
access controlf/4j, [7], /в], /9jJ» however none of 
them has shown, how the control mechanism is embedded 
into a modular language /or perhaps nonlinguiatic 
modularly structured/ system, like the language 
features that were specified in [j>]» Also several 
papers have pointed out the relevance of the capability -
based access control to the "path expression"— 
oriented synchronization approach//l7,/3jî/Z£/lQ7/ 
however none of them have shown a mechanism for 
both protection and synchronization.
3 5 A
The aim of this paper is to define an acceaa
control mechanism, capable of
- embedding it into an А Ш Ш Ш -like object-type 
oriented modular language, containing the 
relevant access control and synchronization 
features, offered in the previous works
- controlled dynamic creation of object instances 
and providing the other adventages of run-time 
control ;
- implementation of unique tools for controlling 
protection and synchronization conditions.
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2. Components of the Protection Model
The proposed protection mechanism is associa­
ted with the following basic notions, which
were also used in similar sense In [lJ f /б/:
Object: an entity to which access must be 
controlled;
Subject : an entity whose access to objects must 
be controlled;
Capability: an access right a subject can exercise 
in order to invoke an operation on an 
object
Domain: a set of capabilities that one subject
has to the objects of the system
Using these notions Lampaon has proposed [ 5]  
the protection models to be represented in the 
form of a protection matrix, rows of which are 
associated with domains /subjects/ and columns 
with objects /Fig.l/
Domain switching: an action which causes a
substitution of a valid protection
domain /moving from one row
of the protection matrix to another/
3 56
2*1, Notions in a Type Oriented Protection Model
Type: a class of objects with, the same beha­
vior: the same operations with the 
same effect /and only those operations/ 
are allowed for accessing the objects; 
the same access and synchronisation 
constraints are defined for them?
Type module: a program fragment which defines
a type;
Instance: an actual object /created using a type
module as a template/;
Qualified type: a type with the subset of its 
associated operations« The operations 
contained by the qualified type are the 
only ones albwed on the object described 
by the qualified type. /А qualified type 
defines the content of the corresponding 
crosspoint in the protection matrix/«
Binding: assignment of a name with qualified type 
to an object: binding also means changing 
accès rights /capabilities/ for the given 
object /eg. in the case of domain switching/
Binding rule : normally a binding is legal if
- types in the old and the new qualified 
types are similar;
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- the set of operations in the new quali­
fied type is the same as in the old 
qualified type or it is the subset of 
the second.
The binding rule may be avoided in two 
ways*
- domain switching;
- amplification /revocation/
Amplification* at the invocation of an operation 
/Revocation/ on an object the current domain may
be amplified /revoked/ by capabilities 
defined inside the type module which 
has served as a template for the cre­
ation of the object.
3. Defining Type Modulea
In our model a type module contains the following 
protection-relevant information* (taking into 
consideration proposals in /lJ-r/3_7, f l ï ] J  :
- In the specification part:
- name of the type **
- names of the operations, specified for the 
qiven type of objects. For every operation:
- list of the parameters. For every parameter:
- the qualified type supposed before the 
invocation of the operation /the new
qualified type for binding/;
- the qualified type supposed after the 
invocation of the operation.
- the kind of the type module regarding domain 
modifications: whether the domain is switched 
or amplified at the operation invocations
X We dont consider here the correctness proving 
aspects of the type modules ( see ALFHARD forms 
in [  ll/J: a simplified description is presented.
XX We apply another simplification: paraméteriéss ty­
pes are supposed. Handling of type parameters 
requires additions in the creation 
mechanism described below in 5.
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- path expressions, defining synchronization 
among the operations specified here /see 
below 5 ,/
- In the representation parti
- list of the component objects, needed for 
implementation of the specified operations 
and also created at the creation of an 
instance of the qiven typex . For every compo­
nent object:
- the qualified type, defining capabilities 
needed for the execution of the operations 
specified in the type module'0 '
- the initial state of the object
- In the implementation part
- implementation of the operations, specified 
in the specification part, induding also 
invocations of operations on objects, defined 
in the representation part. The parameters of 
the infokted operation is either on object 
declared in the representation part or is the 
parameter of the implemented operation itself.
XX For simplicity, we consider the same access rights 
for the whole moduleAnother possibility wold be 
assignment of different qualified types for different 
operations in order to promote the "principle of 
least privilege".
X We make no difference here between the unique 
and the common component objects.
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A simplified syntactical definition of a type mo­
dule may be presented as followsï
type module ^type name>
specification
operations
<^ l-at operation name>
input /qualified type lists for required,
/ qiven, revoked rights /possibly empty/ 
output \ connected to the parameters 
*
<^ n-th operation name)>
rights
type required given revaked
domain ^ switched or amplified 
path restrictions <^ path
representation
components <^ list of object names, each with 
its qualified type]>
initially ^initial conditions>
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implementation 
<l-at operation name)*
ф$
invoke (^component object патф: <ftype name)> , 
<operation name> ,<£List of parameters , 
each with it a type)>}
<fn-th operation name)" 
end
Defining type modules in this way imply the following 
consequencesî
ae/ a program may be conceived aa
- a set of type modules with an invocation 
hierarchy among them;
- an initial creation statement for an instance 
/of the outermost type module/j
- an invocation of an operation on the previous 
initially created instance.
The specification and the representation part of a 
type module provides all information, needed for 
creation of an instance. The instance creation mecha­
nism by its recursive execution provides the creation 
of all of the initially needed instances for the prog­
ram after the initial call for it.
b./ a type module provides a definiton for bath object 
and subject types. A type module defines a subject 
with its own stand-alone domain if a switched 
domain is declared in its specification part.
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In case an amplified domain is declared the 
capabilities of the calling subject’s domain 
are also inherited.
c. / binding rule providing access control correct­
ness has generally two main applicationsî variable 
declarations, procedure invo cat ions
In the proposed type module environment only 
the latter has meaning for the protection mechanism г 
the correct use of variables declared in the rep­
resentation part by the implementation part may 
be trivially checked at compile time inside the 
same module.
For the operation invocations a new qualified 
type is defined as required rights in the speci­
fication of the invoked operation; 
an old qualified type is defined in the calling 
module either in the representation part as a 
variable declaration or in the specification part 
as required rights.
d. / Kinds of domain amplifications and revocations
and domain switching in the type module environment 
may be summarized as follows in the table 1,
Domain amplification
Qualified type 
declaration
Amplification Revocation Domain switching
In the represen­
tation part
At the beginning 
of any operation 
invocation
At the end of any 
operation invocation
The new domain contains the correspon­
ding capabilities and is valid during 
the execution of any invoked operation
As required rights no
/only checking/
no The new domain contains the corresoon- 
ding capabilities if the given operati­
on is invoked and if the old domain 
has also contained them
As given rights At the end of exe 
cation of the given 
operation
no
The old domain is amplified after the 
given operation has been executed 
/and the domain reswitched/
As revoked rights no At the end of
execution of
the given operation
The corresponding capabilities are re­
voked in the old domain after the given 
operation has been executed
Table 1
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The choice of domain amplification or domain 
switching at the type module definition may 
be decided taking into consideration the following
circumstances:
- domain switching is more suitable in the 
viewpoint of the "principle of least privilege"?
- domain switching demands a domain saving mecha­
nism?
- domain apmlification provides less reliability 
but more flexibility: certain objects accessable 
for a higher-level module may be legally accessed 
also by certain lower-level modules /with appropriate 
relation in the invocation hierarchy/ without 
implicitly passing them as parameters
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4. The operation of the Protection Mechanism
The protection mechanism of a type module en­
vironment itself may be conceived as part of 
the functions of a special built-in type module.
This module defines the type: intstance. We can 
suppose, that the "instance'1 type module has 
generally only one instance, which statically 
exists and hasn't been initially created.
The instance type module defines various opera­
tions, four of which are connected also with access 
control functions: create, invoke,return, destroy.
Here we present the specification of /the access 
control relevant functions of/ the create and invoke 
operations. In the specification a simple predicate 
logic based notation is used, with the following 
functions Isee Fig.2):
module ( ItT) - the instance I of type T has been
created
|comp.objects (l:T)J - the set of component objects
of the instance I defined in 
the representation part of the 
type module T
capability(i : T, I1:T1,0P) - for the domain of the
instance I /subject/ with type 
T an accès right is granted to 
invoke operation OP on the object 
II with type T1
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[qualified type(l)} - the set of access rights defined
by the qualified type of the 
instance I
operation (T,OP,PL)- in the type module T the opera­
tion OP with /typed/ parameters 
PL has been defined
current-domain (I:T)- the instance I with type T is
the currently valid domain
[rights-required (T,OP)j - set of access rightB defined
in type module T as required rights 
for invocation of the operation OP
OP (I :T, PL) - the instance name I with para­
meters PL has been passed imme­
diately to the module T in order 
to execute operation OP
The operations return, destroy may be specified in
a similar way.
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5. Extensions for Synchronization Control
"Path expressions" are the most natural means of 
formulating synchronization constraints in a type 
module environment. Interpretation of the path 
expressions may be carried out in the four operationo- 
ment oned in the previous section - in a similar 
way, as the access constraints have been: at the 
invocation of certain operations some others should 
be forbidden /capabilities revoked t after the 
execution of the operation they may be again allowed 
/capabilities restored/ and new operations also 
allowed /capabilities added/.
The only differences are in the actions to be per­
formed in the case of any attempt to invoke an 
operation beyond the valid capabilities of the domain.
In the case of violating access rights the occurance 
of a "hard" exception is assumed, synchronization 
constraints may cause queueing actions.
6. Conclusions
О (L о— jOü —
The "amplification-oriented" approach([l], [2]) 
and the "domain switching-oriented" approach{[$]) 
of access control in a modular, abstract data 
type definition environment may be succesfully 
combined. The binding rule, amplification, revoca­
tion and domain switching together are included in 
the protection mechanism, the access constraints 
are specified merely at the operation and the com­
ponent object specification in the type definitions.
The access control may be reasonably extended also 
for run-time functions and concentrated in a few 
operations on type instances. The same mechanism 
may have a natural extension for handling of "path 
expressions".
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SIMULATION STUDIES AT NPL OF FLOW CONTROL AND ROUTING IN
PACKET-SWITCHED NETWORKS
Wyn L. Price, United Kingdom
Design of a data communication network to a given 
specification, involving a number of nodes and links, is 
well-known to be a non-trivial exercise. Not only may a 
particular proposed target performance specification be 
unattainable or attainable only at inordinate cost, but 
the sheer intellectual difficulty of predicting the 
performance of what appears to be a feasible design 
solution can be formidable. The human designer needs to 
be able to call upon appropriate tools or aids to help him 
in the task both at design and evaluation stages. Such 
tools have been highly developed during the relatively 
short history of data communication networks. They fall 
into two main categories, those employing queueing theory 
and network flow theory and those involving computer 
simulation. It is beyond the scope of this short note to 
discuss the merits and drawbacks of theoretical methods; 
an excellent guide to these may be found in Kleinrock (1).
If it is necessary to model network performance taking 
into account details of operating systems and protocols, 
especially those controlling some limited resource, then
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simulation may be the only tool left to the experimenter. 
In a simulation model the experimenter has the freedom to 
express the subject modelled, in this case, communication 
networks, to whatever degree of detail is necessary.
Studies of network routing by simulation
Amongst the earliest subjects to be studied by simulation 
methods was the evaluation of routing algorithms for data 
communication networks. The problem is a difficult one, 
not easily amenable to treatment by analytic methods. The 
practical design problem pivots around the need to make 
local routing decisions based on incomplete up-to-date 
knowledge of the state of distant parts of the network.
The "out-of-dateness" of the information acts a phase lag 
in what is effectively a complex control loop, leading to 
possible instability.
The merits of rival routing doctrines have been rehearsed 
elsewhere (2) and a full discussion would be inappropriate 
in the present paper. Suffice it to say that the choice 
is broadly between fixed and adaptive policies, and that 
adaptive policies can be further subdivided according to 
the manner in which they monitor network behaviour and the 
manner in which routing decisions are implemented. The 
monitoring process may be local, distributed or 
centralised, as may the decision process.
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An early simulation study of shortest path and other 
-outing doctrines was carried out by Plessey (3), under 
contract to the UK National Physical Laboratory (NPL). 
Attempts by simulation to show that adaptive routing of 
one kind or another was superior to fixed routing had 
earlier produced negative results. Therefore an 
experiment was devised in which each node, when taking a 
routing decision, was provided, as though by magic, with 
a complete overview of the whole network. The state of 
all nodes and links, congested or otherwise, could 
therefore be taken into account in computing for each 
packet a route of minimum delay. The unexpected result 
was to show no improvement for magic routing over the 
performance obtained with fixed shortest path routing, 
performance being expressed in terms of maximum overall 
network carrying capacity and mean delay per packet in 
transit through the network. It was concluded that 
routing decisions which were optimal when they were taken 
became suboptimal, because of changed circumstances, 
before the routed packets reached their destination. 
Another cause could be a tendency for several nodes 
simultaneously to route traffic towards what was 
temporarily an underloaded section of the network, causing 
this section to receive too much traffic and to become 
overloaded in its turn. This is evidently an unstable
condition.
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Fixed routing should not be dismissed out of hand as a 
routing doctrine. Other experiments at NPL (4) have shown 
that, given a constant traffic matrix applied to the 
network, a fixed routing matrix can be devised that 
optimises network performance; this fixed routing matrix 
is developed by an iterative process from the shortest 
path matrix. It is when the routing algorithm needs to 
account for a changing load balance or for network 
component outages that fixed routing becomes a less 
attractive proposition.
On the other hand, it has long been believed by various 
workers that adaptive routing, properly applied, can 
enhance ultimate network carrying capacity or reduce 
transit delays at heavy loads. The ability of certain 
forms of adaptive routing to split loads over more than 
one route was expected to give this benefit; an early 
load splitting algorithm was the "bifurcation" algorithm 
discussed by Fultz (5). A bifurcation routing algorithm 
was simulated at NPL (6), the proportion of traffic 
splitting in each node being governed by route topology 
and by the length of packet queue waiting to use each 
route. The ultimate performance of a network thus 
organised was found to be inferior to that of a network 
with fixed routing matrix "tailored" to the traffic
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matrix. This result was explained on the grounds that 
under heavy general load there is little or no spare 
capacity which can be used to provide an alternative 
route.
On the other hand, when the same load-splitting algorithm 
was simulated on the same network under conditions of a 
moderately heavy general load with an additional single 
heavy stream of traffic from a particular source to a 
particular destination, the ability to share traffic 
between routes produced a striking improvement in 
performance (7). We conclude, therefore, that load 
-splitting can be very effective for dealing with isolated 
heavy traffic demands, but contributes little, if anything, 
when the heavy demand is general.
Simulation studies of flow control and congestion avoidance
Flow control operates at various levels in a packet 
-switched network. It is concerned to ensure that, in 
any flow of traffic between two points, the input flow 
shall not, averaged over some appropriate period, exceed 
the output flow. Should the input flow substantially 
exceed the output flow for a significant period of time, 
then a build-up of traffic is inevitable within the 
communication medium; if the latter has a limited 
capacity, then congestion may occur, followed by a 
possible complete breakdown of the system.
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Flow control may be, and usually is, applied between 
adjacent network nodes connected by single links. Flow 
control may operate between source and destination network 
nodes. It may operate between source and destination 
host computers or between processes contained within 
these computers. In some networks flow control is 
installed at all these levels, in others it may be found 
only at one or two of the levels listed.
The simulation work at NPL has included studies of flow 
control in a complete sub-network context. The major 
results concern networks operating in datagram mode, 
though the method could easily have been extended to 
include end-to-end protocols, including virtual calls.
Details of the early work at NPL may be found in (8) and 
it is sufficient to remark here that the systems simulated 
were prone to congestive failure when excessive loads 
were applied to the source interfaces of the network^ 
this was due in part to the nature of the adaptive routing 
algorithm in use and in part to the lack of an effective 
flow control on input. The node pool of output buffers 
was divided equally between all the output queues (with 
also a fixed allocation per input queue). The adaptive 
routing algorithm (rather like Baran's (9) "hot potato" 
routing algorithm) operated by seeking the best output
queue for each packet from a list, according to packet 
destination, giving the ranked order of all the node 
output queues. Thus a slot would be found on some output 
queue, however unsuitable, even if that slot represented 
the last available output buffer in the node. Application 
of a general heavy load to such a network rapidly filled 
up all the node buffers. Only when all the buffers were 
full was input traffic cut off. The result under heavy 
applied load was rapid saturation of the network, with 
packets unable to progress towards their destinations.
Work by Plessey (10) for NPL showed that optimum 
performance of the network could be obtained by placing 
an artificially low limit on the number of packets allowed 
into the network at one time. Davies (11) proposed a 
system whereby such a low limit could be maintained in 
practice - this was the system known as "isarithmic" flow 
control, which was studied extensively by simulation 
methods at NPL (4,12). In an eighteen node network with 
over 400 buffer store locations throughout the network, 
best performance in terms of throughput and delay was 
obtained when not more than fifty packets were in transit 
at one time. Application of isarithmic control to the 
network already shown to be prone to congestive failure 
removed all risk of such failure, however great the level 
of external load applied. The isarithmic scheme depends
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on the provision of permits which packets seeking 
admission need to acquire; permits are given up when 
packets are delivered to their destinations.
Other NPL work (13) showed that if the control on packet 
admission was made positive enough by other means, then 
the isarithmic scheme was not needed. Such a positive 
control was afforded by a system based on node buffer 
occupancy. If an incoming packet could not be found a 
buffer, then it was made to wait for admission; all 
incoming packets were blocked until this condition was 
relieved. Packets already travelling within the net 
(arriving in a node from neighbouring nodes) were given a 
measure of priority over new incoming packets by being 
allowed access to reserved buffers which was denied to 
new packets.
Both these schemes, isarithmic flow control and buffer 
occupancy control, are distributed schemes which are 
capable of maintaining a network in a non-congested state. 
A close parallel exists between this NPL work and other 
work at GMD (14).
It is fundamental to good network flow control that the 
first priority of a network shall be to seek'to deliver 
traffic already accepted for transmission and that 
acceptance of new traffic must take second place.
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Simulation of a hierarchical network
One method of coping with the organisational problems of 
very large networks is to arrange that the topology and 
control system shall be hierarchical in nature. In a 
hierarchical network nodes would be arranged in groups, 
each group served by a super node; super nodes would be 
connected together (not necessarily fully connected) by a 
number of fast transmission links; super nodes would be 
grouped into hyper groups each served by a hyper node; 
hyper nodes might be fully connected by even faster 
links. The depth of the hierarchy should depend on the 
size of the network and on the degree of grouping (number 
of nodes in one group) considered desirable.
A study of flow control and routing in such a hierarchical 
network has been carried out by Logica (15,16) under 
contract to NPL. This study has shown that the control 
protocols previously found adequate in a homogeneous 
network need strengthening in the hierarchical context.
For example, flow control by source node buffer occupancy 
was found inadequate in the hierarchical network. This 
was because congestion could occur in a higher level of 
the network and was only weakly fed back to the lowest 
level nodes responsible for controlling traffic acceptance 
from the network subscribers. A satisfactory solution 
was found in the re-introduction of isarithmic control in
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the higher level of the network. An attempt to imitate 
in the hierarchical store-and-forward network the routing 
doctrine used in the hierarchical circuit-switched 
telephone network failed to show satisfactory performance. 
The most satisfactory routing algorithm found was one 
based on local queue length information, such as has 
already been discussed in this paper.
It seems beyond doubt that hierarchical organisation will 
be necessary in the very large networks of the future. 
Network control problems are likely to be rather different 
from those encountered thus far in non-hierarchical 
contexts. Simulation techniques will of necessity be 
required for the study of these very complex issues, but 
the techniques themselves may need adaptation to take 
account of the very large scale of the networks involved.
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